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OceanOptics Protocols For Satellite Ocean Color Sensor Validation

Preface

This document stipulates protocols for measuring bio-optical and radiometric data for the Sensor

Intercomparison and Merger for Biological and Interdisciplinary Oceanic Studies (SIMBIOS) Project
activities and algorithm development. This document supersedes the earlier version (Fargion and Mueller
2000) and is organized into four parts:

• Introductory Background: The initial part covers perspectives on ocean color research and

validation (Chapter 1), fundamental definitions, terminology, relationships and conventions used
throughout the protocol document (Chapter 2), and requirements for specific in situ observations
(Chapter 3).

• Instrument Characteristics: This group of chapters begins with a review of instrument

performance characteristics required for in situ observations to support validation (Chapter 4), and

the subsequent chapters cover detailed instrument specifications and underlying rationale (Chapter

5) and protocols for instrument calibration and characterization standards and methods (Chapters 6
through 8).

• Field Measurements and Data Analysis: The methods used in the field to make the in situ

measurements needed for ocean color validation, together with methods of analyzing the data, are

briefly, but comprehensively, reviewed in Chapter 9. The remaining chapters of this part provide
detailed measurement and data analysis protocols for in-water radiometric profiles (Chapter 10),
the Marine Optical Buoy (MOBY) radiometric observatory for vicarious calibration of satellite

ocean color sensors (Chapter 11), above water measurements of remote sensing reflectance

(Chapter 12), determinations of exact normalized water-leaving radiance (Chapter 13),
atmospheric radiometric measurements to determine aerosol optical thickness and sky radiance

distributions (Chapter 14), determination of absorption spectra from water samples (Chapter 15),
and determination of phytoplankton pigment concentrations using HPLC (Chapter 16) and
fluorometric (Chapter 17) methods.

• Data Reporting and Archival: Chapter 18 describes the methods and procedures for data archival,

data synthesis and merging, and quality control applicable to the SeaWiFS Bio-optical Archive

and Storage System (SeaBASS), which is maintained to support ocean color validation for the
SeaWiFS, SIMBIOS and other cooperating satellite sensor projects. Current SeaBASS file

content and formatting requirements are given in Appendix B.

What is new in Revision 3 to the ocean optics protocol document, as compared to Revision 2 (Fargion
and Mueller 2000). The most obvious changes are the insertion of 3 new chapters into the document, and

the renumbering of the other chapters to accommodate them. The new chapters are:

1. Chapter 2, Fundamental Definitions, Relationships and Conventions, introduces the radiometric

quantities, inherent optical properties, fundamental concepts and terminology underlying the in
situ measurement and analysis protocols discussed throughout the document. The chapter also

discusses the scales adopted in these protocols for such quantities as extraterrestrial solar
irradiance, and the absorption and scattering coefficients of pure water.

2. Chapter 11, MOBY, A Radiometric Buoy for Performance Monitoring and Vicarious Calibration
of Satellite Ocean Color Sensors: Measurement and Data Analysis Protocols, documents the
specific measurement and data analysis protocols used in the operation of this critical radiometric

observatory. The MOBY normalized water-leaving radiance time series has provided the

principal, common basis for vicarious calibration of every satellite ocean color sensor in operation
since 1996.

3. Chapter 13, Normalized Water-Leaving Radiance and Remote Sensing Reflectance: Bidirectional

Reflectance and Other Factors, develops the physical basis underlying the bidirectional aspects of
the ocean's reflectance, and presents methods for removing this effect to determine exact

normalized water-leaving radiance, the only form of water-leaving radiance suitable for
comparisons between determinations based on satellite and in situ measurements.

Aside from renumbering, several of the chapters carried over from Revision 2 have been revisited and

significantly revised, while others have been modified only slightly. The two chapters providing overviews
of Instrument Characteristics (Chapter 4) and Field Measurements and Data Analysis (Chapter 9) have

been revised to reflect the changed content of those two major parts of the document. Chapter 15, covering

iii
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protocols for laboratory spectrophotometric determinations of absorption by particles and dissolved

materials in seawater samples, has been significantly revised to condense the workshop results reported in
the Revision 2 version into more focused descriptions of measurement and analysis protocols; the more

detailed workshop results and background in the original version of this chapter (as cited in the present

version) comprise the single case where material presented in Revision 2 is not completely superceded by
the present document. Protocols for HPLC measurements of concentrations of phytoplankton pigments
(Chapter 16) and fluorometric measurements of chlorophyll a concentration (Chapter 17) have been

significandy updated and revised. Protocols for characterization of radiometers (Chapter 6) and for

calibration of, and measurements using, sun photometers and sky radiance instruments (Chapters 7 and 14)
have been updated significantly, but modestly, and modifications to the remaining chapters are all
relatively minor.

Although the present document represents another significant, incremental improvement in the ocean

optics protocols, there are several protocols that have either been overtaken by recent technological

progress, or have been otherwise identified as inadequate. Some of the deficiencies and corrective steps
that will be taken in Revision 4, scheduled for completion in 2002, include:

• The present state of the art in instruments and methods for determining inherent optical
properties (IOP) is described only via abstract-level summaries in Chapters 4 and 9. A new
chapter will provide more complete and up-to-date IOP related protocols.

• Another new chapter will address methods for radiometn'c and bio-optical measurements
from moored and drifting buoys. These methods have much in common with, but also differ

in many important respects from, those implemented for the highly specialized MOBY
vicarious calibration observatory (Chapter 1 i).

• Radiometric measurements from aircraft are discussed at several points in the present
protocols, but detailed methods are n6where discussed. A third new chapter will be included
in Revision 4 to rectify this omission.

• Recent advances, at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), in

radiometric standards, methods of calibration, and stray light characterization have outdated

much of the material in the current protocols for characterization of radiometers (Chapter 6).
Key improvements relate to the NIST 2000 detector based scale of spectral irradiance, and

the N1ST Spectral Irradiance and Radiance responsivity Calibrations with Uniform Sources
(SIRCUS) facility. An important goal for Revision 4 is to update the characterization
protocols of Chapter 6 to reflect these state-of-the-art methods.

This technical report is not meant as a substitute for scientific literature. Instead, it will provide a

ready and responsive vehicle for the multitude of technical reports issued by an operational Project. The
contributions are published as submitted, after only minor editing to correct obvious grammatical or clerical
errors.
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Chapter 1

Ocean Color Radiometry and Bio-Optics

James L. Mueller l, Roswell W. Austin 1, Giulietta S. Fargion 2 and Charles R. McClain 3

1Center for Hydro-Optics and Remote Sensing, San Diego State University, California

2Science Applications International Corporation, Beltsville, Maryland

_NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland

1.1 INTRODUCTION

During the period from circa 1985 to 1991, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA) charged a series of successive science working groups with the task of recommending guidelines,
goals and mission design criteria for future satellite ocean color remote sensors. The deliberations of these

working groups were based on the ocean color science community's experiences with the Nimbus-7

Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS). On the one hand, the highly successful CZCS mission firmly
established ocean color remote sensing as a powerful tool for monitoring and studying the bio-optical
properties of the global ocean. On the other hand, the radiometric responsivities of the CZCS channels

declined progressively with time throughout its 8-year operating life, which just as firmly established the
need to independently verify a satellite sensor's performance using in situ measurements of the ocean and
atmosphere. From those two general perspectives, the principal recommendations of these NASA Ocean

Color Science Working Groups (collectively) included:

1. Baseline satellite ocean color products should include

a. Normalized water-leaving radiances L_ (_,) (Gordon and Clark, 1981),

b. Aerosol radiances _ (_.),

c. Chlorophyll a concentration Chl [mg m "3],

d. The diffuse attenuation coefficient K(490) at a wavelength of 490 rim, and

e. Calibrated radiances _ (_,) observed at the satellite.

2. Principal goals for product uncertainties should be

a. Less than 5 % uncertainty in LwN (Tt) and

b. Less than 35 % uncertainty in Chl.

3. An ongoing satellite ocean color sensor system validation program is necessary, using in
situ measurements of ocean radiometric and bio-optical properties, and of atmospheric optical
properties, to verify system performance - including algorithms - immediately after launch

and throughout a satellite ocean color sensor's operating lifetime.

These and other recommendations of the earlier working groups were endorsed by the Sea-viewing
Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) Science Team and accepted by NASA. Of particular significance in

the present context, the SeaWiFS Project Office moved immediately to implement a SeaWiFS Validation
Plan designed to assure a best effort to achieve the above product uncertainty goals (McClain et al. 1992).
A critical aspect of the validation plan was that in situ radiometric, optical and bio-optical measurements of

uniformly high quality and accuracy be obtained for verifying SeaWiFS system performance and product
uncertainties. Therefore, in 1991 the SeaWiFS Project Office sponsored a workshop to recommend
appropriate measurements, instrument specifications, and protocols specifying methods of calibration, field

measurements, and data analysis necessary to support SeaWiFS validation, leading to the first publication
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of Ocean Optics Protocols for SeaWiFS Validation (Mueller and Austin 1992). Continued discourse within

the ocean color research community led to Revisions 1 (Mueller and Austin 1995) and 2 (Fargion and
Mueller 2000) of these protocols.

The Ocean Optics Protocols for Satellite Ocean Color Sensor Validation (Revision 3.0) are intended to

provide standards, which if followed carefully and documented appropriately, will assure that any

particular set of optical measurements will be acceptable for ocean color sensor validation and algorithm
development. These protocols are guidelines and may be somewhat conservative. In the case of ship

shadow avoidance, for example, there are some circumstances in which acceptable radiometric profiles
may be acquired considerably closer to a ship than is specified here (Section 10.2). When the protocols are
not followed in such cases, however, it is incumbent upon the investigator to explicitly demonstrate that the

actual error levels are within tolerance. Close adherence to these protocols is the most straightforward way
for an investigator to establish a measurement that is uncontaminated by artifacts, such as ship shadow, and
is accurate enough to meet the requirements of satellite ocean color product validation.

Finally, having a standard set of measurement protocols is indispensable in developing consistency
across the variety of international satellite ocean color missions either recently launched or scheduled for

launch in the next few years. While each mission has its own validation effort, the mission validation

teams should not need to define separate validation measurement requirements. In the U.S., for instance,

ocean color validation support is derived from four separate funding programs, i.e., the SeaWiFS Project,

Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) validation program, the Earth Observing
System (EOS) calibration and validation program, and the Sensor Intercomparison for Marine Biology and
Interdisciplinary Oceanic Studies (SIMBIOS) Project (McClain and Fargion, 1999a, 1999b). Continued
development and refinement of these protocols help ensure coordination, collaboration, and communication
between those involved.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

Immediate concerns focused the early versions Of the Ocean Optics Protocols (Muetler and Austin

1992, 1995) on specific preparations for the SeaWiFS mission. In the interim, not only SeaWiFS, but the
Japanese Ocean Color Temperature Sensor (OCTS), the Polarizat_ofi Detection Environmentai_ad_0meter

(POLDER), and the MODIS global coverage ocean color systems have been successfully launched and

brought into operation, and the near-term launch Of several other such systems is anticipated (Appendix A).
The SIMBIOS Program goal is to assist the international ocean color community in developing a multi-year
time-series of calibrated radiances that transcends the spatial and temporal boundaries of individual

missions (Barnes et al. 2001). Specific objectives are to: (I) quantify the relative accuracies of the products

from each mission, (2) work with each project to improve the level of confidence and compatibility among
the products, and (3) develop methodologies for generating merged ievel-3 products. SIMBIOS has
identified the primary instruments to be used for developing global data sets. These instruments are

SeaWiFS, OCTS, POLDER [Advanced Earth Observing Satellite (ADEOS)-I and II], MODIS (Terra and

Aqua), Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR), Medium Resolution imaging Spectrometer

(MERIS), and Global Line Imager (GLI). The products from other missions [e.g., Ocean Color Imager
(OCI), Ocean Scanning Multisprectral Imager (OSMI), and Modular Optoelectronic Scanner (MOS)] will

be tracked and evaluated, but are n0t considered as key data sources foi'acombined global data set.

The scope of the protocols was, therefore, broadened to support development of bio-optical databases
that meet the expanded requirements of the SIMBiOS goals and objectives (Fargion and Mueller 2000).
The key objective addressed by the original working group was to recommend protocols and standards for

supporting in situ optical measurements. The original objectives remain valid today, albeit with broader
requirements for detailed measurements and sensor characteristics (e.g. wavelength characteristics). The
generalized protocol objectives address the following subject areas:

1. The required and useful optical parameters to be used for validation of satellite ocean color

sensor normalized water-leaving radiances and atmospheric correction algorithms, and for
monitoring each satellite sensor's calibration and stability, will be defined.
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2. Theinstrumentationrequirements,andstandardsfor measuringtheparametersin item1,
includingdefinitionsof measuredquantities,wavelengths,field-of-view(FOV)andband
specifications,sensitivity,uncertaintyandstability,willbedelineated.

3. Theopticalinstrumentcharacterization,intercalibrationstandards,andrelatedprotocolswill
bedefined.Thisobjectiveincludesthefollowingsubjects:

a) laboratorycalibrationandcharacterizationmeasurements,uncertainties,and
proceduresto beappliedto instrumentsusedin satelliteoceancolorsensor
validationandalgorithmdevelopmentactivities;

b) pre-andpost-deploymentmeasurementsandproceduresto befollowedwith
mooredinstrumentation;and

c) methodsforinstrumentcalibrationandcharacterization,andtherequirements
for recordkeepingandtraceability,includingintercalibrationsof radiometric
andopticalstandardsbetweenparticipatinglaboratories.

4. Theat-seaopticalsamplingstrategyandprotocolswill bestandardized.Thisobjective
includessuchconsiderationsas:

a) therationaleandjustificationsfor moored,underway,drifting,shipboard,and
airbornemeasurements;

b) shipshadowavoidance,depthresolutioninopticalprofiles,andtotalsampling
depths;and

c) timeofday,skyconditions,season,andgeographicconsiderations.
5. Theanalysisapproachestobeusedshallberefined.Thisobjectiveincludesrecommended

proceduresandmethodologiesforgeneratingderivedvariablesfromin situ observations, for

example normalized water-leaving radiance L_(_.)(Gordon and Clark 1981) and exact

normalized water-leaving radiance L_ (k) (Morel and Gentili 1996; Chapter 13) from

L_ (z,_.), and Ka (z,_,) from Ed(Z,k ).

6. Protocols for ancillary measurements, data archiving, database population, and access to data
will be standardized.

7. The required atmospheric measurements will be defined, and the degree to which standard
methodologies are available will be evaluated.

Specific methods for development and validation of bio-optical algorithms for ocean color sensors are

only briefly examined in this report. Nonetheless, the scope of the optics protocols includes data
requirements and sampling strategies for bio-optical and radiometric measurements supporting these
activities. This topic includes the following subjects:

1. Discrete chlorophyll a and pigment concentrations will be measured using for high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) pigment sampling and analysis, protocols and

standards for which closely follow those adopted by the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study
(JGOFS) (UNESCO 1994).

2. An assessment will be made of the roles of underway, moored, and discrete fluorescence
measurements, how such measurements are calibrated, and their usefulness for satellite data

product validation. Protocols are included for fluorometric measurement of chlorophyll a
concentration, again closely following the counterpart JGOFS protocols (UNESCO 1994).

3. The need for biogeochemical measurements of colored dissolved organic material (CDOM),
coccoliths, suspended sediment, detritus, etc., will be examined on the basis of baseline

product requirements. Protocols are included here for in situ and laboratory measurements of
spectral absorption by CDOM, and by suspended particles. The other aspects of this topic are
addressed in more general terms.
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1.3 SENSOR CALIBRATION

The individual satellite sensor project offices, as well as the SIMBIOS Project, must make every effort

to track the sensor's performance throughout the duration of the mission. Since SeaWiFS, for example, is
designed for a five-year mission, it was certain from the outset that the sensor calibration at each

wavelength would change in some unpredictable manner as a function of time. Experience with the CZCS

showed it is very difficult to determine a sensor's calibration once it has been launched CViollier 1982,
Gordon et al. 1983, Hovis et al. 1985, Mueller 1985, Gordon 1987, and Evans and Gordon 1994). Similar
problems have been encountered with other earth observing systems, such as the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) (Brown and

Evans 1985 and Weinreb et al. 1990). Because of the large atmospheric contribution to the total observed
radiances (Gordon 1981) and the great sensitivity of the bio-optical algorithms to the estimated water-
leaving radiances (Clark 1981), small errors in the calibration can induce sizable errors in derived

geophysical products, rendering them useless for many applications.

By processing large quantities of so-called "clear-water" imagery, i.e. in water with pigment

concentrations less than 0.25 mg m 3 (Gordon and Clark 1981), Evans and Gordon (1994) were able to

develop a vicarious calibration that was used in the global processing of the entire CZCS data set (Esaias et
al. 1986, Fetdman et al. 1989 and McClain et al. 1993). The approach, however, required assumptions that

may limit the scientific utility of ocean color imagery. Specifically, the normalized clear water-leaving

radiances, LWN(443), LWN(520), and LwN(550), were assumed to be 1.40, 0.48, and 0.30 mW cm:gm'lsr'l,

respectively. The Angstrom exponents were assumed to be zero, and certain geographical regions, such as
the Sargasso Sea, were assumed to be clear-water sites at all times. Under these assumptions, the clear-

water LWN values were used to calculate calibration adjustment coefficients to bring CZCS derived LWN
values into agreement for these regions. The vicarious calibration of the 443 nm band is tenuous, because

of the great variablqity in LwN(443) even in ciear Water. Additionaily.certain command and engineering
data from the NIMBUS-7 platform were not archived, so that a detailed analysis of possible effects related
to the spacecraft environment and the effects of spacecraft operation on the calibration could not be
performed.

Unlike CZCS, SeaWiFS and other modern ocean color sensors routinely produce geophysical fields in
a near-real time, operational mode for distribution to the science community. This aspect, as well as

merger of multi-satellite data sets spanning many years, necessitates constant evaluation of system
performance and derived products for all of the sensors. Therefore, a consistent multifaceted approach to

address problems of sensitivity degradation and sensor characterization is required on a continuing basis.
The goal is to ensure that satellite derived water-leaving radiances are accurately known and meet the
specifications of the individual missions and SIMBIOS.

As implemented by the SeaWiFS Project Office, for example, the validation program includes both

onboard and vicarious calibration approaches (McClain et al. 1998, 2000a, 2000b; Barnes et al. 1999a,
2000a, 2000b, 2000c). SeaWiFS has a solar measuring diffuser plate to reference the response to the sun

and is also capable of periodically imaging the moon by maneuvering the spacecraft (Barnes et al. 1999b).
MODIS and some other ocean color sensors have similar capabilities. The vicarious calibration program

incorporates measurements of water-leaving radiances, and other related quantities, from ships, drifting
buoys, and fixed moorings, to develop time series and geographically diverse samples of oceanic and

atmospheric data. Each approach has advantages and disadvantages, but when combined, they should

provide a complementary and comprehensive data set that will be sufficient to monitor short-term changes
and long-term trends in the sensor's performance.

Presendy, the SIMBIOS Project uses a combination of satellite and in situ observations from

geographically diverse vicarious calibration test sites as a means of comparing ocean color satellite
instruments. Using this vicarious calibration approach, results retrieved from different sensors can be

meaningfully compared and possibly merged (Barnes et al. 2001). More importantly, one can use the same
procedure, with in situ ocean and atmospheric optical property measurements, to recalibrate satellite

sensors (Fargion et al., 1999, 2000; Fargion and McClain 2000).

The SIMBIOS calibration strategy is to focus on regions and circumstances where the optical
properties of the marine atmosphere and ocean are well understood and homogeneous, i.e. where the errors
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intheatmosphericcorrectionandthein situ optical measurements are expected to be minimal. The Marine
Optical Buoy (MOBY), near the island of Lanai, Hawaii, provides the principal instrumented test site for

vicarious calibration measurements (Clark et. al. 1997; see also Chapter 11). The MOBY project officially
supports the validation of ocean color data that is collected by SeaWiFS and MODIS. In addition, MOBY

has been successfully used for OCTS and POLDER and indirectly for MOS (Wang and Franz, 1999)
vicarious calibrations.

1.4 BIO-OPTICAL ALGORITHMS

The SeaWiFS Project Office, and each of the counterpart ocean color sensor projects, is responsible for
producing a standard set of derived products. The oceanic products include chlorophyll concentration,

K d (490), and _ (%,0,¢) at 5 wavelengths (see Chapter 13 regarding the significance of the angular

dependency).

The basic quantities to be computed from the sensor radiances are the water-leaving radiances, from

which all other derived products except the aerosol products are computed. Every effort must be made to

ensure these radiances meet the goal of no more than 5 % uncertainty in case-1 waters. This requires the
atmospheric correction algorithms to be considerably more sophisticated than were the original CZCS
algorithms.

The baseline bio-optical products must meet the SeaWiFS, MODIS, other sensors, and SIMBIOS

Project accuracy requirements over a variety of water masses. The CZCS algorithms were based on a data

set consisting of fewer than 50 data points (only 14 observations were available for the band-2-to-band-3

ratio algorithm) and performed poorly in regions of high concentrations of phytoplankton pigments,
suspended sediment, or CDOM, and in coccolithophorid blooms (Groom and Holligan 1987). Accurate

estimates of the baseline products are essential if SeaWiFS is to be useful in programs such as the Joint
Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) [National Academy of Science (NAS) 1984], carbon cycle research,
and climate change research.

SeaWiFS, and the other modem ocean color sensors, have the capability, due to improvements in the

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), digitization, dynamic range, and wavelength selection, to increase the accuracy
of these products and to flag areas where anomalies or low confidence conditions exist. Clearly, a much
larger database is needed for developing and validating a broader variety of bio-optical algorithms, some of

which will be region specific. The radiometric, optical, and chemical field observations used in deriving

bio-optical algorithms and for vicarious calibration of the sensor must, therefore, conform to stringent,
uniform requirements with respect to instrument calibration and characterization, and methods of
observation.

The SeaWiFS and SIMBIOS Projects jointly manage a program to compare the various atmospheric

correction and bio-optical algorithms proposed by the science community (Wang and Bailey 2000,
McClain et al. 2000a, 2000b; O'Reilly et al. 2000). The purpose of this program is to independently
evaluate suggested improvements, or additions, to the SeaWiFS and merged products. This component of

the calibration and algorithm development program runs in parallel with, but off-line from, operational
processing and provides an essential mechanism for incorporating data and analyses from the community at
large (Barnes et al. 2001).

1.5 VICARIOUS CALIBRATION

For ocean observations, it is easy to show (Gordon 1987 and Gordon 1988) that satellite sensor

calibration requirements based on the quality of the existing CZCS pigment algorithms exceed currently
available capabilities. Furthermore, the sensor calibration is unlikely to remain unchanged through launch
and five years of operation in orbit. The only foreseeable way of approaching the ocean calibration needs

is through vicarious calibration, i.e., fine tuning the calibration in orbit.

Gordon (1987) described the detailed method used to achieve vicarious calibration for the CZCS.

First, the calibration was initialized after launch by forcing agreement between the sensor-determined
radiance and the expected radiance based on radiometric measurements made at the surface under clear
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atmospheric conditions. Next, since the CZCS responsivity was observed to be time dependent, the
algorithms were applied to other scenes characterized by bio-optical surface measurements and more

typical atmospheres, and the calibration was adjusted until the measured water-leaving radiances were
reproduced. Finally, the surface measurements of pigments were combined with satellite pigment estimates
for a wide variety of atmospheric conditions, and the radiance calibration was fine tuned until the best

agreement was obtained between the retrieved and true pigments.

The CZCS vicarious calibration was not radiometric. It was a calibration of the entire system - sensor
plus algorithms. To predict the radiance measured at the satellite, Lt, the water-leaving radiance, aerosol

optical thickness, and aerosol phase function are all required. Also needed are ancillary data, including the
surface pressure, wind speed, and ozone optical thickness. For vicarious calibration and validation, these

data are obtained by measuring the upwelling radiance distribution just beneath the surface, along with the
aerosol optical thickness and the sky radiance, at the time of the satellite overpass. The sky radiance is

used to deduce the required information about the aerosol phase function (Voss and Zibordi 1989). The

data set is finally used to deduce L, at the top of the atmosphere, coincident with a SeaWiFS overpass from
which the calibration is initialized (Clark et at 1997).

The present approach used by the SIMBIOS and SeaWiFS Projects is to develop a Level-lb to Level-2

software package (MS112) which is capable of processing data from multiple ocean color sensors using the
standard SeaWiFS atmospheric correction algorithms of Gordon and Wang (1994a, 1994b). The
integration of a new sensor into MSI12 involves the development of a set of input functions and derivation
of bandpass specific quantities such as Rayleigh scattering tables and Rayleigh-aerosol transmittance

tables. Once the processing capability has been established, the vicarious calibration can be tuned using

"match-up data" from the MOBY site, and/or cross calibration with another sensor. For example, Wang
and Franz (1999) used SeaWiFS normalized remote sensing reflectances and aerosol models to successfully
re-calibrate the MOS spectral channels.

Using this approach, the SIMBIOS Project can provide a completely independent assessment of
instrument calibration and sensor-to-sensor relative calibration. The Project also provides insight to the

sensor teams on how differences in calibration techniques and atmospheric correction algorithms propagate
through the processing to produce differences in retrieved optical properties of the water. It must be

stressed that this exercise is absolutely essential for calibrating the ocean color systems, i.e. sensors plus
algorithms, and that it cannot be implemented without a high quality surface data set obtained
simultaneously with the satellite imagery.

1.6 AEROSOL OPTICAL THICKNESS VALIDATION
Aerosol optical thickness products determined from the satellite ocean color data itself are Critical

factors in the uncertainty budgets of atmospheric Correction algorithms (Gordon and Wang 1994a) and

results of vicarious calibrations (Clark et al. 1997; Gordon 1981, 1987, 1988). The SIMBIOS Project is

validating the SeaWiFS aerosol optical products by comparing them to in situ measurements (Wang et aL,
2000). A second, related objective of these comparisons is to determine the validity of the aerosol models
currently used by SeaWiFS for atmospheric correction.

The principal source of in situ aerosol observations is the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET).

AERONET is a network of ground-based automated sun photometers owned by national agencies and
universities (Holben et al. 1998). AERONET data provides globally distributed, near-real time observations

of aerosol spectral optical depths, aerosol size distributions, and precipitable water. Because the majority
of the AERONET stations are at continental locations, SIMBIOS augmented the network with 12
additional island and coastal sites, including Lanai and Oahu Hawaii, Ascension Island, Bahrain, Tahiti,

Wallops island, South Korea, Turkey, Argentina, Azores and Perthl The SIMBIOS Project also has

shipboard and hand-held sun photometers (MicroTops, PREDE, and SIMBAD) and an aerosol-profiling
LIDAR system. These instruments are calibrated in collaboration with the AERONET Program at NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and loaned to investigators staging SIMBIOS sponsored research
expeditions.

6
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1.7 COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

The SeaWiFS and SIMBIOS Project Offices rely on the oceanographic community to perform field
research for atmospheric and bio-optical algorithm development, and for all of the in situ data collection for

vicarious sensor calibration. The SIMBIOS Project sponsors a subset of these observations, but many
projects sponsored by the NASA Research and Application Program, other government agencies and the

international ocean color research community all make major contributions to the global multi-year effort.

The SIMBIOS Project has undertaken the challenge of coordinating the in situ observations

contributed by these various programs, linking it to ocean color imagery from the international ensemble of

satellite sensors, and making the overall data sets available to the ocean color research community
(McClain and Fargion 1999a, 1999b). A workable strategy to meet those challenges first requires a clear

definition of the observations, uncertainties, and data collection protocols associated with each type of
activity. The purpose of this document is to clarify these requirements.

1.8 PROTOCOL DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION

The chapters of this document are organized into 4 parts"

1. The first 3 chapters are introductory in nature. Chapter 1 introduces perspectives on ocean
color research and validation, Chapter 2 provides fundamental definitions and conventions

used throughout the document, and Chapter 3 defines requirements for in situ observations.

2. Chapters 4 through 8 address the characteristics and performance specifications of the

instruments used for in situ observation, and provide protocols for their calibration and
characterization. Chapter 4 provides an overview of instrument specifications and

characterization, together with brief protocol descriptions for instrument types that are not
covered by a separate chapter.

3. Chapters 9 through 17 provide detailed protocols describing methods for making each type of
field measurement and associated data analysis. Chapter 9 provides an overview of
measurement and data analysis topics, together with protocols for measurements that are not
covered by a separate chapter.

4. Finally, Chapter 18 addresses the methods and procedures for data archival and quality
control procedures.
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Chapter 2

Fundamental Definitions, Relationships and
Conventions

James L. Mueller I and Andre Morel 2

1Center for Hydro-Optics and Remote Sensing, San Diego State University, California
2Laboratoire d'Oceanographie, Universite Pierre et Marie Curie, France

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The fundamental radiometric and optical quantities, physical relationships, terminology, and
conventions underlying ocean color science are drawn from an extensive and growing literature. The

present Ocean Optics Protocols for Satellite Ocean Color Sensor Validation document and its predecessors

(Fargion and Mueller 2000; Mueller and Austin 1992, 1995) are attempts to distill a uniform set of

concepts, methods and conventions applied to in situ measurements, data analyses and interpretations
appropriate for validating the operational performance and derived products associated with satellite ocean

color sensors. Basic ocean optical and radiative transfer concepts, definitions and terminology used
throughout the protocols are adapted from, e.g., Preisendoffer (1960, 1976), Jerlov (1976), Morel and
Smith (1982), more recent literature cited extensively in the individual chapters, and workshop discussions
associated with the successive revisions of the document. Comprehensive treatments of radiative transfer

concepts and methods relevant to ocean color are provided by, e.g., MoNey (1994) and Preisendorfer
(1976). Choices of particular puNished.scales for, e.g., mean extraterrestrial solar spectral irradiance and

the spectral absorption and scattering spectra of pure water, originate with usage in the Nimbus-7 Coast

Zone Color Scanner and SeaWiFS pr0gr_, recent literature, and working group discussions specifically
related to the protocols; these scale conventions are expected to continue to evolve (e.g. Section 2.8 below).

The purpose of the present chapter is a first attempt to present a succinct summary of the key

definitions, relationships, conventions and terminology currently adopted for use throughout the protocol
document. In the previous revisions (Mueller and Fargion 2001; Mueller and Austin 1992, 1995), Uniform

usage in these areas was maintained by carefully editing each new, or significantly revised, chapter. As the
scope and breadth of chapter authorship has expanded, authors new to the protocols have introduced variant

terminology and conventions that pose an increasingly burdensome editorial task. It is hoped that by
collecting the most common aspects of this topic in one place as a source guide for authors and co-authors
of protocol chapters, a more uniform usage and terminology may result. As with all chapters of the

protocols, it is fully expected that, in the future, this first attempt will be significantly revised and improved
through constructive criticism and suggestions from the ocean color research community at large. In

particular, the present chapter does not yet address important fundamental quantities, concepts and
relationships of atmospheric optics, as they relate to ocean color science. This omission results purely from
a lack of adequate time, within the scheduie for publication of the protocol document (Revision 3), to write
this important topic and it will be added in the next revision.

2.2 GEOMETRY

Remote Sensing Coordinate System

Figure 2.1 illustrates an arbitrary Cartesian coordinate system, with a source illuminating the origin

from direction S, a unit-length vector oriented at (zenith, azimuth) angles (0o, _o), and a detector viewing

the origin from direction I) oriented at (0, 0O). The orthonormal basis vectors (_,:_,_), defined in matrix

notation as

10
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i= ,_= andS= , (2.1)

define the coordinate system illustrated in Figure 2.1. The Cartesian representation of the unit-length

vector pointing toward the detector is

"sin 0cos _]

I)= sin0sin _/, (2.2)

cose j

and the source direction vector coordinates are

[sin 0o cOS*o 1

"S=/sin 0° sint_°/" (2.3)

L coseo 1
Photon flux from the source is transmitted through the origin in direction

I-sin Oo cOS*o 1

"i'=_ = |-sin 0osin_o1/" (2.4)
L -coseo ]

The scattering angle W, through which photons are redirected from direction t into direction I), in

the view of the detector, is determined as cos W = t*l), which from (2.2) and (2.4) expands in this

coordinate frame as

cos u/= _ cos 0 cos eo - sin 0 sin 0o (cos _ cos _o + sin _ sin _o ).

Invoking the identity cos (_-_o ) = cos _cos _o + sin _sin _bo , the scattering angle in the remote sensing

coordinate system may be expressed

cos W = -cos 0 cos 0o - sin 0 sin 0ocos (_- ¢o ). (2.5)

The complete derivation of (2.5), although straightforward, is given here because the sign of the second
term has been incorrectly reversed in some literature sources (e.g. Gordon et al. 1983 and Liou 1980).

In the context of ocean color remote sensing, the _o_-plane would be parallel to, and _. the unit normal

to, the sea surface, the source would be the sun, and the detector a satellite ocean color sensor. A common
convention appearing throughout this protocol document (e.g. see Chapters 12 and 13) is to rotate the local

coordinates so that the x-axis is aligned with the solar azimuth and _o - 0.

Instrument Coordinate System

When working with instruments designed to measure transmission of light along a path, or light

scattered at a particular angle from that path, it is more convenient to rotate the coordinate system as

illustrated in Figure 2.2. The collimated source is placed at -_ and "Detector 1" at _. to measure
transmission of flux transmitted along that axis over the distance between source and sensor. "Detector 2"

views the beam at the origin and zenith angle 0, and the associated scattering angle in this coordinate frame

is simply W = e. In ocean optics, it may ordinarily be assumed that mattering is azimuthally isotropic in

the coordinate reference of Fig. 2, so that one need not consider _ dependence of scattering.

Scattering Angle Invariance

It is important to keep in mind that the relationship of the scattering angle W to the angular orientation

of the scattered (viewing) path relative to the transmission path is identical in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.

Determining u? is simpler and more intuitive in the representation of Figure 2.2, when the origin and

orientation of the transmission path are held fixed, and only the direction from which the origin is viewed

11
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varies.Forasatelliteremotelysensedoceancolorimage,ontheotherhand,boththesource(transmission)
andsensor(viewing)directionschangecontinuouslyfrompixeltopixel,andit ismoreconvenienttoplace
theoriginateachpixel(Figure2.1)anddetermineqJ using (2.5).

Plane and Solid Angles

In plane geometry, quantities are represented in 2-dimensional Cartesian (x, y), or polar (r, e),
coordinates. The natural measure of angular distance in plane coordinates is the tad/an, defined as the

angle subtending an arc of unit length on the perimeter of the unit circle (i.e. a circle of radius r = 1 ).

There are 2re radians in a full circle. The units of an angle are, by convention, taken implicitly to be radians
(without units notation), unless they are explicitly specified to be in degrees. These simple definitions and
concepts are widely understood and used by the public at large.

Radiometry and optics intrinsically involve vector quantities that must be represented in 3-dimensional

(x, y, z), or (r, 0, _b), coordinates (Figure 2.1). It is also necessary to associate 3-dimensional solid angles
with many radiometric and optical quantities. Following the definition of the 2-dimensional radian, the

natural measure of solid angles in 3-dimensions is the steradian (denoted sr), defined as the solid angle
subtending a unit area on the surface of the unit sphere (again r = 1 ). The geometry relating surface area

on the unit sphere to angles 0 and _p is illustrated in Figure 2.3. The differential area on the surface of a

sphere of radius r is determined as da = r2 sin OdOdOd, and on the unit sphere da = sin OdOd¢ (Figure 2.3).

By definition, a given solid angle f_ corresponding to angular intervals A0 and A_pis determined as

.0.= f J"sin0ded¢, sr, (2.6)
,',O

from which we define the differential solid angle as

do)--- sin 0dOriC, sr. (2.7)

2.3 IRRADIANCE AND RADIANCE

Taking radiant flux F to be the flow of radiant energy, e.g. in _tW, through a point on a plane surface,

E =-dE l_w cm.2, the radiant flux per unit area through that point from allirradiance is defined as da'

directions in the hemisphere above the surface. The direction associated with E is the normal to the

surface. Radiance at a point on a surface is the radiant flux per unit solid angle from direction (0, #p),per
unit area, da cos 0, normal to the direction of flow, and is defined as

d2 F dE

L(0,_)--- do_dacos0 =cos0do,rtWcm'2sr'_. Combining these definitions and (2.7) we have the

relationship between irradiance and radiance incident on a plane as

2z

E = f iL(O,C#)cosOsinedOdCp, _tW cm "2. (2.8)
00
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Figure 2. I: The directions of source S and detector f) direction vectors relative to the origin of the coordinate frame

adopted throughout the ocean optics protocols. The zenith and azimuth angles (0o,_o) are reserved for source directions,

and the notation (0, _) applies to the direction of the detector location, or any other general direction, depending on the

context. The unit-length vector 'F = -S defines the direction of radiant flux from the source transmitted through the

origin, and _t' is the angle through which radiant flux is scattered from the transmitted beam 'F into the view of the

detector in direction 1).

A
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\ /" "_t' = 0

/%
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Figure 2.2: A local coordinate frame rotated to align the source and detector-1 locations along the z-axis. Detector-2,

located in direction (0,t_), views the origin to measure radiant flux scattered from the transmitted beam through angle

W. This local coordinate system is usually adopted for beam transmissometers and instruments designed to measure the

volume scattering function (VSF) 13(_, _), because the scattering angle _' is more easily visualized and computed in

this framework than in the representation of Figure 2.1. For a beam transmissometer, the path length is simply the

distance between the source and detector-1 along the z-axis. For a VSF meter, the working volume is defined by the
intersection of the field of view of detector-1 with the beam geometry of the source.
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Figure 2.3:

on a sphere of unit radius. From the above, it is easily seen that da = sin OdOd¢#.

Illustration representing the relationship between differential angles dO and dd_and the area da subtended

A

z

/

/ Watar$_ z---O +

p(e,egLd(O+,x,e, )

" y

A

-Z

Figure 2.4: Reflection and refraction angles - in the plane of the paper - at the air-sea interface. Solid arrows represent
radiant flux directions incident on and transmitted through the interface. Dashed arrows represent radiant flux reflected

from the interface. The bold dashed lines represent the boundaries, in water, of the cone defined by the critical angle

0c -- 48 ° , beyond which radiant flux is totally reflected downward into the medium. The left-hand diagram represents

the case for radiant flux incident from above (z = 0÷) on, and reflected from, the surface at zenith angle 0, and

transmitted through the interface at the refracted nadir angle 0' below the surface. The right-hand diagram represents

the case for radiant flux incident from below (z=0-)on, and reflected from, the surface at nadir angle 0", and

transmitted through the interface at zenith angle 0 in air. The symbols 0 for zenith angles in air, and 0" for nadir

angles in water, are adopted and reserved for this purpose throughout the ocean optics protocol document.
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lrradiance and radiance, unless qualified as spectral quantities, include the flux of photons at all
wavelengths.

E "%" dF
Spectral irradiance is defined as ( )-=._, I.tW cm2nm "j, and spectral radiance as

L(%,0,_) ---_, gW cm'2nm-_sr "_, so from (2.8) we have for downward spectral irroAiance incident
a_

on a plane surface from above

2x 2

Ea (%)= J fL(%,O,,)cosOsinOdOdCp, IzW cm-2nm ', (2.9)
oo

and for upward spectral irroxliance incident on the xy-plane from below (Figure 2.1)

2X_

Eu(%)= - j"J'z (%,e,,) cos osin OdOd,, !LtWera2 nm -'. (2.10)
0x

Vector spectral irradiance, the net vertical radiant flux per unit area through a point from above and below
the xy-plane I, is by definition

2'I_ 'II: i

/_ (%) = J J'L (%, 0,*)cos 0sin OdOd,, IJ.W cm2nm '' , (2. I 1)
00

or by inspection of (2.9) and (2.10), it is apparent that

/_(%) = E d (%)- Eu (L), _tW cm'2nm '. (2.12)

Spectral scalar irradiance is the total flux of photons at wavelength % per unit area (normal to the flux
direction) from all directions through a point in space, or

2'_ g

/_(%) = f _L(%,O,*)sinOdOd,, IJ.W cm'_nm "1. (2.13)
00

If an opaque surface of infinite extent is present at the xy-plane, as might be emulated with an instrument

having a small spherical diffuser atop an opaque circular plate blocking flux from the lower hemisphere,
the total flux through a point is the downward spectral scalar irradiance

11[

o 2x2

E n (%)= J".[L (%,0,,)sin 0d0d,, tJ.W cm2nm "., (2.14)
00

and conversely for the underside of the xy-plane the upward spectral scalar irrad_nce is

2_

E_ (%1= _ _ L(%, 0,*)sin 0d0d,, IxW cm'2nm "' , (2.15)
0_

2

and in this case %) = E a (%)+ E_ (%).

The symbol Fo (%) is traditionally used in atmospheric optics to describe the solar spectral irradiance

above the earth's atmosphere on a plane normal to the direction of the sun, and when the earth is at its

mean distance from the sun. The symbol _ (X) is kept in these protocols, for consistency with the

literature providing scales of its values (Section 2.8 below), even though it represents irradiance and should
otherwise be denoted using the symbol E.

This is actually only the vertical component of vector spectral irradiance (Preisendorfer 1964, 1976;
Mobley 1994), but the distinction is commonly omitted in the ocean optics literature.
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2.4 INHERENT OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SEAWATER

The inherent opticalproperties (IOP) of a medium, a term originating with Preisendorfer (1960), are

quantities characterizing how a light field propagating through a given point in the medium is modified by
the physical processes of absorption and scattering. The IOP are material properties of the medium, and
they are independent of the geometric properties of the vector light field.

In contrast to the IOP, measurements of spectral irradiance and radiance propagating through a
medium are dependent on the geometric distribution of the light field, as well as on the IOP of the medium.

Under varying illumination conditions, such as variations in solar azimuth and zenith angle, these apparent
opticalproperties (AOP) will vary also. The AOP are measurements of the vector light field in the sea, as
determined by the surface illumination boundary conditions (the part of the downward radiance field at

depth z = 0- that is transmitted through the surface from above) and the IOP. The bidirectional character of

the ocean's remote sensing reflectance, which results from interaction of surface boundary conditions and
the IOP, is examined in detail in Chapter 13.

Coefficients of Absorption, Scattering and Beam Attenuation

Consider a narrow collimated beam, of cross-sectional area Aa, of monochromatic spectral energy flux

F_ (_,), I.tW nm 4, incident normal to the xy-plane at the origin of Figure 2.2. As the flux is transmitted

over a distance Az along the z-axis 2, a fraction A(k)=_ will interact with and be absorbed by water

o,,, FB( )
molecules, or. particles, another fraction t_[_,)=F"_ will be scattered out of the beam into other

directions, and the remaining fraction T(_,) = Fr (_------_)will be transmitted through the volume AaAz cmZm

The dimensionless fractions A(L), B(_.), and T(L) are, respectively, the spectral absorptance, spectra/
scatterance, and spectral transmittance of the medium (e.g., MoNey 1994): If there are no other sources in

the medium, A(2_)+B(_)+T(_,) = 1, and in the limits Aa --) 0 and Az --->0, we may write

lim lim_Fr(_')-Fi(_)= A(_')+B(_')F-_--_').},l.tWcm'2nm-lm-I (2.16)_-,0_-,0[ AaAz Az

by definition E(L)=-_-_, (2.16) may be written in differential form in terms of incident spectralSince

irradiance as

aei
(3")=-[a(_)+b(2_)]Ei (L)=-c(_.)Ej (_.), gW cm'2nm'lm "1, (2.17)

dz

where a (_.) is the spectral volume absorption coefficient a (3.) = lira A (_.) re.l, b (_.) is the spectral
az-,o Az

volume scattering coefficient b (_.) = lim B (k)
_0--_--' m4, and c(_.) is the spectral volume beam attenuation

coefficient,

c(_)=a(_,)+b(_,), m". (2.18)

2 In the present context, the variable z in Fig. 2.2 does not correspond to depth in the water column, as it

does elsewhere throughout this document. In Fig. 2.2 and the introduction of IOP, the z-axis defines only
the direction of the optical path of radiant flux transmitted from the collimated source to "detector 1", and

the angular orientation of the coordinate frame in the medium is arbitrary and irrelevant.
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The Volume Scattering Function

The directional scatterance B(L,W,O)- Fs (_,,_d,Cp)
F_ (_.) is the fraction of incident radiant flux scattered

from the volume AaAz into a solid angle increment AD centered in direction (_F,_). Recall that _F = 0

in the coordinate frame of Figure 2.2. In ocean optics, it is usually assumed that scattering of unpolarized

light is azimuthally symmetric about the beam, and therefore, it is independent of _ in the coordinate frame

of Figure 2.2. Following the derivation described by Mobley (1994), the spectral volume scattering
function (VSF) may be defined as

l_(_.,q')= lim lim t.- Fs-(_''v'_) 1, sr-'m". (2.19)
l ( )aC XzJ

The spectral radiant intensity I s (_,,_,_) scattered from a point into direction (W,_) - as might be

calculated for scattering by spherical particles using Mie theory, for example is

I s (_.,V,t_)= lim Fs (_,,V,_),. W
aa-.0 _ , nm-_sr "_. With appropriate substitutions, therefore, the definition of the

VSF (2.19) may be rewritten as (Mobley 1994)

13(_.,_F)= um ltm _--_ , sr'Zm "l.
'_-*o_--_o[ Ei (_,)AaAzJ

The volume scatteringcoefficientisrelatedtotheVSF as

(2.20)

b(Z,) = 2nfl_(_.,V)sinVdV, m". (2.21)
o

The non-dimensional volume scattering phase function, characterizing the shape of the VSF, is
defined as

" ' ' b()Q " (2.22)

The volume scattering phase function gives the probability that, if a photon is scattered at all it will be

redirected through angle W, while the volume scattering coefficient characterizes the strength of the
scattering process per unit pathlength.

The Backscattering Coefficient

The fraction per unit pathlength of the incident radiant flux scattered in the backward direction, i.e.

_F > --_, is the volume backscattering coefficient
2

y;

bb (_-)= 2nj'13(_.,_U)sin tPdW, m "_. (2.23)
_t

2

The normalized backscattering coefficient, giving the probability that a scattered photon will be

scattered through an angle u_ > __, is defined as
2

or by combining (2.22) and (2.23)

/_b(_') = _, (2.24)

x

/_b(_')=2nf_(_,V) sin _Pdv, m".

2

(2.25)
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The Single Scattering Albedo

The single scattering albedo

(2.26)

alternatively denoted as _o, parameterizes the relative contribution of scattering to total attenuation of light

in the medium and is also called the probability of photon survival, for a photon that interacts with the
medium.

Fluorescence and Raman Scattering

The IOP of seawater discussed above deal only with absorption and elastic scattering by molecules and

particles. The radiant field in water also includes inelastic scattering contributions due to radiant energy
absorbed by the medium at one wavelength, and emitted at a longer wavelength. The coefficients
chakacterizing these internal sources of radiant energy are also IOP of the medium. Fluorescence emission

by chlorophyll a, other phytoplankton pigments, and dissolved organic molecular compounds is one
important inelastic scattering process in seawater (Chapter 13). Raman scattering by water molecules is the

other important inelastic scattering process in the sea (Section 10.4 and Chapter 13).

Additive Property of Inherent Optical Properties

The IOP of natural seawater are a combination of IOP of pure water (molecular scattering and
absorption), materials dissolved in seawater (also molecular scattering and absorption), and suspended
particles (particle scattering and absorption). Therefore, each individual IOP may be expanded as the sum
of contributions by each of these material components.

For absorption,

a(_,) =a w (_,)+ap (_,)+a, (_,), m", (2.27)

where aw, ap and ag are the absorption coefficients of pure water, particles and dissolved organic materials,
respectively.

It is usually assumed that molecular scattering by dissolved organic materials is indistinguishable from
molecular scattering by water, so that the VSF expands as

13(_)= [3w(X)+13, (Z,), m", (2.28)

where [3w and [3pare respectively the VSFs of water and particles. Given the expansion of the absorption

coefficient and VSF, it is straightforward to determine the expansions of all other IOP by combining (2.27)
and (2.28) with equations (2.18) through (2.26).

It is possible to further partition absorption and scattering coefficients to account for mixtures of

different types of particles, or dissolved materials (see, e.g., Chapter 15).

Inherent Optical Properties of Pure Water

For purposes of these protocols, the coefficients for molecular absorption by pure water aw(_,) m "l, are

adopted from S6g_es _d Fry (1997) for wavelengths between 340 nm and 380 rim, Pope and Fry

(1997) for wavelengths between 380 nm and 700 nm, and Smith and Baker (1981) for wavelengths
between 700 nm and 800 nm.

The volume scattering coefficients of pure water, bw(_.)m "i, are given by Morel (1974). The

molecular (Rayleigh) scattering phase function is

_w(V)=3(l+c°s2v)
16re ' (2.29)

or more generally
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L ,

where _ is the depolarization ratio, which has an average value g ---0.09 (Morel 1974).

(2.30)

lOP and Radiant Field Relationships Distributed in a Medium

The foregoing IOP definitions and relationships, presented above via equations (2.16) through (2.26),

are expressed in a local coordinate system (Figure 2.2) that provides a convenient framework for describing
measurement concepts. To apply the IOP and these relationships to vector radiant fields in the atmosphere
ocean system, it is necessary to take account of variations with location of the IOP and vector radiant fields

throughout the medium. The local "instrument coordinates" of Figure 2.2 are not useful in this context, and

it is more appropriate to express the IOP and radiant field relationships in the coordinate frame of Figure
2.1, where the xy-plane is parallel to the air-sea interface and the z-axis is fixed as the local vertical. In this

more general framework, an optical transmission path vector (r,0,#) is not restricted to (r,0,0), as in

Figure 2.2 and the above IOP definitions, so that the incremental pathlength Az appearing in (2.16) through

(2.20) becomes br _ t_z where 0 is the zenith angle in the direction of photon flow _. As discussed in
COSe '

Section 2.2, the scattering angle W # 0 in the more general coordinate frame of Figure 2.1, but must be

determined using (2.5). Moreover, azimuthally symmetric scattering about a transmission beam, while still

assumed, is no longer synonymous with ¢ - independence of scattering.

Unless stated otherwise, it is assumed throughout the protocols that horizontal variations in IOP are

negligible compared to vertical variations, so that the spatial distributions of the primary lOP are expressed

as a (z, _), b (z, _.), c (z, _,), and 15(z, _.,W). This so-called "plane-parallel assumption" does not suggest

that IOP do not vary with geographic position, but simply that horizontal variations are weak enough to be
neglected in radiative transfer calculations related to the ocean color problem. It is recognized that this
assumption may break down in Case-2 water masses, and other special circumstances, where 3-dimensional
radiative transfer processes must be taken into account.

The incident spectral radiance distribution at the origin associated with a perfectly collimated source

incident on the plane normal to S = (r =1,0o,_o) (Figure 2.1) is related to the incident spectral irradiance
2z

E,(_,,Oo,¢o)=SfI_(_,,O,*)COS(O-eo)5(e--Oo)8(¢-_o)SinOdOd¢, where the Dirac delta function
O0

5(0- Oo) is

1, 0=0o,5(0-0°) - 0, otherwise,

and similarly for 5(_-_o), so that within the constraints of this Construct

E_ (_.,0o,_o)= l_m0_ (_.,0o,_o)A.Q. Scattered radiance Ls (L,0,_)= lim Is (_.,e,_) i.tw cm2nmtsr "_,
_a_O z_ka '

i.e. radiance is radiant intensity per unit area (Mobley 1994). Using these relationships in differential form,

and taking account of the depth dependence of IOP and coordinate transformations, equation (2.17) may be
rewritten as

3 Note that for the source direction and transmission vector conventions of Figure 2.2, 0 = n-0 o , and

COS0 = -- COS0o .
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dE,(z,_,0o,_o)cos(n-Co)=-[a (z,_)+b(z,_)lei (z,X,Co,_o)
dz

= -c(z,Z)Ei (z, _.,0o,_ o ), IxW cm'_nm'Xm "1,

and equation (2.20) as

d_(z,Z,0,,)
cosO:13(z,_,V)Z_(z,_.,0o,_o),

dzdco

or for more general radiance distributions, the scattered radiance per unit pathlength is expressed as

2x x

dLs (z,_,0,@) cos0= f f[3 (z,_,, tF)/_ (z,_,,0o,_o)sin 0odOodd_ o, [tW cm'2nm'lsr ''m'.
dz oo

(2.31)

(2.32)

2.5 REFLECTION AND REFRACTION AT THE SEA SURFACE

The geometric aspects of reflection from, and refracted transmission through, the air-sea interface are
illustrated in Figure 2.4. The water surface is located at depth z = 0, and the upper side of the interface is

denoted z = 0+, while the underside of the interface at the same depth is denoted z = 0-. Ray paths

indicating radiance incident on, or transmitted through, the interface are illustrated as solid arrows. Ray
paths indicating radiance reflected from the interface are shown as dashed arrows.

The Refractive Index of a Medium

The complex refractive index of a medium is denoted m()_)=n(_,)+in'()_). The real part of the

refractive index, n(_), is the ratio of the speed of light in one medium relative to that in another. The
imaginary part, n'(_.), is directly related to the volume absorption coefficient a(_) of the medium. The

complex refractive index is another iOP of seawater. The imaginary part of the refractive index is not

utilized in the present version of the protocols, and further use of the term "refractive index" is taken to
mean the real part n(X)_

The refractive index of air is approximately independent of wavelength with value n 1. The

refractive index of water relative to air is approximately nw ()_) _=_1.34. Its wavelength dependence, while

weak throughout the visible spectrum, may be computed for fresh water from the empirical relationship
(Austin and Halikas 1976) as

nw (/l) = 1.325147-_ 6.6096
_. - 137.1924" (2.33)

Austin and Halikas (1976) also tabulated variations in nw(_.) for seawater as a function of temperature and

salinity; these variations are also weak, for visible wavelengths, and may be neglected for most applications
discussed in these protocols.

Snell's Law of Refraction at a Plane Interface Between Two Media

3 of that in air, radiance incident on the sea
Because the speed of light in seawater is approximately -_

surface at angle 0 is refracted to an angle 0' that is closer to the vertical (left-hand diagram in Figure 2.4).
The reverse process takes place when upward radiance incident from below is transmitted across the

interface into air (right-hand diagram of Figure 2.4). The angles 0 and 0' are related by Snell's Law of
Refraction
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sin0
n =-- (2.34)

sin 0'"

Downward radiance from solid angle O sr in air that is transmitted through the interface, converges

into a smaller solid angle O' sr in water. The reverse process, solid angle divergence, occurs when

radiance is transmitted upward from water to air. By combining (2.6) with (2.34), it may be shown that the
2 •

solid angles are related as _ = nwf_ , where we neglect the weak wavelength dependence for wavelengths

of interest in these protocols. There are two important consequences of the refractive radiance
convergence/divergence relationship. The first is that downward radiance incident on the sea surface from

the entire upper hemisphere converges in water into the cone defined by the critical angle

0_ - 48.3 °, for n, = 1.34, and conversely light transmitted upward as water-leaving radiance originates

entirely within the critical angle cone. The second important consequence is that upward radiance incident

on the sea surface from below at angles 0' > 0_ is totally reflected internally and contributes strongly to the

downward radiance field at z = 0-. The occurrence of total internal reflectance of upward radiance beyond

the critical angle explains why although approximately 97% of downward irradiance is transmitted through
the interface into. water, only about 52% of upward irradiance is transmitted through the interface into the

air (see also Chapter 13).

Reflection at the Sea Surface

Reflectance from a plane surface is determined by the Fresnel Reflectance function,

o3 1sin'(0-0') .'(O-O3 I
PF(0, =i ÷tan (0+031' (2.35 

where the first and second terms in vertical brackets are the reflectances for light components polarized,

respectively, perpendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence. The plane of incidence as illustrated in

Figure 2.1, for example, is the plane defined by the z-axis and the solar vector S. As above, the angles 0

and 0' are the incidence angles in air and water, as related by (2.34), and the angle of reflection is equal to

the angle of incidence, either above, or below the surface (Figure 2.4). An important property of (2.35) is

that Pr (0",0) = PF (0,0"), i.e. the reflectance for light incident from below at angle 0' and refracted on

transmission to angle 0 in air, is the same as reflectance for light incident from above at angle 0 and

refracted to angle 0' in water. When 0 = 0" = 0, i.e. for normal incidence,

OF(0,0)= , (2.36)

and for an air-water interface Pr (0,0)--- 0.02.

Were the sea surface a flat plane, its reflectance p(0',0;W)= p(0,0';W) would be simply the Fresnel

reflectance as given in (2.35). However, wave roughness elements are always present on the sea surface,

and its slope spectrum is related to wind speed W by the empirical relationship of Cox and Munk (1954).
Even when W= 0, variation of surface tension induced by the passage of swell generates capillary waves to

create a surface slope spectrum of small, but significant, amplitude. The Fresnel reflectance does hold

locally for each tilted wave facet, so the reflectance of the sea surface p(O,O';W)may be modeled by

combining the Cox-Munk (1954) equations for the slope spectrum with (2.35) (Austin 1974; Morel and

Gentili 1996; Mobley.1999). The determination and applications of p(O,O';W) are discussed at more

length in Chapters 12 and 13, and in references cited in those chapters.

Radiance Transmittance Through the Sea Surface

With reference to Figure 2.4, the downward transmittance of radiance through the interface is given by

/2d (0-, _,,0',_) = La (0+,Z.,0,_)n 2 [1-p(0,0';W)], (2.37)
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andupwardtransmittanceby

. [1-p(0',o;w
7 )]'

where L w (_,,0,d_) is water-leaving radiance, which is defined only at z = 0 + and the explicit depth

notation is omitted.

(2.38)

2.6 THE RADIATIVE TRANSFER EQUATION

The propagation of radiance through the sea, assuming that IOP are horizontally homogeneous, is
governed by the radiative transfer equation (RTE)

dZ • 2_(z,x,e,¢)c ......
Taz os0 =-c(z,;L) (Lz,_,,O,¢) f _ (+[3 z,_L, tF) (Lz,L, Oo,Oo)SmOodOod_o +

- o o (2.39)

Lr (Z,X)+ Lv (z,X), p.W cm-2nmlsrlm -!,

where z is depth in m, /. (z,Z) and/. (z,_.) are, respectively, inelastic scattering radiance emissions

(assumed to be isotropic) due to Raman scattering by water and fluorescence by particles and dissolved

matter (see also Chapters 10 and 13), and the other variables are previously defined. Angular relationships

in (2.39) are as in Figure 2.1 and the scattering angle • is related to angles (0',0) and (0_,_bo) by equation

(2.5). The first term on the right-hand-side of (2.39) accounts for attenuation of radiance transmitted over

dz

path cos 07' and the second term represents the increase in radiance over that path due to photons scattered

into direction (0',_) from all other (source) angles (0",¢o) (Fig. 2.1). The combined radiance increase

contributed by the three elastic and inelastic scattering source terms is calledpath radiance, following
Preisendorfer (1964).

The RTE, equation (2.39), is given here as a compact way to describe the basic relationship between

the IOP and vector radiant fields in water. The reader interested in methods of solving the RTE for a given

vertical distribution of IOP and surface boundary conditions, _ (0-,X, 0',¢) and p(0, 0"; W), is referred to,

e.g., Mobley (1994) and references cited there. Solutions to the RYE figure prominently in the
determination of exact normalized water-leaving radiance, as described in Chapter 13.

The Beer-Lambert-Bouguer Law

In the absence of other sources, a collimated beam of radiance L (3., 0,_)transmitted through seawater

at a depth z m is attenuated along path IAr(O',,)l ; _ as

dL(z'3"O"*)cosO'=-c(z,2_)L(z,_,,O',¢), _tW cm'2nm"m ', (2.40)
dz

under the same assumptions leading to (2139)i The solution to (2.40) for transmission of radiance over a

path of length Ar is

L(z+Az,_.,0',¢)=L(z,_,0",¢)e ,_,o" • , _tWcm'2nm ''. (2.41)

Equation (2.41) is called the Beer-Lambert-Bouguer Law, and represents only the attenuation term in the
RTE, (2.39).

The Beer-Lambert-Bouguer Law in the form of (2.41) is applicable only in a purely absorbing
medium, or in a situation where a single source produces a narrow collimated beam that is transmitted to a

detector over a distance short enough that multiple scattering path radiance is negligible (e.g. the source to
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detector-1pathof Figure2.2). Thelattercaseis the basisfor determiningc(%) using a beam

transmissometer (Sections 4.6 and 9.4).

2.7 RADIOMETRIC QUANTITIES IN OCEAN COLOR REMOTE
SENSING

Radiance Fields at the Sea Surface in Water and Air

The boundary conditions for the radiative transfer formulation of the ocean color remote sensing

problem are the downward radiance field L_(0-,%,0",_)and the wind-speed dependent reflectance

p(0,0";W). Equation (2.37) relates these boundary conditions to the incident downward radiance field

La (0+,%,0,d_) above the surface.

The downward radiance field L_ (0-,%,0",¢) is transmitted into the medium, where it is absorbed and

redistributed by scattering, as in (2.39), to produce the radiance fields Ld (z,%,0',¢)and /_ (z,%,0',_). As

illustrated in Figure 2.4, part of the upwelling radiance field L, (0-,%,0",{_) is reflected downward at the

interface (all of it for 0' > 0_ ), so that the total downward radiance field at z = 0- is

La (0-,%,0",_)= La (0-,%,0',#?)+p (0',0;W)L_ (0-,%,0',_). (2.42)

The upwelling radiance field in air at z = 0+ is water leaving radiance, as given by (2.38), combined

with the radiance field reflected upward at the surface, i.e.

(0+,%,0,*) = Lw (%,0,dd)+p (0,0';W)Ld (0+,%,0,*). (2.43)

lrradiance at the Sea Surface in Water and Air

The downward and upward irradiance in water and air at the interface are determined by integrating
the vector radiance fields, using the general relationships (2.9) and (2.10) above, to determine downward
spectral irradiance above the interface

2x 2

f d (0+,%)_- ; ; L d (0+, %, 0, I_)cos 0sin OdOdc}, (2.44)

oo

which is often denoted Es (%) E E a (0 ÷,%) throughout the protocol chapters, downweUed spectral

irradiance just beneath the interface

2x 2

E d (O-,%)E _ ;t d (O-,%,O',¢_)cosO'sinO'dO'd,, (2.45)
00

-pwelled spectral irradiance just beneath the interface

2n 2

E, (0-,%)--- ; ; L, (0-,%,0",,)cos0"sin O'dOd¢, and (2.46)
00

and upweUed spectral irradiance just above the interface

2n2

Eu (O+,%) - ; ;Lu (O+,%,O, Cp)cosOsinOdOd*, I.tW cm2nm ''. (2.47)
0 0
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It shouldbenotedthatbecauseofthecontributionsof reflectedradianceawayfromeachsideof the
interface,asexpressedin(2.42)and(2.43),onecouldn'tdetermine,e.g., E_ (0-,_,) by simply transmitting

E_ (0 ÷, _.) downward across the interface.

Vertical Profiles of lrradiance and Radiance in Natural Waters

Given solutions to the RTE (2.39) for particular surface boundary conditions and IOP profiles within

the water column, it is straightforward to substitute the depth variable z to extend equations (2.45) and

(2.46) to define the profiles of downwelling and upwelling spectral irradiance E a (z,_.) and E u (z,7_),

respectively. However, radiance distribution profiles Ld (z,t,0',q_)and _ (z,L,O',¢O) are not ordinarily

measured as functions of depth, and so it is assumed that diffuse attenuation of E_ (z,t) and E u (z,_,)

follows the form of the Beer-Lambert-Bouguer Law as

and

z

Ea(z,L)=Ed(O-,k)e * , (2.48)

z

-SK.(a.X)az
Eu (Z,t)= E, (0-,l)e ° , (2.49)

where Kd(z, 7_) and Ku(z, t ) are the respective diffuse attenuation coefficients for downwelled and

upwelled spectral irradiance. Methods for determining Kd(z, _,) and Ku(z, X) from measured profiles of

E a (z,_.) and Eu (z,l) are described in Chapter 10.

It is also common to measure vertical profiles of nadir-viewing upwelled radiance

L_ (z,l)----_ (z,X_0,0). It is assumed that the vertical attenuation of upwelled radiance also follows the

form of the Beer-Lambert-Bouguer Law as

z

-fKL(z,X)
(Z,t) = L_ (0-,k)e ° , (2.50)

where KL(Z, _) is the diffuse attenuation coefficient for _ (z,_,). Methods for determining KL(Z, K) from

measured profiles of L, (z, t), and for determining _ (0-, _) by using (2.48) to extrapolate the measured

(z,L) profile to the surface, are given in Chapter 10.

Reflectance of lrradiance and Radiance in Natural Waters

Irradiance reflectance is defined as

R(z,Z) - Eo (z,X_______) (2.51)

Following Austin (1974) and Morel and Gentili (1996) the upwelled irradiance and radiance fields at z = 0-
are related as

eo(o-,z)
Q (0-, t, 0", *)_ L_ (0-, L, 0",_)' sr, (2.52)

so that radiance reflectance may be determined in turn as
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(0-,z,0',,)--e0 (2.53)

Given /_ (0-, _., 0',,), water-leaving radiance /-w (_., 0,,) may be determined from (2.38).

All of the quantities in (2.53), and therefore also Lw (_,,0,_), are AOP that are dependent on the

surface boundary conditions and IOP of the water body. It is clear, therefore, that the remote sensing
reflectance

=
ea (0+,9_) (2.54)

is also an AOP, and has a bidirectional nature that is dependent (in a first approximation) on solar zenith

angle 0o. In early attempts to account for this bidirectionality, Gordon and Clark (1981) assumed the factor

Q to be a constant, following Austin (1974), and defined normalized water-leaving radiance L_ (_) as

that radiance which would be observed if the sun were at zenith and at mean earth-sun distance and there
were no atmosphere, i.e.

ro( )
(2.55)

where Fo (_.) is the extraterrestrial solar flux at mean earth-sun distance (Neckel and Labs 1984). Morel

and Gentili (1991, 1993, 1996) demonstrated conclusively, however, that Q is not constant and that

L_ (2,) remains an AOP with dependence on IOP, solar zenith angle, and surface roughness conditions.

They further showed that by properly relating Q(O-,L,O',O_) and R(0-,Z,) to IOP and 0o, and relating

E a (0-, _) to E a (0 ÷,_,) for a given 0o and p(O', e;w), it is possible to transform L_ (_.) into an exact

normalized water-leaving radiance L_ (_.) that has been properly adjusted to remove bidirectional

reflectance effects. The reader is referred to Chapter i 3 for a detailed discussion relating reflectance to IOP

and 0o, and describing the physical processes and approximations that relate water-leaving radiance to

exact normalized water-leaving radiance. This is a critical topic and protocol chapter, because L_ (_.) is

the only valid form of water-leaving radiance by which measurements from satellite ocean color sensors

and in situ radiometers may be compared.

2.8 EXTRATERRESTRIAL SOLAR FLUX SPECTRUM

SeaWiFS, MODIS and CZCS algorithms, are all predicated on using a single determination of the

spectrum of extraterrestrial solar irradiance for the average distance between the earth and sun, Fo (,_).

Within the SeaWiFS and MODIS ocean color remote sensing and ocean optics communities, for instance,
the presently accepted extraterrestrial solar flux spectrum is that of Neckel and Labs (1984). There is less

unanimity in the atmospheric community, and in some segments of the international remote sensing
community, in the choice of a "standard" solar spectrum (e.g., MERIS).

It is important that a single, common standard solar flux spectrum be used in every aspect of research
and validation in ocean color remote sensing. The extraterrestrial solar flux enters into normalization of

water leaving radiance, calibration and interpretation of atmospheric radiation measurements, and
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flux,in lieuof NeckelandLabs(1984),acomparisonwithasatellitedeterminationof normalizedwater-
leavingradiancewouldbebiasedbythedifferencebetweenthetwosolarspectra.Thereissomeevidence
(Biggar1998;Schmidet al. 1998) that the recent measurements of Thuillier et al. (1998a, 1998b) are more

consistent with NIST traceable lamp-based irradiance and radiance sources. On the basis of such findings,
it seems clear that NASA and the international ocean color community should reconsider the choice of a

standard for extraterrestrial solar flux. Assuming that a change would improve the uncertainty budget of,
e.g. atmospheric correction validations, the expected benefits are obvious. On the other hand, adopting a

different solar spectrum would require significant changes in the software used for operational processing
and validation analyses within SeaWiFS, MODIS and other ocean color satellite project offices. Any such
transition must be planned and implemented comprehensively in a forum that embraces the entire
international community.

The choice of any of the published Fo ($) scales cited above will have no discernable effect on the

internal uncertainty budget of the vicarious calibration for any individual satellite ocean color sensor (M.

Wang, Pers. Comm.). Exact normalized water leaving radiances L_ (3-) determined from a satellite

sensor depend only on atmospheric transmittance, solar zenith angle and earth sun distance, as Fo ($)

cancels in the determination of L_ (3-)[equation (13.18)]. Therefore, L_ (3-) determinations are directly

comparable between two sensors without consideration of the choices of Fo (A,) scales. The consequences

of arbitrary fro (_) scale selections between sensors are:

.

,

The ratios of sensor-specific fro (_-) scales values must be used to directly compare aperture

radiances measured above the atmosphere [Lro A (3-)]by two sensors using different fro (;t,)

scales for vicarious calibration;

When measured surface irradiance at sea level is used to determine

L_(L)=L w (3-,0,¢)_ [equation (13.8)] from in situ field radiometric data, (3-)

and L_ (3-) must be computed using the particular fro (;t) scale of each sensor to which that

data is to be compared. On the other hand, if the same method used to determine Lw_ (3-) for

a satellite sensor is used with in situ data [equation (13.18)], e.g. as with the MOBY _ (3-)

time-series (Chapter 11), differences in ffo(_,) scales need not be considered. The

uncertainty budget of the second (13.18) approach is dominated by uncertainties in the

modeled atmospheric transmittance, and neglect of cloud effects in the model. Atmospheric

transmittance and cloud effects are included implicitly in measured, actual E s (3-), and the

uncertainty budget of the first (13.8) approach combines the uncertainties of

Es (3-)measurements and the selected fro (_,) scale. Present knowledge of the relative

uncertainties of L_ (20 determined using these two approaches is insufficient to justify a

clear-cut choice of a preferred method.

The three alternatives are:

1. Ignore the matter, leave the choice of fro(_,) scale to each ocean color sensor team, and do

not use measured surface irradiances to determine L_ (3-) from in situ measurements used

for validation or vicarious calibration;

2. Publish the particular fro(_) adopted by each satellite ocean color sensor project, thus

allowing the use of measured E s (3,) in the determination of L_ (3-) from in situ field data;

or
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3. Adopt a common international standard scale of fro (_,) for use by the entire international

ocean color community with all satellite ocean color sensors and associated in situ validation
data.

Option 1 is the obviously simplest to implement, and it is not mutually exclusive with Option 2. Neither is

Option 2 difficult to implement, since it requires only that each satellite ocean color sensor project publish

the fro (_') scale that it uses. Option 3 would be more transparent to the user, in that one need not pay

attention to which fro (_') scale to use with a particular satellite sensor for any purpose, but it may be more

costly and difficult to implement. An informal working group is currently considering these issues and
options under the auspices of the International Ocean Color Coordinating Group (IOCCG).

Pending future recommendations by the IOCCG, the present Ocean Optics Protocols assume that any

analysis, or application, involving extraterrestrial solar irradiance Fo (2) uses the scale of Neckel and Labs

(1984).
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Chapter 3

Data Requirements for Ocean Color Algorithms and
Validation
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

The principal in situ variables to be measured, or derived from measurements, for satellite ocean color
sensor validation, and algorithm development and validation, are listed in Table 3.1. The variables are

grouped, in Table 3.1, into four related groups: Radiometric Quantities (both oceanic and atmospheric),
Inherent Optical Properties (IOP) of sea water, Biogeochemical and Bit-Optical Properties of sea water,

and Ancillary Data and Metadata required to support the use, analysis, interpretation, and quality
assessment of the other data. Those in situ variables that are measured are classified into three categories
of descending priority.

The first category of measurements, flagged "Required" in Table 3.1, is the minimum subset required
for validating a satellite sensor's radiometric performance, exact normalized water-leaving radiances

(Chapter 13), and fundamental derived products, including chlorophyll a concentration, aerosol optical
thickness, and K(490), and for associated algorithm development and validation.

The second category, flagged "Highly Desired" in Table 3.1, are measurements that supplement the

minimum subset and are needed for investigations focused on atmospheric correction algorithms and
aerosols, relationships between IOP and remote sensing reflectance, and/or Case 3 algorithms.

The third category, flagged "Specialized Measurement" in Table 3.1, are measurements which either

address aspects of ocean bit-optics that are secondary to satellite remote sensing, or require highly
specialized equipment that is not readily available to the community at large.

A fourth category, flagged as "Derived", comprises key quantities that are either calculated from the in
situ measurements, or are derived from models. The above set of variables is also listed in Table 3.2, to
identify the satellite ocean color sensor application for which each measurement is needed. Table 3.2 also
provides an index of the protocol chapters addressing each in situ measurement.

3.2 RADIOMETRIC QUANTITIES

Surface incident spectral irradiance in air, Es(_.)-Ed(0÷,_.), downwelled spectral irradiance,

E_ (z,X), and upwelled spectral radiance, _ (z, X), are the fundamental measurable quantities needed to

derive normalized water-leaving radiances (or equivalently remote sensing reflectance) in most

circumstances. Other radiometric properties listed in Table 3.1, including sky radiance and normal solar
irradiance, are also important in situ measurements in the SIMBIOS ocean color validation program. Also
listed are critical radiometric quantities that are calculated, or derived, from in situ measurements. In some

cases, listed radiometric quantities may be derived, wholly or in part, from other non-radiometric

measurements listed in the table. For example, remote sensing reflectance may either be calculated directly

as the ratio of water-leaving radiance Lw (_.) to incident irradiance, Lw (g): Es (_), or it may be modeled

as a function of the IOP ratio of the backscattering to absorption coefficients, bb (L):a(_.), and the

Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) (Chapter 13).
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Downwelled spectral irradiance, E d (z,_,), is required to compute the diffuse attenuation coefficient,

Kd (Z, X), which in turn, is needed for diffuse attenuation coefficient algorithm development (Austin and

Petzold 1981; Mueller and Trees 1997; Mueller 2000), and for optically weighting the pigment
concentrations to be estimated from remotely sensed ocean color (Gordon and Clark 1980). As with

L_ (0-,_,), E d (z,_,), must be determined by extrapolation from a profile of E d (z,X), over the upper few

diffuse attenuation lengths and reconciled with the direct surface measurement above the water of

E s (_,) plus downward reflection of E u (0-,_,),

Upwelled spectral radiance, L_ (0-,_) is the in-water variable which, when propagated upward

through the sea surface, leads to the measured value of L w (X). Lw (_) is, in turn, adjusted using E s (_)

to derive the normalized water-leaving radiance, LwN (L), for a no-atmosphere, zenith sun at the mean

earth-sun distance. Unfortunately, it is not practical to measure _ (0-,_,) precisely at an infinitesimal

depth below the surface. Therefore, the profile of _ (z,_,), must be measured over the upper few optical

depths with sufficient accuracy to determine K L (z,X) for _ (z,X), and to propagate L_ (z,_,) to the

surface. At near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths, the first optical attenuation length is confined to the upper

few tens of centimeters. Determination of/_ (0-, _,), in this situation is more challenging and will require

special instruments and experiment designs to accommodate the effects of instrument self-shading, wave

focusing, small-scale variability, possible fluorescence, Raman scattering, and extremely small working
volumes. Similar complications arise at all wavelengths in case 2 waters. For algorithm development and
validation in these difficult cases, measurements of inherent optical properties (IOP), including coefficients

of absorption a(z,X), beam attenuation c(z,_,) and backscattering bb (z,_,), and spectral fluorescence,

may be usefully combined with Ea (z,_,), and _ (z,X) measured with specially designed radiometers, and

L_f, (_,,O,,,Oo,*o) and /-_ (_L,O,_,Oo,(I)o) measured above-water.

Upwelled spectral irradiance, E_ (z,L), is a useful measurement, in addition to E d (z,k) and

(z,_,), because there exist both empirical and theoretical relationships between IOP, phytoplankton

pigments, SPM, and irradiance reflectance. _ (0-,_,) and E u (0-,k) are related by the factor Q_ (_),

which has been shown to vary with solar zenith angle (Chapter 13; Morel and Gentili 1993, 1996; Morel,

Voss and Gentili 1995). Combined measurements of _ (0-,_,) and E u (0-,Z) will be extremely useful in

determining Q, (_,), which will in turn, allow traceability of the measurements by the SIMBIOS ensemble

of satellite ocean color sensors to previously derived irradiance reflectance relationships and algorithms.

Radiance distribution measurements _ (z,L, 0',_') just beneath the sea surface will be required for

quantifying the angular distribution of water-leaving radiance at stations used for system calibration

initialization and Iong-term system characterization. These measurements wilI also necessary to determine
the BRDF of the w_i_e? _ihcl-verli'y the models used to normalize Water-leaving radiance for variations in
viewing and solar zenith angles (Chapter 13 and references cited therein).

Water Surface Radiance (in air), L_fc (_,, 0,d_,0o, _o ), measured from the deck of a ship (or a low-flying

aircraft) is a potentially useful Substitute for Lw (_,) determined from in-water /_ (0-, _,). The measured

surface radiance is the sum of water-leaving radiance and sky radiance reflected from the wave-roughened
sea surface. The principal, and significant, source of uncertainty in this approach is associated with

removal of reflected sky radiance from the total signal (Chapter 12).
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Surface incident spectral irradiance, E s (_.), is usually measured on a ship well above the water. In

some previous versions of these protocols (Mueller and Austin 1992, 1995), it was suggested that E s (_,)

might alternatively be determined from measurements of E a (0-,_,) made some distance from the ship

using a radiometer floated just beneath the surface. The community has gained experience with this

approach and found that wave-induced fluctuations in near-surface irradiance produce an uncertainty in

E d (0-,_.) approaching 10 % in even ideal cases (Siegel et al. 1995). E s (_.) varies due to fluctuations in

cloud cover and aerosols, and with time of day, i.e., solar zenith angle. Profiles of E d (z,X), and _ (z,_,),

must be normalized to account for these sources of variability during a cast.

Normal Solar Irradiance spectra E N (_,,0o,¢0) should be measured using a sun photometer to

determine atmospheric transmittance and aerosol optical depths at each station. These data are particularly
needed to verify the atmospheric corrections in direct match-up comparisons between satellite ocean color

sensor L_ (L) estimates and those determined from in-water measurements of L_ (z,_,).

Sky radiance, /__(L,0,_,0o,_o), is required to enable estimation of the aerosol phase function

through inversion of the radiative transfer equation. It is also useful for estimating the mean cosine of the

transmitted light field in the water. The sky radiance should be measured directly; for the latter application,
however, it need only be estimated by occulting the sun's image on a deck cell measuring the incident

spectral radiance from the sun and sky. The mean cosine at the surface can be used with profile

measurements of Eo (z,7_), E u (z,_.), and c(_,) to estimate bb(_) (Gordon 1991). An ability to exploit

this and similar relationships will greatly enhance both development and verification of bio-optical
algorithms, especially in case 2 waters. The spectral sky radiance distribution over zenith and azimuth

angles is required to determine the aerosol scattering phase functions at radiometric comparison stations
during system initialization cruises. It is also measured routinely at a network of fixed island and coastal

sites distributed around the world. Finally, L_(_,0,¢,0o,_o) is measured and multiplied by the

reflectance of the sea surface to derive Lw (_.,0,¢) from Lac (_,,0,¢,0o,_o) measurements.

Diffuse Sky Irradiance, E_ (_,), may be measured using a fast-rotating, shipboard version of a

Shadowband Radiometer, or by manually obscuring the direct solar irradiance, E_, (_,), component of

E s (_,). This measurement is extremely useful for determining the ratio Esun (_.): Es_ (_.), which is a

critical factor in self-shading corrections to _(z,_.) and E u (z,_.) measurements (Gordon and Ding

1992).

3.3 INHERENT OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Inherent Optical Properties (lOP) must be measured for development and validation of the ocean color

semi-analytic case 2 chlorophyll a algorithm. This algorithm is based on an explicit theoretical function of

the ratio of backscattering to absorption, bb (_.): a (_). This ratio is also an important factor in the BRDF

models underlying the exact normalization of water-leaving radiance for solar and viewing azimuth and

zenith angles (Chapter 13). Due to recent advances in instrumentation, it is now practical to routinely

measure in situ profiles of absorption a(z,_), beam attenuation c(z,Z) and backscattering bb(Z,_ )

coefficients. The scattering coefficient may therefore also be obtained as b(z,_.)= c(z, _,)-a (z, _.). The

IOP also provide critical factors in the Gordon and Ding (1992) model used to correct upwelled radiance

and irradiance measurements for instrument self shading. Future algorithm development and validation
experiments involving these algorithms must, therefore, include absorption, beam attenuation, and

backscattering measurements. It is anticipated that new instruments, now under development and testing,

will allow in situ measurements of the volume scattering function 13(z,_, W) (Chapter 2). Measurements
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of _(z,_.,W) willbeveryusefulinadvancingremotesensingreflectancemodelsandalgorithmsinvolving
theBRDF(Chapter13).

Theparticle absorption coefficient, ap (z,L), which is comprised of absorption by living, dead, and

inorganic particles, is a useful variable for modeling the portion of solar energy that is absorbed by

phytoplankton and bacteria. A laboratory spectrophotometer may be used to measure ap (z, _.) of particles

filtered from seawater samples collected at depth z, or it may be computed as the difference between in situ

measurements with a pair of filtered (CDOM absorption) and unfiltered (total absorption) instruments.

The colored dissolved material (CDOM) absorption coefficient, a_ (z, _.), is an important contributor

to total absorption in many coastal waters. Because CDOM, variously referred to as gelbstoffe, gilvin, or
yellow-matter, absorbs very strongly in the blue, its undetected presence can create large regional
uncertainties in chlorophyll a retrievals from ocean color image data. The CDOM absorption coefficient

a s (z,_.) may either be measured in situ by installing a 0.2 pan filter in the water intake port of an

absorption and beam attenuation meter, or in the laboratory using a spectrophotometer to measure
absorption by filtered seawater, typically over a 10 cm path.

The non-pigmented particle absorption coefficient, aa (z,_.), accounting for absorption of light by

detritus (or tripton), represents a major loss of light which would otherwise be available to the

phytoplankton component of the marine hydrosol. In many cases, absorption by detritus is a significant

term in the marine radiative transfer processes, and its determination is useful for phytoplankton production

models and for modeling the light field. The spectral absorption coefficient ad (z, L) using the ap (z, _,)

filters, after they are washed with hot methanol to remove phytoplankton pigments (Chapter 15).

3.4 BIOGEOCHEMICAL AND BIO-OPTICAL QUANTITIES

Phytoplankton pigment composition will be determined using the HPLC method to develop and
validate ocean color pigment algorithms, and to assess the effects of accessory pigment concentrations on

water-leaving spectral radiances (Chapter 16). These data may also be used to calibrate continuous profiles
of in situ fluorescence. Chlorophyll a and pheopigment concentrations will also be determined using the
fluorometric method (Chapter 17). The HPLC chlorophyll a concentrations are more accurate than

fluorometric concentrations, which are often biased systematically throughout a particular geographic
region and time of year. On the other hand, fluorometric measurements of chlorophyll a concentration are

both far easier and less expensive to perform, allowing a far greater number of pigment validation samples
to be acquired on a given cruise than if HPLC sampling were used alone. If a well-distributed subset of

pigment filter samples from each validation cruise are reserved for HPLC measurements, it is possible and
operationally effective to derive regional and temporal corrections to scale fluorometric and HPLC
chlorophyll a concentrations into close agreement.

Phycobiiipigments, present in cyanobacteria and cryptophytes, are treated separately from the HPLC

fat-soluble pigments. Phycoerythrin and phycocyanin are the two major groups of phycobilipigments

found in the marine environment. The concentration of these water-soluble pigments is important due to
the contribution of solar stimulated phycoerythrin fluorescence to the underwater light field, and also to
characterize the phytoplankton population. At times, species that contain phycobilipigment can account for
a large fraction of the primary productivity (especially in oligotrophic waters) and have been difficult to

quantify due to their small size. Although neither SeaWiFS nor MODIS contains bands at the absorption or
fluorescence peaks of phycobilipigments, future satellite ocean color sensors, including GLI and MERIS

will have appropriate hands. The present protocols do not specify methods for measuring
phycobilipigments, but qualitative concentrations may be obtained today using a fluorometric approach,
and a new capillary electrophoresis method is currently under development (C. Kinkade, personal comm.).

A new chapter giving protocols for measuring this important group of phytoplankton pigments may emerge
in the near future.

Coccolith concentration, which is the number density of small plates (coccoliths) composed of calcium

carbonate (CaCO3), is very important to light scattering. Coccoliths are produced in copious amounts by
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marine phytoplankton called coccolithophorids. Scattering of light by coccoliths is highly apparent in

visible wavelength satellite imagery, because they perturb the usual relationships between water-leaving
radiances and pigment concentration, and therefore, adversely impact atmospheric corrections (Balch et al.
1991, Voss et al. 1998). Additionally, coccolith formation, sinking, and dissolution are significant factors

in the ocean carbon flux budget. It is, therefore, necessary to measure coccolith concentration, both as
number density and CaCO3 concentration, to aid in 1) the correction of chlorophyll a concentration

algorithms, 2) coccolith algorithm development, and 3) atmospheric correction development and validation.

This present version (3.0) of the ocean optics protocols does not cover methods for measuring coccolith
concentration. Such protocols may be included in a future revision.

Total Suspended Matter (SPM) measurements are required to assess the effect of suspended sediment
on the derived products. SPM is of primary importance in coastal waters, where simple radiance ratio

algorithms for SPM have uncertainties equivalent to, or greater than, those for estimating chlorophyll-like
pigment concentration. Organic suspended matter and inorganic suspended matter concentrations are
fractions of SPM; this partitioning of SPM is particularly useful in process studies.

Continuous profile measurements of in situ chlorophyll a fluorescence intensity are exceptionally

useful as guidarice in analyzing profiles of E a (z,_.), L_(z,_), and E u (z,_.) to derive profiles of

K d (z, X), K L (z,_.), and K u (z,_.), respectively. Moreover if these profiles are viewed in real time, they

are also useful guides for taking water samples at depths that allow the vertical structure of pigment
concentration profiles to be accurately resolved in the top optical depth and to determine subsurface

maxima in chlorophyll concentration. Finally, the continuous in situ chlorophyll a fluorescence profile

may be used to interpolate HPLC, or extracted fluorescence, measurements of chlorophyll a concentrations
from water samples at discrete depths. It is desirable to make these measurements simultaneously with IOP

profiles, and also those of irradiance and radiance if it can be done in a way to avoid self-shading of the
radiometers.

3.5 ANCILLARY DATA AND METADATA

The geographic location and time at which in situ validation data are acquired are essential information
that must be included in every data subn_ssion under the SIMBIOS program. The obvious metadata items
in this context are latitude, longitude, date and time (UTC). Expressing date and time in UTC is also
essential, even though it may be helpful to also list local date and time with a validation station's metadata.

Too often, field investigators neglect to identify (or possibly even keep track of) the time zone used by a
data-logging computer to enter time into data records.

Sea state, expressed as significant wave height in m, must be reported with in situ validation
measurements. Whitecap conditions, expressed as the estimated fractional area covered, are also useful and

highly desired. Digital photographs documenting surface wave and whitecap conditions during radiometric
measurements are also helpful. This information is essential for identifying measurements made under
questionable environmental conditions.

Wind speed and direction are required to generate, through models, estimates of the surface wave slope
distribution, which will be used to calculate reflected skylight and sun glint in radiative transfer models
(Cox and Munk 1954). Wind speed is an essential parameter for computing exact normalized water-

leaving radiance from measured water leaving radiance emerging from the ocean at zenith angles greater

than 25 ° (Chapter 13). Surface wave models driven by wind velocity may also be used to provide

quantitative estimates of surface wave induced radiometric fluctuations. Qualitatively, wind velocity, and
photographs or videotape recordings of sea state, will be useful for assessing station data quality.

Surface barometric pressure measurements are required to validate both atmospheric correction

algorithms and the surface pressures derived from operational weather analyses for use in processing
satellite ocean color data

Cloud cover (expressed as fractional coverage in octals, or percent) is essential metadata used for
assessing data quality and screening questionable cases from algorithm development and validation

analyses. A description of sky conditions near the sun and satellite zenith and azimuth angles, including
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whether the sun is obscured during observations, is also important information. Cloud type information is
also useful, as are photographs of sky conditions.

Secchi depth measurements are required for real-time assessment of water transparency during a
station and as a quality check during analysis of radiometric profiles.

Water depth, z in m, is important information for screening data from shallow water cases where
bottom reflections may be present in water-leaving radiance measurements.

Hydrographic data, water temperature (T), and salinity (S), derived from conductivity, temperature,

and depth (CTD) profiles, are useful for characterizing the physical water mass regime in which an optical
profile is measured. A T-S characterization is especially important near ocean fronts and eddies where

interleaving water masses of very different biogeochemicaI composition, and therefore fundamentally

different bit-optical properties, can produce complex spatial and temporal patterns of near-surface optical
properties. In these circumstances, T-S profiles can provide an indication of whether a station location is

suitable for reliable remote sensing validation and algorithm development comparisons. The T(z) and S(z)
measurements are also needed for corrections to pure water absorption in processing IOP measurements.

3.6 PROCESS MODEL RELATED DATA

Other types of in situ measurements are also important in the context of ocean color validation,
because they are needed either to support, or validate, process models that are derived with the aid of ocean

color image data. Primary productivity models are, perhaps, the foremost example of these secondary
products of satellite ocean color measurements. The in situ measurements needed to support such models,

and other scientific investigations and applications that may exploit ocean color data products, are
undeniably important and closely related to the quantities listed in Table 3.1. These measurements are not,
however, essential to algorithm development and validation of products derived from the ocean color data

directly. In the future, the scope of the ocean optics protocols may be expanded to embrace methods for
measuring and/or analyzing some of these variables, but at present they are not included. Some of the more
important measurements of this class are briefly described in this section, but none of them are discussed in
detail.

Aerosol concentration samples using high volume techniques will be useful, in conjunction with
aerosol optical depth spectra determined from sun photometer measurements, for chemical, size, and
absorption characterization of aerosols, especially in studies of the effects of Saharan and Asian dust clouds

on atmospheric corrections.

Particulates, both Particulate Organic Carbon (POC) and Particulate Organic Nitrogen (PON), are

required for process studies to help characterize the adaptive state of phytoplankton and to inventory
critical biogeochemical elements.

Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) has been shown to be a major pool of carbon in the oceans.
Quantification of the transformations of this pool is crucial to understanding the marine carbon cycle. The

Colored Dissolved Organic Material (CDOM) fraction of the DOC is highly absorbent in the blue range,
thus decreasing blue water-leaving radiances, and it must be taken into consideration for pigment
concentration algorithms. DOC measurements are needed to develop robust relationships between CDOM

and DOC, which are needed to evaluate the usefulness of ocean color observations _for estimating DOC
concentrations.

CDOM concentrations are required to assess the effect of Gelbstoff on blue water-leaving radiances
and chlorophyll concentration. This is of primary importance in case 2 waters, but is also relevant to
phytoplankton degradation products in case 1 waters.

Humic and fulvic acids comprise the bulk of CDOM and have different specific spectral absorption

coefficients. Their concentrations are useful for determining the correction used for phytoplankton pigment
concentration algorithms in case 2 waters and for estimating CDOM from ocean color observations.

Particle size spectra are very useful for in-water radiative transfer calculations, particularly if
measurements include particles smaller than 1 _m.
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Particle fluorescence, measured using laser sources in single-cell flow systems, may be used to
calculate particle scattering-to-fluorescence ratios for evaluating the population structure of the plankton
(both phyto- and zooplankton).

Phytoplankton species counts are important because species-to-species variability in optical and
physiological properties represents a major source of variability in bio-optical algorithms and primary

productivity models. This has been recognized, but it is generally ignored in remote sensing algorithms
due to the tedious nature of species enumeration, the small sizes of many species, and the large number of

species involved. This information, however, at various levels of rigor, is useful in evaluating the
population and pigment composition. This is especially important for some groups, such as
coccolithophorids.

Primary productivity, using the radioactive isotope _4C estimation method, is not strictly required for

validation of water-leaving radiances or system initialization. It is a MODIS product and will be a
SeaWiFS product in the future. It will, moreover, be extremely useful for process study applications of

ocean color data if these measurements are made at the same time that the water column optical properties
are determined. These data will aid in the development of models of primary production using satellite

ocean color observations, a goal which is central to all global ocean color mission. Of special importance
are determinations of key photo-physiological parameters derived from production measurements as
functions of irradiance. If _4C productivity measurements are made, they should conform to the JGOFS
Core Measurements Protocols (UNESCO 1994).
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Table3.1: Principalin situ observations for satellite ocean color system validation, and algorithm
development and validation. The right-hand column identifies and classifies measurements as: (a) required

for minimal validation match-ups; (b) highly desired and important for general algorithm development and
validation; (c) specialized measurements of important, but restricted, applicability to algorithm
development and validation (for the present); and (d) calculated or derived quantities.

Required Highly [ Specialized DerivedDesired Measurement

Radiometric Quantities
Downwelled Irradiance Ea(z). )
Upw.e.lled Radiance/._(z,L) = L(z, X,0,0)

Upwelled lrradiance Ev(z,_.)

Radiance Distribution in water L(z, k,0',t_')

Water Surface Radiance in air L_f_0.,0,@)
Incident Irradiance in air E_(_.) = E0(0+,_,)

Normal Solar Irradiance EI_(_ 0_,@9)
Sky Radiance Ltlcv(X,0,_b)

Diffuse Sky Irradiance E_l_v(_.)

Direct Sun Irradiance E_n(_.) = E_(_.)- E_v(_.)
Water-Leaving Radiance Lw(_.,0,t_,0o,_)

Remote Sensing Reflectance R_(_.,0,t_,0_,_)
Attenuation Coefficient K(z,2L)for E_(z,_.) and L_(z,_.)
Ocean Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function BRDF

Aerosol Opfi,cal Depth x_(_,)
Aerosol Phase Function Pi(X,W)
Absorbing Aerosol Height Profiles CLIDAR Profilometer)

Inherent Optical Properties
Beam Attenuation Coefficient c(z,3.)

v'

Absorption Coefficient a(z,_.)

v'

v'

i,¢

v'

v"
i,¢

v'

1,¢

v'

v'
v'

v'

v'

v"
It

,r

,I

v"

v'

Backscattering Coefficient blT(z,TL)
Scattering Coefficient b(z,X ) = c(z,_.) - a(z,)O

Volume Scattering Function _(z, X,qO

Particle Absorption Coefficient ap(z,_.)

Dissolved Material (CDOM) Absorption Coefficient al(z,_. )
Non-Pigmented Particle Absorption Coefficient ao(z,_.)
Phytoplankton Absorption Coefficient a_(z,_.)

Biogeochemical and Bit-Optical Quantities
Phytoplankton Pigment Composition (HPLC method)

Chlorophyll a and Phaeopigments Cone. ,(Fluorometric method,)
Phycobiliprotein Concentrations . .
Coccolith Concentrations

v'

t/
v'

t/ 1¢'
t/

¢,

t/
,I

v'
Total Suspended Particulate Material (SPM)
Fluorescence Intensity, in situ profile F(z)
Ancillary Data and Metadata

Latitude and Longitude .....
Date and Time (UTC)
Wave Height
Whitecap Conditions (fractional amount of surface)

Wind Speed, W, and Direction
Surface Barometric Pressure

,/
i/
v'

1t
v'

Cloud Cover (amount, and sun obscurati0n information) V' ......
Cloud Type v' --
Secchi Depth v'

v'Water Depth

Conductivity and Temperature over Depth (CiD) T(z), S(z) i,¢
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Table3.2: Principalin situ observations for satellite ocean color system validation, and algorithm

development and validation. The fight-hand column identifies the protocol chapters and suggested
applications. The application keys are: System Validation (1); Radiometric System Performance Validation

and Vicarious Calibration (2); Atmospheric Correction Validation (3); Atmospheric Product Validation (4);

Bio-Optical Product Validation (5); Algorithm Development and Validation (6); Atmospheric Property and
Correction Algorithms (7); Bio-Optical Algorithms (8); IOP Algorithms and Semi-Analytic lOP-Based

Algorithms (9); Normalized Lwr_(L) and RRs(_) Algorithms (10); Metadata (all applications) (11) ; Quality
Control (12); and All Above Applications (13).

Protocol AppLicationsKeys
Ch,3pters

Radiometric Quantities
Downwelled Irradiance E¢(z,X)

Upwelled Radiance Lv(z,k) = L(z, X,0,0)
Upwelled Irradiance Eu(z,k)

Radiance Distribution in water L(z, _.,0,@)
Water Surface Radiance in air L_fg(X,0,@)

Incident Irradiance in air E_(_.) = E¢(0+,_.)
Normal Solar Irradiance Et_(_,Oo,90

Sky Radiance L_(_.,0,_)

Diffuse Sk_, Irradiance E_v(_. )
Direct Sun Irradiance E_u,(_.)= E_(X) - E_(Tt)

Water-Leaving Radiance/..w(X,0,@,09,%)
Remote Sensing Reflectance Rl_(_.,0,@,0v,%)

Attenuation Coefficient K(z,3.) for Ea(z,_.) and _(z,_.)
Ocean Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function BRDF

Aerosol Op_tic.a1Depth zt(X)
Aerosol Phase Function Pi(_,W)
Absorbing Aerosol Height Profiles (LIDAR Profilometer)

Inherent Optical Properties

10 1,5,6,8-10
10-12 1-3,5,6,8-10

I0 6,9,10

TBD 1,2,6,9, I0
12

7, I0-14
7, 14

1-3,5,6,8-10
1,6,8,9,10,13

I-4,6,7,10,12
12, 11, 14 I-4,6,7,10

7, 14 1,6,13

7, 14 1,6,13
10-13 1,6,13
10-13 1,6,13

10 1,5,6,8,9
TBD

14

14
TBD

1,6,13
1-3.4,6,7

I-3,4,6,7
1-3,6,7

Beam Attenuation Coefficient c(z.X) TBD 1,5,6,8-10

Absorption CoeffÉcient a(z,_.) TBD
TBDBackscattering Coefficient b_(z,k)

ScattedngCoefficient b(z,_) = c(z,7_) - a(z,_)

Volume Scattering Function _(z, _.,h_._.
Particle Absorption Coefficient ap(z,k)

Dissolved Material (CDOM) Absorption Coefficient ag(z,_)
Non-Pigmented Particle Absorption Coefficient a_(z,_.)

TBD

TBD

15
I5

15

1,5,6,8-10
1,5,6,8-10
1,5,6,8-10

1,5,6,8-10

1,5,6,8,9
1,5,6,8,9

1,5,6,8,9
1,5,6,8,915

16
17

TBD

[ 17

Phytoplankton Absorption Coefficient a_(z,_.)

Biogeocheraical and Bio-Optical Quantities
Ph_toplankton Pigment Composition (HPLC method)
Chlorophyll a and Phae.opigments Conc. (Fluorometric method)
Phycobiliprotein Concentrations
Coccolith Concentrations TBD 1,5,6,8,9,12
Total Suspended Particulate Material (SPM) I 9 5,6,8,12
Fluorescence Intensity, in situ profile F(z) 12

Ancillary Data and Metadata

1,5,6,8,9
1,5,6,8

6,8

Latitude and Longitude
Date and Time (UTC)

Wave Height
,Wh!t.ecap Conditions (fractional amount of surface)
Wind Speed and Direction
Surface Barometric Pressure

Cloud Cover (amount, and sun obscuration information)

Cloud Type
Secchi Depth
Water Depth
Conductivity and Temperature over Depth (CTD) T(z), S(z)

9 11
9 11
9 12
9 12

9 .1-3.6,10,12
9 1,2,5
9 6,10,12
9 12
9 12
9 12
9 9,10,12
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Chapter 4

Instrument Specifications, Characterization and
Calibration Overview

James L. Mueller

Center for Hydro-Optics and Remote Sensing, San Diego State University, California

4.1 INTRODUCTION

A central focus of the SIMBIOS program, and of independent validation activities in the SeaWiFS and
other ocean color sensor projects, is the estimation of uncertainties in satellite determinations of normalized

water-leaving radiance (or equivalently, normalized remote-sensing reflectance), atmospheric correction
and bio-optical algorithms, and derived products. In most cases, statistical comparisons with in situ

measurements - or quantities derived from in situ measurements - play a central role in estimating the

uncertainties in the satellite ocean color measurements, algorithms and derived products. The uncertainty
budgets of in situ measurements used for comparisons are obvious critical factors in such validation

analyses, as also are details and uncertainties of critical design and performance characteristics of the
instruments with which they are measured.

This and the next several chapters specify appropriate instrument characteristics and describe accepted
laboratory procedures for characterizing instruments to determine and verify their compliance with those

specifications. Detailed characterization and calibration protocols for radiometers and sun photometers are
provided in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. The status of each of these chapters, and topic areas in each where future

advances and/or changes may be appropriate, are discussed briefly in sections 4.2 through 4.5. A
shortcoming of the present protocols is that a similarly in-depth treatment is not provided for
characterization and calibration of instruments used to measure inherent optical properties (lOP). The

current state of the art regarding IOP instrument calibration is briefly abstracted below in Section 4.6. This
document does not provide detailed methods for calibrating meteorological sensors, CTD instruments,

pressure transducers, and other ancillary sensors. Sections 4.7 through 4.9 emphasize the importance of
using properly calibrated sensors to make these important supporting measurements, but a well-established

infrastructure for these calibration services exists within the general oceanographic and atmospheric
communities.

4.2 INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

Chapter 5 provides detailed specifications for performance-related characteristics of radiometers, and
other types of instruments, that measure in situ variables used to validate satellite ocean color sensors,

algorithms and derived products. The specifications in this revision (3.0) to the protocols are unchanged
from those in Revision 2 (Fargion and Mueller 2000).

Time constraints and conflicting schedule demands of key individuals precluded adequate community-
wide review, debate and refinement of specifications in a few areas where instrument development has

progressed significantly. Topic areas that should be reviewed thoroughly in preparation of this chapter for
Revision 3 of the Ocean Optics Protocols (2001) include specifications of performance-related
characteristics of:

1. hyperspectral radiance and irradiance spectrometers (but see Chapter 1I), especially those
based on miniature fiber-optic monochromators; and

2. instruments used to measure IOP (absorption, beam attenuation and backscattering) in situ.
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4.3 CHARACTERIZATION OF OCEANOGRAPHIC AND

ATMOSPHERIC RADIOMETERS

The procedures given here in Chapter 6 are essentially those from Mueller and Austin (1995). Changes
and additions primarily reflect results and lessons learned from the SeaWiFS Intercomparison Round-

Robin Experiment (SIRREX) series (e.g. Mueller et al. 1996; Johnson et aL 1996) and deal primarily with

methods for transferring the NIST scale of spectral irradiance from an FEL lamp source to the responsivity
scales of oceanographic and atmospheric radiometers. The SIMBIOS and SeaWiFS Project Offices are
continuing the SIRREX, now SIMBIOS Radiometric Intercalibration (SIMR.IC), series to assure

maintenance of consistent radiometric calibration uncertainties throughout the community (Riley and
Bailey 1998; G. Meister, personal comm.) and for better determination of, e.g., quantitative uncertainties

associated with radiance calibrations using Spectralon plaques (S. Hooker, pers. comm.).

The Chapter 6 protocols recommend experimental determination of immersion factors for every
individual underwater irradiance collector. In Mueller and Austin (1995), it was suggested that immersion
factors determined for a prototype irradiance collector could be used for other radiance collectors of the

same size, design and material specifications. The results of Mueller (1995) demonstrated that individual

deviations between collectors of the same design, size and materials may be as large as 8 %, with a 3 %

Root-Mean-Square (RMS) uncertainty for the group of such instruments tested. Using replicated tests and

variations in setup configuration for each instrument tested, the experimental uncertainty associated with
the immersion factor characterization procedure was shown to be less than 1% (Mueller 1995). Topic areas
in Chapter 6 that should be reviewed and considered for possible inclusion in Revision 4 (2002) include:

I. Methods for applying to ocean radiometers (K. Carder and R. Steward, pers. comm.) the sun-

based methods used in the atmospheric radiation community for calibrating sun photometers
(Chapter 7 of these protocols; Schmid et al. 1998) and other radiometers (Biggar 1998). In

this regard, the question of continuing to use the Neckel and Labs (1984) fro ($) spectrum, or

an alternative such as that of Thuillier et aL (1998), will become critically important (see the
discussion in Chapter 2).

2. Uncertainty budgets associated with the use of Spectralon reflectance plaques for calibrating
radiance sensors continue to be inadequately understood, a difficulty noted during the last
SIMtLIC exercise (G. Meister, personal comm.).

3. Improved methods for characterizing stray-light, spectral calibration, and slit responses in
monochromator based hyperspectral spectrometers, which are increasingly being adopted and

used within the ocean color research community. The innovative recent application, by NIST,
of integrating-sphere sources illuminated by tunable LASERs to this problem represents a
major advance (Chapters 6 and 11).

4.4 CALIBRATION OF SUN PHOTOMETERS AND SKY
RADIANCE SENSORS

Chapter 7 is not significantly changed from Revision 2 (Mueller and Fargion 2000), where it appeared
for the first time as Chapter 6. The calibration and characterization of sun photometers and sky radiance

sensors was covered very briefly in Mueller and Austin (I995), and no detailed method descriptions were

provided. These Chapter 7 protocols are based on the methods developed within the atmospheric radiation
community, and by the AERONET Project at GSFC and its collaborating institutions around the world.

Protocols for calibrating Shadowband Radiometers are also new to the Ocean Optics Protocols. There is
some overlap between Chapters 5 and 6, but the redundancies are not a serious drawback.

4.5 STABILITY MONITORING OF FIELD RADIOMETERS USING
PORTABLE SOURCES

Mueller and Austin (1995) recommended the development and use of portable standards to verify the
stability of radiometers during deployment on research cruises, or other field deployments, of several
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weeksduration.Thesegeneralrecommendations were based on limited experience with prototype analog
sources developed by Austin and his colleagues in the 1980's at the Scripps Visibility Laboratory. Since

1995, joint research by investigators at NIST and GSFC developed a much-improved prototype of a

portable source, the SeaWiFS Quality Monitor (SQM), suitable for shipboard use (Johnson et al. 1998) and
demonstrated its ability to verify stability of radiometers with an uncertainty < 1% (Hooker and Aiken

1998). Subsequently, less expensive versions of the SQM have been developed and become commercially
available. Chapter 8 (formerly Chapter 7 in Fargion and Mueller 2000) provides a review of this

development, detailed protocols for using SQM devices in the field, and uncertainty budgets.

4.6 CALIBRATION OF INHERENT OPTICAL PROPERTY
SENSORS

Many significant improvements have been made, over the last five years, in the development and

understanding of instruments used to measure inherent optical properties (IOP). Today, in situ profile

determinations of the coefficients of absorption a(z,_,), beam attenuation c(z,_) and backscattering bb(z,_,) -
-1

all in m - are almost routinely made and reported by many investigators in the ocean optics and ocean
color remote sensing communities. However, key members of the IOP community continue an active

debate on the relative merits of alternative design characteristics of, and methods for calibrating and using,
these first and second-generation instruments. In the case of some instruments and measurements, e.g. the
AC9 absorption and beam attenuation meters (see below), a de facto consensus is emerging on methods and

uncertainty budgets. In these cases, it remains only to draft protocols and pass it though a critical review by
the community; a focused workshop is often the surest way to do this quickly. In other cases, technical
questions and valid criticisms remain to be answered before protocols can be distilled from various

proposed methods; additional research to sort out uncertainties is clearly needed here.

The present version of the Ocean Optics Protocols does not provide complete protocols, or even
provisional protocols, for either in situ measurements of IOP, or calibration of IOP instruments. It is

planned to remedy that omission in a future revision of this document by including new chapters on in situ
measurements of absorption, beam attenuation and backscattering. For the present, however, the closest

thing to protocols are the methods and calibrations specified by instrument manufacturers, a few published

journal articles, and informal instructions and reference materials provided via the world-wide web by a
few recognized experts in various aspects of IOP measurements.

Pure Water Absorption and Scattering Coefficients

The recommend values for the volume absorption coefficients of pure water, aw(_,) m"l, are those of

Sogandares and Fry (1997) for wavelengths between 340 nm and 380 nrn, Pope and Fry (1997) for

wavelengths between 380 nm and 700 nm, and Smith and Baker (1981) for wavelengths between 700 nm

and 800 nm. The recommended values for the volume scattering coefficients of pure water, bw(_,) in m "1,
are those of Morel (1974).

Single-Wavelenth Transmissometers

Relatively simple single-wavelength (usually near 660 nm) transmissometers have been in widespread
use for two decades. Although the beam attenuation coefficients c(z,660) obtained with these devices are

no longer state of the art measurements, the profiles of this variable are strongly correlated with
concentrations of suspended particles. Protocols for using these instruments are unchanged from those in
Mueller and Austin (1995).

The manufacturer first calibrates a transmissometer of this type by measuring its response in pure

water. He also measures the open and blocked (dark) sensor responses in air and records these as factory
air calibration coefficients. The user must perform air calibrations in the field. When transmissometer

profiles are analysed (Chapter 9), the field and factory air calibrations are used to compensate for drift in
the instrument's sensitivity over time.

The windows on the beam transmissometer must be cleaned with lens cleaner or a mild detergent
solution and a soft cloth or tissue, rinsed with distilled water, then rinsed with isopropyl alcohol and wiped
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dry.Anapproximateair calibration reading should be made before every cast to verify that the windows
are clean. A transmissometer dark voltage should also be measured at this time. These on-deck air

calibrations are not, however, very reliable measures of temporal drift or degradation in the instrument's

source or detector. In the humid, or even wet, environment on the deck of a ship, the windows are often
quickly obscured by condensation, and the glass also tends to absorb enough water to affect transmission
slightly (Zaneveld pers. comm.). A very careful air calibration should be performed before and after each
cruise under dry laboratory conditions. During an extended cruise, it is also recommended to remove the

instrument to a dry location in a shipboard laboratory, and after allowing several hours for the windows to
dehydrate, a careful air calibration should be performed. Only the laboratory air calibrations should be
used in the final processing of beam transmissometer data.

Both the laboratory condition air calibration and dark voltages, and the factory calibration voltages,
assume the data acquisition system measures instrument response as true volts. It is imperative, therefore,

to calibrate the end-to-end analog-to-digital (A/D) data acquisition system and characterize its response _7

to known input voltages 17. Corrections in the form of a linear function

_7= g (T)I7 + f (T), (4.1)

where T is temperature, must usually be applied to external voltage inputs recorded with the A/D circuits of
CTDs or profiling radiometer systems. The range dependent A/D bias coefficients should be determined at

approximately 5° C intervals, over the range from 0° C to 25 ° C, to characterize the temperature sensitivity
of the data acquisition system.

Absorption and Beam Attenuation Meters

The discussion in this section pertains only to instruments and calibration for in situ measurements of

absorption. Protocols for laboratory spectrophotometric measurements of absorption by particles filtered
from water samples, and by colored dissolved organic material (CDOM) in filtrate, are contained in

Chapter 15 of this document.

It is increasingly common for ocean color investigators to measure the coefficients of absorption a(E)

and beam attenuation c(_,) using dual path transmissometers. In the beam attenuation path, a detector
measures the light transmitted over the open path from a collimated source; both absorbed and scattered

photons are attenuated. In the absorption part of the instrument, a beam of light passes through the center of
a tube having a reflective wall that redirects most scattered photons into the forward direction toward a

large detector which fills the exit cross section; only those photons that are either absorbed, or scaRe_red in
the backward direction, are attenuated. Because the backscattering by marine particles is a small fraction

of their total scattering, it is possible to model this contribution and subtract it to obtain a(k) within a

reasonable uncertainty. These devices may also be used to measure absorption by CDOM ifa 0.4 Ixm filter

is inserted in the instrument's intake port. Since the beam attenuation coefficient is the sum of absorption
and scattering, i.e.

c()_)=a(X)+b()_), m", (4.2)

it is also possible to determine the total scattering coefficient b(_,) as the difference between the measured

values of c(Z,) and a(_,).

Perhaps the best known example of this class of instruments is the AC9, which uses interference filters

to measure a(X,) and c(_,) at 9 wavelengths. The AC9 is manufactured by WetLABS of Philomath, OR.

Alternative instrument designs are also commercially available, e.g. from HOBILABS of Moss Landing,
CA and other manufacturers. These protocols make no recommendations regarding specific manufacturers

or instruments, and examples of specific instruments are included here only for purposes of illustrating
general characteristics and procedures.

The instrument manufacturer performs two factory calibration procedures to first determine the

instrument's temperature dependence, and second to record its response when optically clean water is being
measured. To obtain good data, it is absolutely essential to repeat this second calibration measurement

frequently (typically once per day) in the field. Protocols for carrying out calibrations are provided by each
instrument's manufacturer. Additional protocols for calibrating the AC9, expanding on methods described
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inTwardowskiet al. (1999), and other IOP instruments have been developed by the Optical Oceanography

Group at Oregon State University and may be accessed via hnp://photon.oce.orst.edu/(S. Pegau, Pers.
Comm). Perhaps the most challenging aspects of these protocols deal with methods for using reverse-

osmosis filtration systems to obtain optically pure water in the field, and with procedures to verify the
optical purity of the water.

Backscattering Meters

There is little historic data on the variation of the shape of the volume scattering function (VSF),
_(W,_,), in the backward direction. Petzold (1972) described the scattering function for selected natural

waters measured with the General Angle Scattering Meter (GASM). This reference is the one most widely

used to describe shapes of I](W,_,). Balch et al. (1994) have published new in situ measurements, again

using GASM, describing the shape of [5(0,_) for marine hydrosols. Recently, measurements of the VSF
using new instrument designs have begun to appear. For example, Mobley et al. (2001) demonstrate the

sensitivity of remote sensing reflectance to correctness of the backscattering fraction of the VSF as
measured using the new meters.

The GASMI built circa 1970 at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography's Visibility Laboratory
(Petzold 1972), consists of a lamp focused into a cylindrical beam, and a narrow field of view detector

mounted to swing in an arc to view the beam at many off-axis scattering angles between approximately 10°

and 170 ° . At each incremental angle, the instrument pauses and light scattered from the source beam into

the detector's field of view is measured. The phase functions at different wavelengths are determined by

changing interference filters. The next generation of instruments were designed to measure 13(W,_,) at a

single wavelength (typically 532 nm) and a single angle, e.g. 150 ° (Maffione et al. 1991) or 170 ° (Smart

I992). The first commercial versions of these so-called backscattering meters, the HydroScat series of

instruments manufactured by HOBILABS Inc. (www.hobilabs.com), measure scattering at a centroid angle

of 1400 at several fixed wavelengths (Maffione and Dana 1997). A more recent entry into this market is

the ECO-VSF series of scattering meters manufactured by WETLABS (www.wetlabs.com), which are

designed to measure scattering at a single wavelength (450, 530 or 650 nm) but at three scattering centroid
angles I00 °, 1200 and 150 °.

Any sensor designed to measure 13(_,_,), at any nominal scattering angle W, actually measures a
weighted integral of radiance scattered from a working volume defined by the intersection of the
illumination source beam and angular field of view of the detector system. The source illumination is

attenuated by the factor e -rCv)c(_) over the slightly varying pathlength r(_) from source to detector through

each infinitesimal element of the finite working volume. If both source illumination and detector angular
response functions are azimuthally symmetric about their nominal axes, and the working volume is very
small, the integral may be expressed in the relatively simple conceptual form

_(_,_;c) = 2trj'_alo fl(_.,_)W(,_,tP;c)sintPdtFdX, m'lsr "1, (4.3)

where the weighting function W (_,_;c) accounts for the angular W and wavelength _. dependencies of

illumination and detector response functions, and attenuation over a variable pathlength, in each each

infinitesimal subelement of the working volume. The parameters cF and _" are respectively the centroid

scattering angle and wavelength of the weighted integral. The functional form and detailed parametric

dependencies of the weighting function are greatly abstracted in (4.3), which is presented here only as a
conceptual framework for the discussion. The weighting function can be measured by moving a Spectralon
reflective target through the working volume (Maffione and Dana 1997), a procedure that also serves to
calibrate the device. Alternatively, if the spectral and geometric distribution functions of the source

illumination and detector response are well characterized, the weighting function can be calculated from

first principles (Zaneveld and Twardowski, Pets. Comm), albeit based on a geometrically more
complicated form of the integral equation abstracted here as (4.3). Given the weighting function, the

scattering sensor may be calibrated by measuring its response to scattering by polystyrene spheres, the
scattering functions of which may be accurately determined using Mie scattering computations (Zaneveld
and Twardowski, Pers. Comm).
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The scattering parameter of principal interest in the context of the Ocean Optics Protocols for Satelline
Ocean Color Sensor Validation is the backscattering coefficient

bb (3,)= 2_j'; 13(;t, V)sin WdV, (4.4)
2

assuming azimuthal symmetry. Clearly none of the sensors described above measure bb(_,). To estimate

the backscattering from measured _(_', re;c)at a single angle, one invokes the mean value theorem to

observe that there must be at least one angle W* for which (4.4) reduces to

bb ($)= 2zr13(A,w')J;sin VdV : 2_13 (;1,, So'). (4.5)
2

Clearly, R'* will vary between volume scattering functions of differing shape in the backward direction,

and measured values _(_',re;c)_:/3 (A, _' *) even if re = _I'* and Z = z. Oishi (1990) carried out a

series of Mie scattering calculations for polydispersions of spheres, assuming a variety of different size
distributions similar to those observed for marine hydrosols. He then assumed there would be some

constant 0* at which backscattering coefficients calculated with (4.5) would be linearly related to exact

values ofbb(_,) with a reasonable level of RMS uncertainty. He therefore revised (4.5) to the form

/_b(;I,) = 2n713 (,a,,W *) (4.6)

and found the minimum RMS deviations at W* = 120 ° with Z = I. 14, but the smallest maximum prediction

error occurred at q'* = 140 ° with Z = 1.08. Maffione and Dana (1997) independently repeated an analysis

similar to Oishi's (1990) and found that, for W* = 1400 with Z = 1.08, the uncertainty in backscattering

coefficients estimated with (4.6) is -9 %. This is essentially the algorithm provided with the HOBILABS
HydroScat instruments. The algorithm recommended for use with the WETLABS ECO-VSF instrument

uses the 3-angle scattering measurements to adjust (4.6) for variations in the shape of the phase functions,
but the underlying premise and approach to estimating the backscattering coefficient are otherwise similar
(Beardsley and Zaneveld 1969; Zaneveld and Twardowski, Pers. Comm.).

Boss and Pegau (2001) separated the VSF and backscattering coefficient as

and
b(_,) =bw (_,)+b b (X,), (4.7)

where the subscripts "p" and "w" designate contributions due to particles and water, respectively. The

scaling factor Z (W") is correspondingly partitioned as

z(v'):z,, , +x.(v') (4.8)
Analyses similar to those of Oishi (1990) and Maffione and Dana (1997), but in this partitioned framework,

led Boss and Pegau (2001) to conciude that Z ( hu" ) = Zp (V') = Zw (V') _=1.1 only when V' = 1 i 7 ° __3 ° ,

consistent With the results of Oishi (]990). For measurements at other scattering angles, they recommend

modifying Equation (4.6) to correct for the water scattering contribution as

/_b(_)= 2rcZ, (hu*)[13 (_.,V*) - ]3. (_.,qs*)] + bb,, (3_). (4.9)

They provide equations for estimating 13_,(_., _F) and bW(L), based on the theoretical equations and

experimental results of Morel (1974), and tabulate estimates of Zp (W") in the range 90 ° < W" < 170 ° .

Measurements of backward scattering have also been made using benchtop laboratory instruments, and
either discrete water samples, or water pumped in a "flow-through" m0de. Tassan and Ferrari (1995), for
example, used a dual-beam spectrophotometer, with an integrating sphere attachment, to measure total and

backward scattering by mineral particles suspended in water. Balch et al. (1999) used a benchtop laser
-2
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devicemanufacturedby WyattTechnologiesto measure_(_,,_;c), in discreteandflow-through
samplingmodes,atseveralanglesandtwowavelengths.Thecoefficientbb(_,) was then estimated by fitting

measurements at • = 45 °, 90° and 135 ° to the function recommended by Beardsley and Zaneveld (1969),

and then integrating that function from 90 ° to 180 °.

Calibration of the Wyatt Technologies volume scattering device uses a solid isotropic scattering

standard provided by the manufacturer. The composition of the standard is a proprietary secret of Wyatt
Technologies, and only the calibration coefficients are provided to the user. Because of the undisclosed
properties of its calibration standard, the Wyatt Technologies device must be viewed as a '"olack box" that

must be evaluated through independent comparisons with other known standards, before its use can be
accepted as part of a general protocol.

4.7 CALIBRATION OF METEOROLOGICAL SENSORS

The uncertainties of several meteorological variables are significant components of uncertainty
budgets associated with using in situ measurements to validate satellite ocean color measurements and

algorithms. Uncertainty in barometric pressure can affect that of absorption terms in atmospheric

correction algorithms. Uncertainty in surface wind velocity directly affects sun and sky glint reflection
estimates used to correct water-leaving radiance determinations from satellites and in situ above-water

radiometers. Anemometers, barometers, thermometers (air temperature), and hygrometers should be

calibrated using methods and at intervals recommended by the World Metorological Organization (WMO).

Calibration services and certification are available through the vendors who supply meteorological
insU-uments, and in the laboratories of some academic oceanographic and/or atmospheric institutions.

4.8 CTD CALIBRATION

The conductivity probe, temperature probe, and pressure transducer of the CTD should be recalibrated

before and after each major cruise by a properly equipped physical oceanographic laboratory, including
those maintained by many university oceanography departments and CTD manufacturers. In addition, the

conductivity probe should be independently calibrated during the course of each cruise by obtaining
salinity water samples simultaneous with CTD readings. These salinity samples are to be analyzed, either at

sea or ashore, with a laboratory salinometer calibrated with International Association for the Physical
Sciences of the Ocean (IAPSO) Standard Seawater.

4.9 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER CALIBRATIONS

It is important to frequently calibrate pressure transducers on oceanographic profiling instruments. For
purposes of these protocols, the pressure in decibars is equivalent to depth in meters. Adjustments for the
density of seawater are negligible in the present context. On the other hand, inaccurate calibration of the

pressure sensor will lead to artifacts and increased uncertainty in, e.g., the computation of the diffuse

attenuation coefficients K(z,3.). If an instrument's pressure transducer port is equipped with a threaded
fitting, a hose filled with distilled water may be used to connect it to a hand-pump and NIST traceable dead
weight tester (several models are commercially available). Another common arrangement is to immerse

the instrument in a pressure chamber, which is connected in turn to the pump and pressure calibration

device. In either case, water pressure is increased in steps to produce several readings spanning the
operating range of the instrument under test, and a polynomial equation is fit to the data to relate transducer

output to the pressures measured with the dead-weight tester, Detailed methods and a certificate of NIST
traceable calibration should be obtained from the manufacturer of the pressure calibration device.
Calibration services of this type are readily available, on a fee-for-service basis, at laboratories maintained

by many oceanography departments and commercial vendors of oceanographic equipment.

If simultaneous deployment of the CTD with optical instruments having independent pressure

transducers is practical, the two depths measured by the different instruments should be compared over the
range of the cast. If depth measurements disagree significantly, these comparisons may be used to correct
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whichever transducer is found to be in error through analysis of pre- and post-cruise pressure transducer
calibrations.
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Chapter 5

Instrument Performance Specifications

James L. Mueller and Roswell Austin

Center for Hydro-Optics and Remote Sensing, San Diego State University, California

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This report describes measurements of optical properties, and other variables, necessary for validating

data obtained with satellite ocean color instruments, and for the development of in-water and atmospheric
algorithms. The specifications herein are those required of instruments used on ships, or other platforms, to
acquire that in situ data. In some cases, the specifications have been selected to allow use of instruments

that are affordable and that either currently exist, or that can be developed without major improvements in

today's state-of-the-art technology. In a few cases, new or improved instruments must be developed to
realize the specified performance characteristics. The data uncertainty requirements for this program are

more severe than those for a general ocean survey. Here, various investigators use a variety of instruments
that are calibrated independently at a number of facilities, and contribute data to a common database used

to validate SeaWiFS, and other satellite, ocean color measurements. The resulting radiometric and bio-
optical database provides an essential means of detecting and quantifying on-orbit changes in the satellite
instruments relative to their prelaunch calibrations and characterizations. This chapter specifies instrument

characteristics and data uncertainties thought to be necessary, as well as sufficient, for this task. The
validation analysis would be significantly degraded should calibration errors or differences of even a few

percent, or wavelength errors or differences of a few nanometers, occur in (between) the instruments used
to acquire the validation in situ bio-optical database.

±_i Z 2

5.2 IN-WATER RADIOMETERS

This section specifies radiometric characteristics for instruments that are used to measure Ed(Z,L),

Eu(z,_.) and Lu(z'L). The specifications are applicable to filter radiometers and to spectroradiometers based

on monochr0_tors_ =M_nimum performance characteristics are specified for spectral resolution,

radiometric responsivity and resolution, signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), radiometric saturation and minimum
detectable values, angular response, temporal sampling resolution, linearity, and stability.

Spectral Characteristics

In-water radiometers shall be capable, as a minimum, of making measurements at the wavelengths
shown in Table 5.1, which refers specifically to the SeaWiFS channels. The SeaWIFS channel wavelength
combination is consistent with the recommended preferred ocean radiance channel combination (C3)

recommended by the International Ocean Color Coordinating Group (IOCCG 1998), albeit with wider
spectral bandwidths. For the SIMBIOS in situ validation database, the wavelength combinations in Table

5.1 must be expanded to provide radiance and irradiance measurements at the greater number of
wavelengths represented by the full ensemble of ocean color sensors (Appendix A). For example, OCTS

and POLDER each had a channel at 565 nm, rather than that at 555 nm on SeaWiFS. For purposes of these
protocols, in-water radiometer channels at these additional wavelengths must match the satellite channel

wavelengths and have full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidths within the same tolerances
described below with reference to Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 presumes the use of properly blocked interference filters to provide the required spectral
bandpass and out-of-band rejection (10Vor better). Care must also be taken to avoid possible out-of-band
leakage due to fluorescence by filter, or other optical component, materials. Filter radiometers should have

channels with center wavelengths, as measured in the assembled instrument, matching those given in Table

5.1 to within 1 nm for 410 nm and 443 nm, and within 2 nm for all other spectral bands. Shifts of these

magnitudes in center wavelengths will result in changes in measured radiometric values of approximately
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1%or less(R.Boothpers.comm.)andthisspecificationshouldbemetif possible.It is recognized,
however,thatenforcinga 1nmhard-and-fastspecificationcouldbeprohibitivelyexpensive,andthis
toleranceshouldbe regardedasa goal.With knowledge,to lessthan0.2nm,of theactualcenter
wavelengthsandcompletespectralresponsefunctions,correctionsprobablycanbemadetoinfereffective
radiometricquantitiesforthesatelliteinstrumentchannels.Bandwidthsmustbe10+2nmFWHM.They
aremadenarrowerthan,for example,theSeaWiFSchannelsto reducetheskewingof theparameters
derivedfromunderwaterirradiance,or radiance,profilesin spectralregionswhereabsorptionbynatural
seawaterexhibitsrapidvariationwithwavelength.

Table5.1: Recommendedspectralbandsfordiscrete-wavelengthfilterradiometersusing10nm
FWHMbandwidths.Inaddition,out-of-bandblockinginthetailsoftheinstrumentresponse
functionsshouldbe10-6orbetter.

SeaWiFSWavelengthsEd,Eu,1__ Es
Band [nm I [nm] [nm]

1 402-422 4121 412

2 433-453 443,4352 443

3 480-500 490 490
4 500-520 510 510

5 545-565 555 555

6 660-680 665,683 665
5 545-565 555 555

6 660-680 665,683 6653
7 745-785 4 780

8 845-885 4 875

1. A preferred option is to replace two separate 10nm FWHM bands centered at 406 and 416 nm with a
single 412 nm channel The two channels would allow more accurate modeling of Lw_ (412),
matching SeaWiFS characteristics.

2. An optional extra band is used to improve modeling of l-.ws (k) radiances to match the SeaWiFS 443
nm channel.

3. Es deck, only channel in this band is necessary.
4. Due to the specialized nature of infrared in-water measurements, specialized sensors will be needed.

To maintain the above tolerances, it is anticipated that filters will be ordered to a center wavelength
with a tolerance of +1 nm and a FWHM bandwidth of 8.5+_1 rim. When the filter is installed in a

radiometer with a 10 ° (half-angle) FOV, however, the spectral bandpass will broaden by 2 nm to 3 rim, and

the center wavelength will shift. Furthermore, as a filter ages in use, its transmission curve may undergo
changes to further broaden the FWI-IM bandpass and shift the peak. The tolerances specified above include

an allowance for some degradation before expensive filter and detector changes must be done. In a single
instrument, all channels at a given nominal wavelength should match within 1 nm, if possible. It is
desirable, therefore, to obtain all of the filters used by an investigator for measurements at any nominal

wavelength (;_.n) from a single manufacturing lot when possible. If this is done, Es(_,n), Ed(_.n), Eu(Ln), and

Lu(_), and any atmospheric radiometric quantities measured with that investigator's systems, would all

have a greater likelihood of being measured over the same range of wavelengths, for each nominal

wavelength (_n). In any event, the actual spectral response function of each instrument channel must be
measured and known with an uncertainty less than 0.2 nm.

High-resolution monochromator-based spectroradiometers, with adequate sensitivity and stray light

rejection characteristics, are also suitable instruments and are recommended for many algorithm
development studies. Suitable specifications for such instruments are given in Table 5.2. (These
instruments must also meet the specifications summarized in Tables 5.1 and 5.3.)
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It is extremelydifficult,if not impossible,to opticallyrejectstraylightwithina single-gating
spectrometeratthelevelspecifiedinTable5.1. Ontheotherhand,recentcapabilitiesdevelopedatthe
NationalInstituteofStandardsandTechnology(NIST)maybeusedtocharacterizethespectralstray-light
responsedistributionfunctionof aspectrometerusingasetoftunablelasers(Brownetal.2000).Stray
lightcorrectionalgorithmsbasedonNISTcharacterizationsarebeingdevelopedfor applicationto the
MarineOpticalBuoy(MOBY)spectroradiometers(Chapter11). Thiscorrectionisexpectedto reduce
straylightuncertaintieswellbelowthelevelspecifiedinTable5.2. Thetunablelaserbasedstraylight
characterizationprocedureis tooexpensiveto applyto everyradiometerusedin thisprogram,but its
applicationisessentialforkeytransferradiometers.Theradiometersin theMOBYfacility,forexample,
areusedtoprovideacommonvicariouscalibrationreferenceforallsatelliteoceancolorsensorsembraced
withintheSIMBIOSprogram(Chapter11),andtheexpenseiswelljustifiedinthisinstance.

Table5.2: Minimumspecificationsforthecharacteristicsofhigh-resolutionspectroradiometers.

Optical Sensors
Spectral Range: 380 to 7501900 nm
Spectral Resolution: 5 nm (or less FWHM)

Wavelength Accuracy: 10 % FWHM of
resolution (0.5 nm)

Wavelength Stability:

Signal-to-Noise Ratio:
Stray Light Rejection:

Radiometric Accuracy:
Radiometric Stability:
FOV Maximum:

Temperature Stability:

Linearity:

5 % FWHM of

resolution (0.25 nm)

1,000:1 (at minimum)
10- 
3%
1%

10° (for radiance)

Specified for 0-35°C
Correctable to 0.1%

Ancillary Sensors
Temperature: 0.2°C

Pressure: 0.1% (full scale)

Horizontal Inclination: 1 ° over 40 ° range

Responsivity, SNR, and Resolution

The expected operating limits for radiometric responsivities, SNR, and digital resolution are specified
in Table 5.3, the limits for which were derived as follows:

1. An Ed saturation value of 300 IxW cm -z nm -1 is assumed at all wavelengths.

2. Implicit, but not stated, in Table 5.3 is that the minimum required Ed(0) is 20 I.tW cm -2 nm-l; it

will not be appropriate to occupy validation stations when illumination is less than this minimum.

3. The minimum Ed(0) implies a minimum detectable Ed(z) value of 1 laW cm -2 nm -1 at 3 optical

depths (3/K).

4. Digital resolution must be less than or equal to 0.5 % of the reading to maintain a 100:1 SNR. To

permit a 1% uncertainty in absolute calibration, if that goal can be met in the calibration

laboratory, the instrument must digitally resolve 0.1% of the irradiance (radiance) produced by
the laboratory standards used; typical irradiance (radiance) values for calibration using 1,000 W
FEL standard lamps traceable to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (/gIST), and
required digital resolutions at these signal levels, are given in Table 5.3 as "Calibration Irradiance"

and "Digital Resolution (cal.)", respectively. A SNR of 100: I requires a resolution in Ed(z) at

three optical depths to 0.005 l.tW cm -_ nm -_ per count, i.e., 2.5 digit resolution. At the surface,

Ed(0) should be resolved to 0.05 laW cm -2 nm -_ per count.
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5. TheCase-Isaturationvaluesof Ed(0) represent the Instrument Specification Subgroup's ('Mueller

and Austin 1992) estimate of maximum reflectances to be expected in ordinary Case-1 waters:
12.5 % at 410 nm, 7.5 % at 488 nm and 0.5 % at 670 nm. These saturation values will be too low

for measurements in Case-2 waters, or coccolithophorid blooms. In these situations, a maximum

expected reflectance of 40 % for _, < 660 nm and 20 % for L > 660 nm is assumed. This implies

that the expected maximum irradiance in Eu(0) should be 80 _tW cm -2 nm -! for _, <660 nm and

40 _tW crn -2 nm -I for Z, > 660 nm.

6. The minimum required irradiances at three optical depths (as given in Table 5.3) assumes
minimum reflectances of 1% at 410 nm, 2 % at 488 nm, and 0.15 % at 670 nm.

7. The saturation and minimum radiances, and radiance responsivity resolutions, for Lu(0) and

Lu(3/Kd) are calculated as LulEu = Q-I times the corresponding specification for Eu(0) or Eu(z). In

Mueller and Austin (1995) it was assumed that Q = 5, a constant at all wavelengths and depths.
Morel and Gentili (1996) showed that Q actually varies between approximately 3.14 and 5 at

410 nm and 488 nm, and between approximately 3.14 and 5.7 at 670 nm (see Chapter 13).
Saturation radiances, for the extreme minimum case of Q = 3.14 (very clear waters with the sun

nearly overhead), are increased by a factor of 1.6 at all three wavelengths relative to Mueller and

Austin (1995). Minimum radiances at 670 nm, for the extreme maximum case of Q = 5.7 (turbid

waters and solar zenith angle > 60°), are decreased by a factor of 0.75, and the implied digital

resolution at 670 nm was changed accordingly. Minimum expected radiances and required digital
resolution at 410 nm and 488 nm are unchanged.

The specifications in Table 5.3 are meant as guidance to interpret the following required performance
requirements:

1. The instrument must maintain a 100:1 SNR at every operating range encountered, during field
measurements.

2. The data for measurements obtained in the field must be recorded with a digital resolution less
than or equal to 0.5 % of reading.

3. The dynamic range of the instrument's linear sensitivity must extend to include the signal levels
encountered during laboratory calibrations, and the calibration signals must be recorded with a

digital resolution of 0.1% of reading to permit 1% uncertainty in calibration.

In general, the above performance specifications do not pose exceptionally difficult engineering challenges,
with the possible exception of the full dynamic range implied by Case-2 or coccolith saturation radiance

Lu(665) to minimum expected Lu(665). In any event, this situation will require specially designed
radiometers (see also "Red and Near-Infrared Wavelengths" below). It is not necessary that every

radiometer used for satellite ocean color sensor validation operate over the full dynamic ranges given in
Table 5.3. A radiometer is merely required to maintain the above performance specifications over the
dynamic ranges of irradiance and radiance existing at locations and associated illumination conditions
where it is used for validation or algorithm development.
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Table5.3:.RequiredinstrumentandsensitivitiesforSeaWiFSvalidationandalgorithmdevelopmentasa
functionofradiometricmeasuredvariableandwavelength.

Property Variable 410 nm 488 nm 665 nm Comment

E_(z,,_), Ea(O)_ 300 300 300

Downwelled E a 1 1 I

Irradiance dE 5 x 10- 3 5 x 10 -3 5 x 10 -3
dN

dE 5 x 10-2 5 x 10 -2 5 x 10 -2
dN

E,(z,;_), Eu(0)_x 120 120 60

Upwelted 37 22 1.5
/ N   x,o3Irradiance

dE 5 x 10 -4 5 x 10-4 5 x 10-5
dN

dE 5 x 10 -5 5 x 10- 5 5 x 10 -6
dN

L,(z,_,), Lu(0)_ 38 38 13

Upwelled 12.0 7.2 0.5

Radiance _ 3 2 x 10 -3 4 x 10 -3 2.25 x 10 -4

dL 5 x 10 -4 5 x 10-4 5 x 10 -5
dN

dL 5x10 -5 5x10 -5 1 xl0 _
dN

E_, Source Ec., 2 5
dE

Irradiance -- 2 x 10 -3 5 x 10 -3
dN

/__, Source Lc_ 0.6 i.5 4.5
dL

Radiance m 6 x 10-4 1 x 10 -3 4 x 10 -3
dN

Saturation Irradiance

Minimum Expected Irradiance

Digital Resolution (profiles)

Digital Resolution (surface unit)

Saturation Irradiance (Case-2/coccoliths)

Saturation Irradiance (Case-l)

Minimum Expected Irradiance

Digital Resolution (surface unit)

Digital Resolution (profiles)

Saturation Radiance (Case-2/coccoliths)
Saturation Radiance (Case-I)

Minimum Expected Radiance

Digital Resolution (surface unit)

Digital Resolution (profiles)

15 Calibration Irradianee

1 x 10-2 Digital Resolution (Ed, Es, Eu cal.)

Calibration Radiance

Digital Resolution (L. cal.)

Notes: 1. E, and Ed are in units of laW cm -2 nm -_ and L. is in units of ptW cm -2 nm -_ sr -_.

2, Responsivity resolution in radiometric units per digital count at the minimum required signal level.

3. Specified ranges should maintain a 100:1 SNR.
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Linearity and Stability

Errors attributable to linearity or stability should be less than 0.5 % of the instrumental readings over
the dynamic ranges specified in Table 5.3. This is a challenging goal, but one which must be met if the

equally challenging goal of achieving 1% uncertainty in absolute calibration is to be meaningful.

Sampling Resolution

Sampling frequency should be compatible with the profiling technique being used. For the preferred
multispectral filter radiometers and spectroradiometric (dispersion) instruments using array sensors, the
minimum sampling frequencies are determined by the profiling rate and the depth resolution required. In

general, five or more samples per meter should be obtained at all wavelengths. All channels of Ed(z,X),

Eu(z,L) and Lu(z,_,) at all wavelengths should be sampled within 10 -2 s at each given depth. Alternatively,

grating spectrometers using detector arrays to sample all channels simultaneously may be integrated for
longer periods to achieve necessary signal-to-noise ratios.

The time response of the instrument to a full-scale (saturation to dark) step change in irradiance should

be less than one second to arrive at a value within 0.1%, or one digitizing step, whichever is greater, of
steady state. In addition, the electronic e-folding time constant of the instrument must be consistent with the

rate at which the channels are sampled, i.e., if data are to be acquired at 10 Hz, the e-folding time constant
should be 0.2 s to avoid aliasing. Individual data scans may be averaged to improve signal-to-noise
performance, provided adequate depth resolution is maintained.

Angular Response Characteristics

Irradiance: The response of a cosine collector to a collimated light source incident at an angle (0)
from the normal must be such that:

1. for Eu(_,) measurements, the integrated response to a radiance distribution of the form

L(_,0)_ l+4sin0 stiould vary as cos0, within 2 %; and

2. for Ed measurement, the response to a collimated source should vary as cos 0 within less than 2 %

for angles 0 < 0 < 65 ° and 10 % for angles 65 ° < 0 < 90 ° .

Departures from cos 0 will translate directly to approximately equal errors in Ed in the case of direct
sunlight.

Radiance: The in-water FOV for upwelled radiance bands should be approximately 10° (half-angle).

The resulting solid angle FOV (approximately 0.1 sr) is large enough to provide reasonable levels of flux,

using silicon detectors, yet small enough to resolve the slowly varying (with • for • <30 ° ) field of

upwelled radiance. Smaller FOV sensors are appropriate, of course, if all of the other performance
specifications are satisfied.

Operating Depth

Instruments used for profiling in clear to moderately turbid Case-1 waters shall be capable of operating
to depths of 200m. Depths should be measured with an uncertainty of 0.5 m and a repeatability of 0.2 m
for radiometric profiles at visible wavelengths.

Instruments used for profiling in very turbid Case 1 and Case 2 waters require a much lower maximum

pressure rating. On the other hand, in these waters it is necessary to resolve depth with an uncertainty
<5 cm, and with a differential uncertainty of approximately 2 cm.
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Instrument Attitude

The orientations of the instrument with respect to the vertical shall be within _+I0° , and the attitude

shall be measured with orthogonally oriented sensors from 0-30 ° with an uncertainty of +1 ° in a static

mode; it is not intended that this uncertainty be maintained while an instrument is subject to large
accelerations induced by surface waves. These data shall be recorded with the radiometric data stream for

use as a data quality flag.

Red and Near-Infrared Wavelengths

The fact that red and near-IR channels - e.g. SeaWiFS bands 6, 7, and 8 at wavelengths of 665 rim,

780 nm, and 865 nm, respectively - have such short attenuation lengths in water requires that special
attention must be paid to these measurements. Problems due to instrument self-shading (Gordon and Ding

1992) and very rapid attenuation of Lu(z,_,) must be considered at these wavelengths. Large diameter

instruments, and radiometers mounted on large instrument packages, are not adaptable to these
measurements.

Suggested procedures for making the measurements are to use either fiber optic probes carrying light

back to a remote instrument, or very small single-wavelength discrete instruments. Each of these concepts
is adaptable to deployment from a small floating platform, Care must be taken to avoid direct shading by
the supporting platform, but at these wavelengths, the large attenuation coefficients of water makes
shadowing by objects more than a few meters away irrelevant.

The minimum measurement scheme would be two discrete (10 nm FWHM) channels at 780 nm and

875nm. Additional channels at 750rim and 850rim, or more elaborately, high-resolution
spectroradiometry, would be useful in determining the spectral distribution of the upwelling light field in
these bands.

These measurements should be performed as part 0f flaestandard validation data acquisition, because

of their importance in the atmospheric correction algorithms. It is anticipated that in the majority of cases,
and particularly in most Case-1 waters, these measurements will show negligible upwelling light. In Case-2
waters, cases of extremely high productivity, or in coccolithophorid blooms, reflectance at these

wavelengths may be significant, and these measurements will become very important. When in-water
measurements are performed at these wavelengths, the deck ceil channels should be expanded to include
bands at 750 and 875 nm (Table 5.1).

5.3 SURFACE IRRADIANCE

The spectral irradiance incident at the ocean surface shall be measured at wavelengths that correspond
to the SeaWiFS spectral bands (Table 5.I), but with 10 nm FWHM bandwidth. A total radiation pyrometer
may provide helpful ancillary information, but this is not a required instrument. Instruments mounted

aboard ships must be positioned to view the sky with minimum obstruction or reflections from the ship's

superstructure, antennas, etc. Particular care must be taken to prevent sun shadows from antennas falling
on the irradiance-collecting surface. Gimbal mounting of the deck sensor may be helpful to keep the
surface of the sensor horizontal. Improperly designed gimbal systems, however, can accentuate

fluctuations caused by ship motion, and if there is obvious oscillation in the measured irradiance, the
gimbal mechanism should be improved to eliminate the problem.

An intuitively attractive technique, which was suggested in previous versions of the optics protocols
(Mueller and Austin 1992, 1995), would be to measure irradiance with a sensor floated a fraction of a meter

below the sea surface, far enough away from the ship to avoid ship shadows. The flotation assembly would
be designed to avoid shadowing the radiometric FOV and to damp wave-induced motions. This type of

arrangement has an additional potential for supporting a small sensor to also measure upwelling radiance,

Lu(z,_,), just below the surface. Over the past several years, however, the ocean color community has

gained experience with this approach, and has encountered consistent and significant difficulties due to

wave-induced fluctuations in near-surface Ed. Zaneveld et al. (2001) compare theoretical characteristics of

the effects of surface waves on near surface irradiance with examples of such measurements under low

wind speed conditions. In the case of coherent surface waves, these effects become more pronounced and
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donotaveragelinearlyovertime(Zaneveld,personalcommunication).Thein-waterreferenceradiometer
methodisnolongerrecommendedfordeterminingeitherEd(0,3,) or Es(_,). An acceptable variant of the

approach is to use a similar flotation assembly, tethered to allow the instrument to drift away from the ship,

but with the irradiance collector raised 50 to 100 cm above the sea surface to measure Es(L) in air.

Surface Radiometer Characteristics

The specified number of channels and spectral characteristics of deck cells are the same as those for

subsurface irradiance measurements as shown in Table 5.1, augmented as necessary for validation of

satellite sensors other than SeaWiFS (Appendix A). Saturation irradiances are the same as for Ed(k) (Table

5.3). The dynamic operating range for these sensors needs to only be 25 db, with a SNR of 100:1, but it

must include the nominal calibration irradiance (Table 5.3). Linearity must be within +_5 %. Sampling

frequency should match the frequency of the underwater radiometer, which should be 1 Hz or faster, and all

wavelengths should be sampled within an interval less than or equal to 10 .2 s. Cosine response
characteristics should give relative responsivity to a eoIlimated source (in air) which matches cos0 within

2 % for 0 < 0 < 65 ° , and within 10 % for 65 ° < 0 < 90 ° .

For some oceanographic process studies, it may be acceptable to use a radiometer measuring Es(_,) at
only a single wavelength. If only a single channel deck radiometer is available, its spectral characteristic
should closely match one of channels 2 through 5 (Table 5.1) with a 10 am FWHM bandwidth. A

broadband, or photosynthetically available radiation (PAR), radiometer should never be used for this
purpose.

5.4 ABOVE-WATER RADIOMETRY

The performance characteristics to be specified for an above-water ocean color radiometer will vary,
depending on how a particular instrument is to be employed in satellite ocean color sensor validation

experiments. For radiometric comparisons with, e.g., SeaWiFS and in-water measurements, the
fundamental criterion to be met is that estimates of normalized spectral water-leaving radiance derived
from shipboard or airborne measurements must have the same uncertainty specified for those derived from

in-water measurements of Lu(z,_,) (Table 5.3). A less accurate radiometer may be used to semi-
quantitatively characterize spatial variability near ship stations.

In general, the spectral characteristics of above-water radiometers should match those specified for

Lu(_,) in Table 5.1. In some cases, however, it may be acceptable for a radiometer to match the SeaWiFS -

or other sensor - specifications, which specify center wavelength within 2 nm and 20 nm FWHM
bandwidth. Recalling the sensitivity of solar radiometry to the exact center wavelength and detailed

spectral response function (Section 5.1), any use of airborne radiometers must quantitatively account for
the different spectral responsivity functions between measurements of radiance by, e.g., SeaWiFS, in-water

radiometers, and above-water radiometers at each channel's nominal center wavelength.

A high-altitude imaging radiometer must have a radiometric uncertainty and S,NR in all channels equal
to those of the satellite ocean color instrument if its imagery is to be used for direct radiometric verification

of the satellite sensor's radiometric performance. In some cases, the requisite SN-R may be realized
through pixel averaging to a 1 km spatial resolution commensurate with that of, e.g., SeaWiFS. Direct

radiometric comparisons between aircraft and SeaWiFS radiances, however, also require that the different

atmospheric path effects be carefully modeled, and that the uncertainty in those modeled adjustments be
independently estimated. This can be done most effectively when the aircraft measurements are combined

with the full suite of shipboard in-water, atmospheric, and ancillary measurements (Chapter 3, Table 3.1).
In this case, direct comparisons between aircraft and ship radiometry may require that both the SNR and

the uncertainties realized in combined analyses of the two data sets will represent a smaller spatial
resolution than the nominal 1 km instantaneous field-of-view (IFOV) for SeaWiFS and other satellite

sensors. Finally, the viewing zenith and azimuth angles at the matched pixel must also be nearly the same
for both sensors, if uncertainties associated with modeled corrections for the ocean's surface and internal

bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) are to be minimized (Chapters 12 and 13).
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Performancecharacteristicspecificationsaresimilarfor oceancolorradiometersusedto measure
water-leavingradiancefxomeitherthedeckofashiporanaircraftflownatlowaltitude,i.e., 200m altitude

or lower. Radiometric characteristics should match the criterion set forth for in-water Lu(Z,) radiometers in

Section 5.1 and Tables 5-1 through 5-3. The instrument FOV should be between 5°and 10° (full angle),
and all wavelengths must be coregistered within 10 % of the IFOV. All channels must be scanned

simultaneously, or within less than 10 .2 s (depending on the digitizing design), to avoid aliasing due to

varying wave reflectance in shipboard measurements, and to avoid time-space aliasing in airborne
measurements. This constraint precludes use of filter wheel radiometers and others which scan channels

sequentially over a time interval greater than 10 .2 s. Sampling over longer periods of time may be done by
either electronic integration of all channels simultaneously, or by averaging multiple scans.

A radiometer's sensitivity to the polarization of aperture radiance is critical for ocean color remote

sensing applications. Polarization sensitivity is likely to be present in any radiometer having mirrors,
prisms or gratings in its optical path. To measure accurate water-leaving radiances using instruments of

these types, it is necessary to depolarize aperture radiance using either fiber optics or a pseudo-depolarizer.
Shipboard and airborne ocean color radiometers must have a polarization sensitivity of less than 2 % in all

channels. The sole exception to this rule will occur in the case of instruments designed to actually measure
the polarization components of aperture radiance, e.g. the polarization channels of the French Polarization
and Directionality of the Earth's Reflectances (POLDER) instrument and of the hand-held SIMBAD
radiometers.

Each application of a particular above-water radiometer system, if it is proposed for satellite ocean

color sensor validation, must be evaluated on its own merits. The instrument's responsivity, uncertainty,
stability, FOV, and spectral characteristics must be evaluated in the context of the models to be used to

compare its radiance measurements to in-water, or e.g. SeaWiFS, radiance measurements. The suitability
of spatial averaging to improve SNRs must be evaluated in terms of the spatial variability prevailing in the
experiment site, particularly when in-water and aircraft radiances are to be directly compared. Finer

resolution aircraft imagery, or low-altitude trackline data, will often be essential for determining the
validity of attempts to directly compare in-water and, e.g., SeaWiFS radiances measured at a particular site.

In summary, airborne and Shipboard above-water radiometry can Obviously contribute valuable data

for validating the radiometric performance of satellite ocean color instruments and the algorithms employed
with their data. There is, however, a wide possible range of radiometer characteristics that can be applied
to this program, and detailed specification of required characteristics can only be done in the context of

each particular experiment's design. Only the guiding principals and desired end-to-end performance are
specified here.

5.5 INHERENT OPTICAL PROPERTY INSTRUMENTS

The primary Inherent Optical Properties (IOP) are:

1. the beam attenuation coefficient, c(z, _.), in units of m -1"

2. the absorption coefficient, a(z, _.), in units of m-l; and

3. the volume scattering function, I](z,_.,q_), in units of m-lsr -1, describing the distribution of

photons scattered from an incident (path) direction (0o,_o) through an angle W.

These quantities are defined in greater detail in Chapter 2.

The integral of the volume scattering function over 4r_ sr is the total scattering coefficient, b(z,_.), with

units of m -1. The integral of the volume scattering function over the back hemisphere is the backscattering

coefficient, bb(z,_.), with units of m -1.

It is possible to measure vertical profiles of a(z,_) and c(z,_.) in situ. Instruments for making these
measurements should, at a minimum, have the characteristics given in Table 5.4. In the case of beam

attenuation coefficients, the requirements for uncertainty and precision correspond to changes in c(_.)
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resultingfromchangesinconcentrationofapproximately5and2l,tgL-1of suspendedmass, respectively.

Stability should be tested with instruments connected to the data acquisition system. Stability between
successive calibrations should be better than 0.005 m-1

Dual path (reflective tube and open path) instruments for measuring a(z,g) and c(z,_,) in situ are

commercially available, meet the specifications of Table 5.4 for SeaWiFS wavelengths, and have found
widespread use in the ocean optics and color communities. In some cases, two such instruments are

mounted together, one having a 0.2 gm filter attached to the water inlet port. The filtered input instrument

measures absorption and beam attenuation by dissolved substances, which allows the total absorption and
attenuation measured by the unfiltered instrument to be partitioned into dissolved and particulate

components. Hyperspectral resolution (<10 nm) instruments of this type are also commercially available,
but the community has not yet established that the performance characteristics of these more sophisticated
underwater spectrophotometers reliably meet the specifications of Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Minimum instrument characteristics for measuring spectral absorption & attenuation coefficients.

Instrument Characteristics

Spectral Resolution: 410, 443,490, 510,

Bandwidth:

Uncertainty:
Precision for g < 650 nm:

Precision for g/> 650 rim:

Stability with

Temperature:

Sampling Interval:

555 & 670 nm

10 nm
0.005 rn "l

0.002 m -_

0.005 m -l

0.005 m-_ over

0-25 ° C

>/4 samples rn-1

Source Collimation Angle: _<5 rnrad

Detector Acceptance Angle: _<20 mrad

Depth Capability: 200 m

The spectral total scattering coefficient cannot be measured directly. It can be obtained from

b(_,)=c(_,)-a(_,), with an uncertainty equal to the quadrature sum of the uncertainties in those

measurements.

Using commercially available instruments, it is also possible to measure photons scattered at one or

more fixed angles in the backward direction, and to estimate from this measurement bb(Z,) in situ. The

spectral backscattering coefficient, bb(_,) has the same requirements for spectral resolution, bandwidth, and

linearity as a(_,) and c(L) (Table 5.4). Since bb(k) is not a transmission-like measurement, however, the
uncertainty of its determination will be approximately 10 %.

The shape of the volume scattering function, _(z, L,_P), has until recently been determined in situ only
crudely with devices like the ALPHA and Scattering Meter (ALSCAT) and the General Angle Scattering

Meter (GASM), which were built more than two decades ago at the Visibility Laboratory of the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography. These are single angle measurement devices, which must be scanned as a

function of angle and wavelength. Because measuring scattering with these old instruments is a slow

process, they do not lend themselves readily to incorporation into other instrument platforms. Recently
developed new instruments, designed to measure the full scattering function with modernized optical and

electronic components, show considerable promise (e.g. Mobley et al. 2001) and protocols defining more
detailed specifications and procedures should evolve in the near future.
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5.6 ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOLS

Sun photometers should be used to measure atmospheric aerosol optical thickness. These sun

photometers should have specifications in agreement with (or exceeding) the World Meteorological
Organization ('WMO) sun photometer specifications (Frohlich 1979). Specifically, the instruments should

have a 2 ° FOV, temperature stabilization, and a precision of 4- 0.01%. The specific wavelengths of

channels should correspond to the recommended WMO wavelengths of 380 nm, 500 nm, 675 nm, 778 rim,
and 862 nm. Additional wavelengths corresponding to the SeaWiFS (Table 5.1), or other satellite ocean

color sensor (Appendix A), channel combinations may be desirable in some applications, but they are not

required for the SIMBIOS validation database. More detailed specifications associated with specific
photometers are given in Chapters 7 and 14.

5.7 SPECTRAL SKY RADIANCE

Measurements of spectral sky radiance distribution should be made using a photoelectric all-sky

camera. Spectral characteristics of the sky radiance camera channels are those specified for Es(_,) (Table

5.1). Data should be in a format such that absolute radiance values can be obtained with an uncertainty of
5 % and sky irradiance can be determined from integrals of the data to within 10 %. If the dynamic range of
the camera is insufficient to capture both the sun and sky distribution, neutral density filters (or some other

method) should be used so that radiance from both the sun and sky can be measured.

Alternatively, sky radiance distributions are determined using radiometers that are mechanically
scanned through the solar principal plane. More detailed specifications for these instruments are described
in Chapters 7 and 14.

5.8 PHYTOPLANKTON PIGMENTS

HPLC equipment and associated standards must conform to protocols specified in Chapter 16. Bench

fluorometers used to measure chlorophyll a concentration must conform to protocols specified in Chapter

17. In situ fluorometers should resolve chlorophyll a concentration to 0.001 mg m-3, or better.

5.9 CTD PROFILES

A calibrated CTD system should be used to make profiles of Conductivity, Temperature and Depth to
maximum depths between 200 m and 500 m. The instrument should meet the minimum specifications
given in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: The minimum instrument characteristics for the measurement of hydrographic profiles.

Parame_r

Pressure [dbars]

Temperature [°C]

Salinity [PSU]

Range

0-500

-2- 35

1-45

Uncertainty

0.3%

0.015 ° C

0.03 PSU

Resolution

0.005 %

0.001 ° C

0.001 PSU
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Chapter 6

Characterization of Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Radiometers

James L. Mueller and Roswell Austin

Center for Hydro-Optics and Remote Sensing, San Diego State University, California

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Presented in this chapter are procedures for characterizing environmental radiometers, including
special characteristics of underwater radiometers, to verify compliance with the specifications of Chapter 4.
The characterization of any radiometer used to acquire field data for Sensor Intercomparison for Marine

Biology and Interdisciplinary Oceanic Studies (SIMBIOS) validation and algorithm development purposes
shall include the determination of those instrument characteristics that affect its calibration as used in the
field environment. These characteristics include a sensor's:

1. spectral irradiance, or radiance, responsivity calibration, traceable to National Institute of

Standards and Technology _ST) standards;

2. spectral response functions (ban@ass) of the various measurement channels;

3. spectral, out-of-band stray light sensitivity;

4. effects on responsivity caused by water immersion;

5. angular response sensitivities in the rnedium,: i.e., air or water, in which it is to be used;

6. the temporal response of the system; and

7. the effects of temperature and pressure on the above characteristics.

The elements of radiometer characterization and calibration are outlined schematically in Figure 6.1.
For any instrument to provide suitable data for SIMBIOS and Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor

(SeaWiFS) applications, the investigator must be certain that the instrument characterization has not
changed beyond accepted limits and that the time history of the calibration is traceable. Certain attributes,

such as a sensor's angular response characteristics, are sufficiently constant that they only need to be

determined once, unless the instrument is modified. The exact nature of instrument modifications during
maintenance will determine which characterization procedures must be repeated. When practical, on the
other hand, radiometric calibrations and the assessment of system spectral characteristics of filter

radiometers should be repeated before and after each major field deployment.

6.2 RADIOMETRIC RESPONSIVITY CALIBRATION

Determination of the absolute radiometric responses of the irradiance and radiance sensors requires the
availability of a properly manned and equipped radiometric calibration facility. Such a facility must be

equipped with suitable stable sources and radiometric scale transfer sensors, e.g., lamp standards of spectral
irradiance and NIST calibrated transfer radiometers, respectively. The sources and transfer sensors must
have defined spectral radiometric characteristics that are traceable to NIST. The calibration facility must

also have a variety of specialized radiometric and electronic equipment, including: reflectance plaques,
spectral filters, integrating spheres, and highly regulated power supplies for the operation of the lamps.

Precision electronic measurement capabilities are also required, both for setting and monitoring lamp
current and voltage and for measuring the output of the radiometer.
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Figure 6.1: Elements of radiometer characterization and calibration.

It is not expected that every investigator will be able to independently perform radiometric

calibrations. Instrument manufacturers and a few university laboratories are equipped and staffed to

perform these calibrations for the ocean color research community. These facilities will perform frequent
intercomparisons to assure the maintenance of the radiometric traceability to the NIST standard of spectral
irradiance. The goal shall be to provide reproducible calibrations from 400 nm to 850 nm with 1%
uncertainty; the minimum requirement for radiometric data to be used in satellite ocean color sensor

validation is for repeatable calibrations within less than 5 % (Chapter I).

This section describes sources and methods by which the NIST scale of spectral irradiance is

transferred to calibrate irradiance and radiance sensors. The principal working standards used for spectral
irradiance responsivity calibrations are FEL-type lamps 4 having assigned scales of spectral irradiance that

have been transferred directly, or indirectly via secondary standards, from the scales of radiometric
standards maintained by NIST. The spectral irradiance scales of the FEL lamps are in turn transferred to

spectral radiance scales using plaques of known bidirectional reflectance, or integrating spheres, or both.

The SeaWiFS Project Office initiated a series of SeaWiFS Intercalibration Round-Robin Experiments
(SIRREXs) to assure internal consistency between the laboratories that calibrate radiometers for SeaWiFS

validation (Mueller 1993 and Mueller et al. 1994). In SIRREX-3 (Mueller et al. 1996) and --4 (Johnson et

al. 1996), it was demonstrated that with properly maintained FEL lamp secondary and working standards,

4 "FEL" is a commercial lamp-type designator. The 1000 W FEL-type lamps used for spectral irradiance

calibration are modified by welding on a special base, which has much larger terminals than are provided
with the stock commercial bulbs (Walker et al. 1987). Following this modification, the spectral irradiance
output of each lamp is scanned with a high-resolution monochromator, to assure that its spectrum _s smooth

and free from unwanted emission lines. Finally, the candidate calibration source lamp is "seasoned" by
initially burning it for approximately 40-hours, using a highly regulated current source; its spectral
irradiance output and lamp terminal voltage are carefully monitored. Lamps that do not achieve stable
performance during the seasoning process are discarded. Several commercial vendors offer both seasoned

FEL-type lamps, and seasoned lamps with a certified scale of spectral irradiance transferred from another
FEL-type secondary standard lamp acquired directly from NIST.
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thorough training of laboratory personnel in calibration procedures, and careful attention to measurement

setups, it was possible to maintain an uncertainty level of < 2 % for spectral irradiance and < 3 % for
spectral radiance calibrations.

The variety of instruments available for validation measurements makes it imperative that some
common calibration traceability exists. Recognizing that it would be impractical to characterize and
calibrate all oceanographic and airborne radiometers at GSFC, several remote calibration facilities were

identified (instrument manufacturers and a few laboratories at academic and government institutions), and
working standards and protocols used at these facilities may be traced directly to the NIST scale (Johnson
et al. 1996). This organizational structure is shown schematically in Figure 6.2. Methods of standards

intercomparison may include use of NIST calibrated filter radiometers to track and document the operation
of each facility (radiometer wavelengths for this intercomparison will be determined). Round-robin

calibration comparisons of a reference set of field insu'uments were implemented to benchmark the internal

consistency of calibrations performed at the various facilities involved with calibrations throughout the

ocean color community; the first of these (SIRREX-6) determined that the level of relative uncertainty
between these laboratories is approximately 2 % (Riley and Bailey, 1998).

In 2001, the SIMBIOS Project initiated a new series of SIMBIOS Radiometric Intercomparison
(SIMRIC) round-robin comparisons of radiometric calibrations among the participating laboratories.

Rather than comparing laboratory calibrations of radiance and irradiance sensors designed for field use, as
in SIRREX-6, the SeaWiFS Transfer Radiometer SXR-II was used to compare the radiance scales of the
calibration sources at the various laboratories (G. Meister, personal comm.). The SeaWiFS Transfer

Radiometers, SXR and SXR-II, were built, and their calibrations are maintained directly, by NIST (Johnson
et al. 1998). The SXR-II measures radiance in 6 wavelength-bands between 411 nm and 777 nm consistent

with the SeaWiFS band (Table 5.1 of Chapter 5). Its angular Field of View (FOV) is approximately 2 °

Full-Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM) response. The SIMRIC-1 comparison procedure was to position
the SXR-II to view the plaque, or sphere, radiance source(s) at each laboratory, and the instrument's
calibrated response in each band was compared to the radiance scale at that wavelength interval as provided

by the host laboratory; laboratory and SXR scales agreed within approximately 2 % for most wavelength
bands (G. Meister, personal comm.).

Spectral lrradiance Calibrations

Radiometric calibrations of irradiance sensors will be performed after it has been ascertained that: the

conformity of the sensor angular response to the required cosine function is satisfactory, the sensor iinearity
is satisfactory, and the spectral sensitivity, including out-of-band stray-light blocking, is known and
satisfactory.

The options available for radiometric calibration standards are limited to standard sources or standard

detectors. The FEL-type lamp standard of spectral irradiance is traditionally used for radiometric

calibration, mainly because of its ease of use, compared to the spectral radiance lamp. FEL-type lamp
standards of spectral irradiance are provided by NIST, and FEL-type lamp secondary standards, with NIST-

traceable spectral irradiance scales, are available from various commercial standardizing IaS0ratories and
manufacturers. The uncertainty cited by NIST for these standards is, at best, 1% in the visible and 2 % is a

more realistic estimate of absolute uncertainty attainable using lamp standards alone. Over the calibration

range from 250 nm to 2,500 nm, the uncertainty is approximately 6 % at the endpoints. NIST has
published guidelines for the setup, alignment, and use of these standards (Walker et al. 1987). The vendors
who manufacture and calibrate these lamps also issue guidelines for their use.

The irradiance calibration procedure (Walker et al., 1987; Johnson, et al. 1996) may be summarized as
follows:

* The irradiance sensor and a suitable lamp fixture for the FELtype lamp standard are mounted

on an optical bench. The lamp-sensor space shall be appropriately baffled and draped so that

occulting the direct path between lamp and sensor will result in a response of less then 0.1%
of the response to the lamp flux.
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Figure 6.2: Organizational structure for radiometfic instrument characterization and calibration within the

SeaWiFS and SIMBIOS ocean color research community.

• An alignment reference target, having a window with cross hairs etched to mark the location

of the lamp filament, is mounted in the lamp holder.

• An alignment LASER beam is directed normal to the target window; this alignment is
achieved when the reflection from the window is directed back on the LASER aperture.

• The sensor is mounted on the optical bench with the irradiance collector centered on the

alignment LASER beam, which marks the optical axis. The collector is aligned normal to the

beam, using a mirror held fiat against the collector to reflect the beam back through the lamp-
target cross hairs to the LASER aperture.

• The b'EL-type lamp spectral irradiance working standard is inserted into the lamp-holder, with
its identification tag facing the sensor. The lamp terminals are connected to a current-

regulated, direct current power supply, with careful attention to ensure proper polarity (as
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markedonthelamp).Thepowersupplyis turnedonandramped-uptothepropercurrentfor
theparticularlamp(givenwiththe lampcalibrationcertificate).A shuntand4.5digit
voltmetershouldbeusedtomonitorlampcurrenttothenearest0.001A. Followinga15min
warm-up,irradiancecalibrationmeasurementsmaybetaken.Thevoltagepresentacrossthe
lampterminalsshouldbemeasuredat frequentintervalsduringa calibrationrun,and
comparedtothevoltagemeasuredwhenthelampwascalibrated.A significantchangein the
lamp'soperatingvoltage(atthespecifiedcurrent)indicatesthattheirradianceoutputof the
lamphasprobablychangedalso,andthatthelampisnolongerusableasaworkingstandard
ofspectralirradiance.

Thedistancer along the optical path between the collector surface and the lamp is measured
to the front surface of the lamp's terminal post. The standard reference distance for all NIST

traceable FEL-type lamp scales of spectral irradiance is r = 50.0 cm. When an irradiance

sensor saturates when illuminated at a lamp distance of 50 cm, it will be necessary to reduce

the irradiance level by increasing r, with the adjusted irradiance scale E r (k) determined as

E r (_,) = Es0 (_, , gW cm'2nm -',

where E r (_,) is the certified NIST-traceabte scale of spectral irradiance at r = 50.0 cm.

(6.1)

The irradiance sensors responses Vr (L) are recorded, usually as digital counts in modem

practice, and the sensor's irradiance responsivity calibration factors (in air) are determined as

.. E,(x) 2 ,. ,
FE(_.)= V--_' _tWcm nm" [digital count]-, (6.2)

and applied to subsequent radiometric measurements as

E(_,) = F E (_,)V (_,), p.W cm-2nm '' . (6.3)

Spectral Radiance Calibrations

Radiance calibration activities require a uniform, i.e. a Lambertian, source of known radiance that will
fill the angular fieldof view of the radiance sensor. The two procedures that are most frequently used to

calibrate ocean color radFance sensors are given below.

1. Reflectance Plaque Radiance Calibrations: An FEL-type lamp working standard of spectral
irradiance is used, at a known distance r, to illuminate a plaque of near-Lambertian reflectance,

with a known bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) p(_,,0o,0); the BRDF for

plaques used in this procedure are most frequently calibrated for normal illumination, i.e. 0o = 0,

and a viewing angle 0 = 45 ° . For this geometry, the setup is identical to that described above for

spectral irradiance calibration, with the reflectance plaque substituted for the irradiance collector.

The procedure (see also Johnson et al. 1996) may be summarized as follows:

• The standard lamp is positioned on axis and normal to the center of the plaque at distance
r. To assure uniform illumination across the surface of the plaque, r must typically be
greater than 1.5 m, and for wide FOV instruments as large as 3 m.

• The radiance sensor is positioned to view the plaque at an angle 0 = 45 ° , measured from

the plaque normal (any other angle at which the diffuse reflectance of the plaque is
known is acceptable also). It must be established that the plaque fills the sensor's FOV

and that the presence of the sensor case has not perturbed the irradiance on the plaque.

• The radiance reflected by the plaque and viewed by the sensor in this geometry is
determined as

L(X ): 1 p(A, OO,45O)E(_"), (6.4)
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wherethespectralirradianceE r (_,) is calculated using Equation (6.1).

* The responses Vr (_,) of the radiance sensor are recorded.

2. Integrating Sphere Radiance Calibrations: An alternative approach to calibrating multispectral

radiance sensors is to view an integrating sphere that is uniformly illuminated by stable,

appropriately baffled lamps, and that also has an exit port large enough to completely fill the
sensor's FOV. The sphere and exit port must be large enough to place the radiance sensor far
enough away to prevent significant secondary illumination of the sphere Walls due to reflections

off the sensor's entrance optics; if the sensor is too close, the reflected light will both increase and
distort the uniformity of the radiance distribution within the sphere. The spectral radiance scale of

an integrating sphere source may be transferred from the spectral irradiance scale of an FEL-type
lamp standard, and then used to calibrate radiance sensors for field measurements, using the
following procedure (Johnson et al. 1996):

• An irradiance scale transfer radiometer, configured with an integrating sphere having a

circular entrance aperture of radius r2 as its cosine collector, is calibrated using a FEL-

type standard of spectral irradiance by the method outlined above under "Spectral
Irradiance Callbrations".

• The irradiance scale transfer radiometer is positioned with the entrance aperture of its
integrating sphere collector parallel to and centered coaxially at a distance d from the

circular aperture, with radius r_, of the integrating sphere source.

• The spectral irradiance E (_,, d, rt, r2 ) of the integrating sphere source's exit port is

measured using the irradiance scale transfer radiometer.

• Assuming a uniform radiance distribution within the sphere's exit port, the spectral
irradiance scale of the integrating sphere is calculated as (Johnson et al. 1995)

L(_,) = E(_"d'r1'r2)_d' +ri' +r:_[I+8+82 +..._, (6.5)
_r_2

where 8 = r1'r_ ( d' + rl' + r_ )-'

• The radiance sensor to be calibrated is substituted for the transfer radiometer, and views

the center of the source aperture. Its responses V, (_.) are recorded.

In either approach, the radiance responsivity calibration coefficients of the field radiometer are determined
as

FL(X) = _, pW cm'2nm"sr ' [digital count ]-',

and applied to derive radiance from field measurements V (7_) as

L(2.)= FL(_.)V (g), I.tW cm'Znm"sr ' .

(6.6)

(6.7)

6.3 PORTABLE STANDARDS

The portable irradiance and radiance reference standard to beused to trace instrument stability during
field deployments (Chapter 8) should be placed in position on the sensor immediately following the
calibration to establish the instrument response to this reference unit. In the field, an instrument should be

connected to the portable standard and its response recorded daily, keeping a record of instrument

responsivity throughout an experiment. These comparison records provide an essential warning of
problems, if they appear.
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6.4 SPECTRAL BANDPASS CHARACTERIZATION

Oceanographic radiometers should be characterized to define the nominal wavelengths and

bandwidths, defined as the full width of the passband as measured to the FWHM intensity points. The
nominal, or center wavelength, will usually be defined as the wavelength halfway between wavelengths at
which the normalized response is 0.5, and the channel is characterized by this wavelength and the FWHM

bandwidth. The determination of the spectral response function, i.e. the passband, will be made for each

channel with a scanning monochromatic source, with a bandwidth less than 0.2 am; the source output must
be normalized to a detector of known spectral sensitivity. The response function thus measured is then
normalized to the maximum (peak).

Although the results of this characterization are usually represented by only the nominal wavelength
and FWHM bandpass, the complete normalized response function should be recorded for use in detailed

wavelength adjustments and comparisons with the SeaWiFS and other sensor channel response functions,
which must be charactrized before launch. It is further recommended that the internal instrument

temperature be monitored during these tests, and that the test be repeated at two temperatures at least 15o C
apart, e.g., 10° and 250 C. If a significant shift, greater than 1.0 am, with temperature of either the center

wavelength or bandwidth is detected, then additional temperature calibration points are recommended.
Dark offsets must be recorded during each test.

For spectral characterizations of irradiance diffusers, the entire surface of the diffuser should be

illuminated by the monochromator's output. In the case of radiance detectors, a diffuser should be used to
diffuse the monochromator slit image and uniformly fill the instrument's FOV.

The wavelength response of a monochromator-based radiometer is calibrated by scanning over line
sources, with sharp peaks at well-known wavelengths. Suitable spectral calibration sources, such as,

mercury, cadmium, and neon lamps, are provided by several vendors, together with tabulations of the
wavelengths of the emission lines generated by each source.

The width of the slit function of a monochromator may be estimated by scanning over a laser line, e.g.
helium-neon, at a very small wavelength interval. The instrument FOV must be filled during the test.

It is anticipated that the monochromator-based spectral characterization will not be able to adequately

measure leakage of broadly distributed out-of-band radiation; therefore, blocking of blue light in channels
longer than 540 nm must be routinely tested. Where continuous wave (CW) argon lasers are available, out-

of-band response should be measured at 488 rim. One recommended test that can be performed during the
absolute calibrations at _, < 640 nm is the sequenced measurement of three Schott BG-18 filters, each

1 mm thick, using a FEL-type light source. The procedure is to measure the channel signal using each filter
separately, then in combination, and comparing the computed and measured transmissions. If a

significantly higher combined transmission of the three filters, when they are used in combination, is

measured relative to the calculated transmittance, then spectral leakage is present. At wavelengths greater
than 640 nm, other filters that attenuate the wavelength of interest, with a transmission value of less than or

equal to 0.1 and which pass shorter wavelength light with significantly greater transmission, should be
substituted for the BG-18.

Consideration must also be given to unblocked fluorescence by the filters, or other optical elements, as
a possible source of light leaks. Methods to test for fluorescence contamination specifically are not well
established at this time.

While leakage of blue light into red channels is the most significant oceanographic optical problem, the
leakage of red and IR light into blue channels can cause significant errors when the instrument is calibrated

using a red-rich source. A convenient way to measure this leakage is to place a long wavelength-pass,
sharp-cut, absorbing glass filter that does not exhibit fluorescence between a broadband (e.g., incandescent)
source and the sensor. A non-zero response indicates unwanted out-of-band red response and the need for
improved red blocking.
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Spectral Stray Light Characterization Using LASER-Illuminated Integrating Sphere Sources

Scientists at NIST have recently developed tunable, monochromatic sources that enable the

characterization of a sensor's spectral responsivity, at the <10 -6 level, to illumination at wavelengths far

outside its primary bandpass. This new NIST facility, named Spectral Irradiance and Radiance

responsivity Calibrations with Uniform Sources (SIRCUS), is based on integrating sphere sources
illuminated by LASERs; an ensemble of tunable and fixed frequency LASERs are utilized to cover the full

spectral ranged of interest (Brown, Eppeldauer, and Lykke 2000). Very small exit apertures are used to

provide sources of monochromatic irradiance, and large exit apertures are used as sources of
monochromatic radiance, as appropriate to uniformly fill a particular sensor's entrance pupil. The source's

absolute scale of spectral irradiance (radiance) at each monochromatic wavelength setting is transferred
from the scale of a transfer radiometer calibrated, in turn, with a NIST primary standard. Thus, when the

sensor under test views the source, its response is used to determine its absolute spectral irradiance
(radiance) responsivity to the source wavelength at the sensor's nominal wavelength of interest. The

absolute response function determination, using SIRCUS to provide monochromatic illumination scanned

over the full spectral range of interest (e.g. 350 nm to 1000 nm) while the sensor's responses are recorded

at all of its resolved wavelengths of interest, provides the information necessary for spectral stray light
corrections with very low (albeit yet to be determined) uncertainty levels. Initial work to characterize the
stray light responsivity functions of the spectrographs used to measure downwelled spectral irradiance and
upwelled spectral radiance on the Marine Optical Buoy (MOBY), and more details about SIRCUS and its

applications, are described in Chapter 11 and references cited therein.

6.5 IMMERSION FACTORS

lrradiance Sensor Immersion Factors

When a plastic, opal-glass, or Teflon diffuser is immersed in water, its light transmissivity is less than

it was in air. Since an instrument's h'radiance responsivity is calibrated in air, a correction for this change
in collector transmissivity must be applied to obtain irradiance responsivity coefficients for underwater
measurements.

The change in a collector's immersed transmissivity is the net effect of two separate processes: a
change in the reflection of light at the upper surface of the collector, and internal scattering and reflections
from the collector's lower surface. A small part of the light flux failing on the collector is reflected at the

air-plastic, or water-plastic, interface, and the majority of the flux passes into the collector body. The
relative size of this reflectance, called Fresnel reflectance, depends on the relative difference in refractive

indices between the diffuser material and the surrounding medium.

The refractive index of the collector material is always larger than that of either water or air, and
because the refractive index of water is larger than that of air, Fresnel reflectance is smaller at a diffuser-

water interface than at a diffuser-air interface. Therefore, the initial transmission of light through the upper
surface of an irradiance collector is larger in water than in air. The immersed upper surface is, on the other

hand, also less effective at reflecting the upward flux of light backscattered within the diffuser body and
light reflected at the lower diffuser-air interface in the instrument's interior, processes that are not affected

by immersion. Therefore, a larger fraction of the internally scattered and upwardly reflected light passes

back into the water column than would be lost into air. Because the increased upward loss of internally
reflected flux exceeds the gain in downward flux through the diffuser-water interface, the net effect of these
competing processes is a decrease in the collector's immersed transmissivity.

Experience has shown that the immersion factors for an irradiance collector must be experimentally
characterized in the laboratory. Some manufacturers perform this characterization procedure only for a

prototype of a particular collector design and material specification. They sometimes then provide only
these nominal immersion factors for all production radiometers using that collector design. Mueller (1995)
applied the characterization procedure described below to determine irradiance immersion factors for 11

radiometers having cosine collectors of the same design and material. The measurements were replicated 2

to 4 times for each radiometer, using independent setups on different days and varying the lamp-to-
collector distance between replications, to determine that Type A uncertainty associated with the
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experimentalprocedureis lessthan1%. On theotherhand,root-mean-squaredifferencesbetween
immersionfactorsinthisgroupofirradiancesensorsrangedfrom3%to5%,atdifferentwavelengths,and
differencesbetweenindividualcollectorswereaslargeasI0 %atsomewavelengths.

Tomeasurethiseffect,asuggestedandacceptableprocedure(PetzoldandAustin1988)isasfollows:

I. Theinstrumentisplacedin atankof waterwiththeirradiancecollectorlevelandfacing
upward.

2. A tungsten-halogenlampwitha smallfilament,poweredbyastablepowersupply,isplaced
at a carefullymeasureddistanceabovethesurfaceof theirradiancecollector.An initial
readingistakeninair,beforethewaterlevelinthetankisraisedabovethedrycollector.

3. Thewateris raisedinitiallytoa carefullymeasureddepthz above the collector surface and
readings are recorded for all wavelengths.

4. The water level is then increased stepwise in, e.g., 5 cm increments, and the instrument

responses are measured and recorded for each depth z. A maximum water depth of 40 cm to
50 cm is normally adequate to obtain data covering a sufficient range of responses.

5. The water level is then lowered, and data recorded, over a similar series of incremental

depths.

6. A final reading is taken with the water level below the collector, after drying the collector. It

is recommended to then change and remeasure the lamp-to-collector distance d, and repeat the
entire procedure to verify that a Type A experimental uncertainty less than 1% has been
achieved.

A minimum water depth of 5 cm is recommended to avoid artifacts due to multiple reflections between the
collector and water surfaces. These reflections would otherwise artificially increase the transmitted flux,
and therefore, decrease the apparent immersion effect. The magnitude of this artifact will increase with

decreased depth z below some critical limit, which is the order of the diameter of the collector. With very
small diameter collectors, it may be possible to acquire good immersion effect data at values of z < 5 cm,

but the absence of this artifact should be demonstrated experimentally if this is done.

The amount of energy arriving at the collector varies with the water depth and is a function of several
factors:

1. the attenuation at the air-water interface, which varies with wavelength;

2. the attenuation over the water pathlength, which is a function of depth and wavelength; and

3. the change in solid angle of the light leaving the source and arriving at the collector, caused

by the light rays changing direction at the air-water interface, which varies with wavelength
and water depth.

Using Fresnel reflectance equations, the transmittance through the surface is

Ts (Z) = 4n, (Z)

[l+n. (&)] 2'
(6.8)

where n,, (Z.) is the index of refraction of the water at wavelength _.. The transmittance through the water

path is given by

Tw (;I,) = e -'r(a)_, (6.9)

where K(L) is the attenuation coefficient of the water and z is the path length in corresponding units.

The change with water depth z of the refracted solid angle subtended by the collector, as viewed from
the lamp filament, is given by the factor

/]l- l l
nw (4) ' (6.10)
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where d is the distance of the lamp source from the collector surface.

The immersion correction factor Fi(7_) for irradiance is then calculated for each depth z as

Fi (,,%)= E:___ Ts (Z)T " (Z)G(z,;t), (6.11))
where E,(_.) and Ew(7_,z) are the irradiance in air and the irradiance underwater at depth z, respectively.

There are two unknowns in (6.8)-(6.11): the attenuation coefficient of the water K(L) and the

immersion factor Fi(Z,). A minimum of three measurements must be made to solve for Fi(Z,) and K(L): one

in air to get Ea(_.), and two at different water depths for Ew(_.,z). The recommended method is to take

readings of Ew(g,z) at many water depths. If (6.9) is substituted into (6.11), and the result is log

transformed and rearranged, each measurement Ew(L,z) and depth z may be expressed as

ln[ E'.(_t).Ts(_.)G(z,;t)I=ln[F_(_.)]+K(Zlz. (6.12)E.(z,X) J
The unknown slope K(_,), and intercept ln[Fi(_,)], are then determined by a linear least-squares regression
analysis. The complete derivation of (6.8) - 6.11) is given in Petzold and Austin (1988).

Radiance Immersion Factors

The absolute calibration for the spectral radiance channels is found by viewing a surface of known

radiance in air in the laboratory. When the instrument is submerged in water, a change in responsivity
occurs and a correction must be applied. This change in responsivity is caused by the change in the indices
of refraction of the different media in which the instrument is immersed--in this case air and water. Two

optical changes occur, both of which are caused by the change in refractive index. The two effects to be
corrected are:

1. the change in transmission through the interface between the air and the window during
calibration, and the same effect through the water-window interface during data measurement, and

2. the change in the solid angle included in the underwater FOV relative to that in air.

Since n, (L) is a function of wavelength, the correction factor Fi(X) is also a function of wavelength.

If the refractive index of air is assumed to be 1.000 at all wavelengths, and if ng (2,) is the index of

refraction for the (glass) window, the correction for the change in transmission through the window,

Ts (_.), is (Austin 1976)

T, [n"
.. (;t)[l+n,

and the correction for the change in the FOV is

(6.13)

F, (_,) = [n. (A,)] 2• (6.14)

The index of refraction of a Plexiglas TM window, ns (_.), may be computed, using an empirical fit to

the Hartmann formula, as

n, (;t) = 1.47384-_ 7.5 (6.15)
_.-174.71'

where Z. is the wavelength in nanometers (Austin 1976). The refractive indices of other window materials
must be obtained from the manufacturer.

The index of refraction for seawater nw (_.) may be similarly computed, using an empirical fit of the

data from Austin and Halikas (1976), as
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6.6096
nW(_.) = 1.325147 ÷

&-137.1924"

Finally, the immersion factor Fi (k) for a radiance sensor is obtained as

(;t)r,
or by substitution from (6.13) and (6.14), in expanded form as

nw(_.)[n.(,_)+n,(_.)_ 2

[l+n, (_)] _

(6.16)

(6.17)

(6.18)

6.5 RADIANCE FIELD-OF-VIEW

It is required that the radiance FOV of the instrument be known. The FOV should not normally enter
into the absolute calibration, however, if the FOV is fully filled by a calibration source of uniform radiance.

In this test, the instrument is placed on a rotational stage with the entrance aperture of the radiometer
over the rotation axis. A stable light source with a small filament is placed several meters in front of the

instrument, which is then scanned from -30 ° to +30 ° in 2 ° increments. The uncertainty in angle

positioning should be <0.1 ° . The on axis, i.e. 0° , mechanical alignment is made using the window

surface as reference, by adjusting to get the reflection of the lamp filament to return on axis. The

uncertainty in this alignment is approximately 0.1 ° . The in-air measurement angles 0 a are converted to

corresponding angles 0W in seawater using the relation 0w = 0---a---_ where nw (_,) is given by Equation
nw(k ) '

(6.16).

6.6 COLLECTOR COSINE RESPONSE

The directional response of cosine collectors must be characterized. The directional response of the
deck cell is determined in air, and those of the in-water instruments are measured immersed in water. Full

spectral determinations are required. For instruments measuring upwelling irradiance E_ (z,_,) it is

recommended that the cosine response of each instrument be measured individually. For downwelling

irradiance Ed (z, _.) instruments, checking a production run may be satisfactory if the vendor's material and

design are demonstrated to be uniform throughout the duration of the run. Given the Variations observed in

immersion factors of collectors of the same design and materials (Mueiler 1995), h0wever, this possibility
should be accepted only with caution. Whenever possible, it is strongly recommended that the cosine
response of h-radiance collectors be characterized individually.

Absolute responsivity calibration of an irradiance meter is done in air, using light incident normal to

the collector. To properly measure irradiance incident on the plane at all angles 0 (relative to the normal),

the instrument's response should follow a cosine function, in other words, for an instrument response

V (2,,0) to a given collimated irradiance incident at 0 = 0° , if the instrument is rotated to the angle 0 away

from the original normal axis, the response should be V (_., 0)= V (_.,0)cos 0. If this criterion is met, then

the on-axis calibration is sufficient and the device will correctly measure irradiance arriving at the plane of
the collector, regardless of the directional distribution at which the light arrives.

The preferred in-water irradiance collector design has an improved cosine response over that of a

simple flat plate diffuse collector (Boyd 1955 and Tyler and Smith 1979). This improvement is mostly for

near-grazing angles (0 approaching 90 ° to the normal) and is particularly important when measurements of

the upwelling underwater irradiance are made, i.e., with the collector facing downward. In that case, most

of the light is incident from the sides, i.e. in the region of these near-grazing angles.
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Since E_ (z,_,) and E u (z,_.) measurements are made underwater, the tests to determine the fidelity

with which the instruments directional response follows the cosine function must be made with the

instrument submerged. A description of the suitable experimental procedure follows (Petzold and Austin
1988).

The instrument is suspended in a tank of water while supported by a fixture designed to allow rotation

about an axis through the surface and center of the collector. A tungsten-halogen lamp with a small

filament is enclosed in a housing with a small exit aperture and placed approximately 1 m from a large
window in the tank. The collector is placed approximately 25 cm behind this window. A circular baffle

should be placed immediately in front of the window to reduce stray light. The water should be highly
filtered to the extent that the effects of scattered light are indiscernible.

The equivalent air path lamp-to-collector distance should be approximately 1.25 m or greater. At this
distance, the fall-off at the outer edge of a 6 cm diameter diffuse collector would be 0.9994, or -0.06 %,
when the diffuser is at 0 = 0° with the normal. The net effect over the entire area of the diffuser would be

0.9997 or -0.03 %. When 0 = 90 ° , with the diffuser edge-on to the lamp, the distance to the lamp varies for
different points on the surface. The net error over the entire surface for this condition is 0.99997 or -

0.003 %. All other angles fall between these limiting cases.

The 0 = 0 ° alignment should place the center of the collector on the axis of illumination, with the

collector surface oriented normal to the axis. One method of effecting this alignment is to pass a laser (or
autocollimator) beam through the location of the filament to the center of the collector. The collector is

rotated until a mirror held fiat against it reflects the laser (or autocollimator) beam back on itself. The

rotational indexing scale should be zeroed in this position. With the alignment laser (or autocollimator)

still in place, the collector should be slowly rotated to the 0 = 90 ° ; the beam should just graze the collector

at 0 = 90 ° and remain in the center of the collector at the intermediate angles. The alignment and

rotational apparatus should be adjusted until these angular alignment criteria are satisfied. Note that

success in this alignment procedure also depends on orienting the illumination axis normal to the tank's
window.

The instrument responses V(_,,0) are initially recorded for 0=0 ° . The instrument alignment is

rotated at 5 ° intervals to 0 = 90 ° , and the instrument responses V (_,, 0) measured for each alignment angle.

The V (9_,0) responses are recorded at the beginning, the middle, and the end of each run and examined as

a measure of lamp and instrument stability over the time involved. If the angular indexing mechanism

allows rotation in either direction, the procedure should then be repeated in the --0 direction to complete the

characterization of directional response in one plane perpendicular to the collector surface. If the apparatus
allows rotation in only one direction, then the instrument should be rotated about the optical axis (normal to
the collector), and the procedure repeated to complete the plane. At least two sets of such runs should be

made about different axes through the surface of the diffuser. The directional response of the instrument

V(Z,0)

(for each azimuth scanned) is expressed as V(L,O)' which should ideally equal cos0. The angular

distribution of relative error in a radiometer's cosine-response is, therefore, V (L,0) -1.
v(x,0)cose

Assuming the average response to the four measurements made at each 0i (four separate azimuth

angles about the normal to the collector) adequately represent the overall mean cosine response of the

collector, then the error, E in measuring irradiance for a uniform radiance distribution is approximately

N

_(O,)sin O,A0

£=i=0 1,00=0,0to r_ andA0N .... (6.19)
_cos0 i sin 01A0 2 2N'
i_0
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usingasimpletrapezoidalquadrature.Similarly,fora radiance distribution of the form 1+ 4 sin 0, to
simulate upwelled irradiance, the approximate error is

N

V (0,)(1+ 4 sin e, )sin OiA0

e- i..o_ 1, 0 o =0, ON =--_ and AO=_. (6.20)

cos O_(1+ 4 sin O_)sin 0iA0 2 2N
i=0

The asymmetry of the cosine response, _5is equivalent to an effective tilt of an ideal cosine collector

with respect to the instrument's mechanical axis, which can be quantified as

_eos (0 + 0 t ) sin Od0

_i= _ , (6.21)

_cos (0- 0, )sin 0d0

where Otis the tilt angle.

The measured asymmetry is computed as the ratio of sums of measurements at opposite azimuth

angles _(0 _>0) and -r_(0 < 0) in the same plane, that is,

N

_V(0,,0)sin0,A0

5 = i..o 1, O0 = 0, Ou =--_ and AO = _. (6.22)

£_( 2 2N0 i)sin 0_A0
i---0

Variations in asymmetry from channel to channel may be due to the placement of the individual
detectors behind the diffuser. Any offset of the average asymmetry with the mechanical axis could be due
to any one of a variety of causes:

• the alignment on the rotating test fixture not being correct,

• tilt of the diffuser,

• the detector array not being centered,

• nonuniformity of the reflectance of the internal surfaces of the instrument between the diffuser and

the sensor array, or

• nonuniformity of the diffuser.

6.7 LINEARITY AND ELECTRONIC  CERTAINTY

The linearity of the radiometric channels must be determined over their expected range of use. The

above-surface (deck cell) and underwater irradiance sensors intended for the measuremerit of downwelling
irradiance have full-scale (saturation) values that are not readily obtained with the usual incandescent

blackbody sources, such as 1000 W, 3200 K tungsten-halogen projection lamps. The iinearity at the high

end of the calibrated range may be determined by using 900 W to 2,000 W high pressure xenon arc lamps, _
which provide a small, stable source of high intensity (approximately 6000 K) radiation. With such lamps,
irradiah_e levels approximating-full sunlight can be aftfil-n_ Vdsing Such sources for-/.he high-end oCthe

sensor's response range, and the more easily managed tungsten-halogen lamps over the range below 20 %
to 30 % of full scale, the linearity of the response characteristic of the radiometric channels can be assessed.

The flux should be changed in 5 db (0.5 log), or less, steps using a proven and accepted procedure for

controlling irradiance such as inverse square law, or calibrated apertures. These suggested procedures for
testing linearity at the higher levels are not well established in practice, and research is needed to determine
the precision that can be attained.
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If departuresfromlinearityarefound,theymustbeincorporatedintothecalibrationfunctionforthe
instrumentandbeproperlyappliedtotherawdatatoobtaincalibratedirradianceandradiancedata.

It is recommendedthatall instrumentsutilizinginputsfromancillarysensors,e.g.,transmissometers,
becharacterizedforthelinearityanduncertaintyof thevoltagemeasurementcoveringthefull outputrange
oftheancillarysensor.Forinstrumentswithrangedependentgainchanging,eithermanualorautomatic,
thescaleoffsetandlinearityfor eachrangeshould,at a minimum,betestedannually.Uncertainties
exceeding0.1%ofanyreadingwithinthenormalworkingrangemustbeinvestigatedandcorrected.

Othercharacteristicsof electronicsensorsystemsmayadverselyaffectmeasurementuncertainty.
Duringthedesignandengineeringprototypedevelopmentofaradiometer,thedesignandimplementation
mustbeanalyzedtocharacterize,andcorrectasneeded,possibleeffectsof hysteresis,overload,recovery
times,crosstalkbetweeneitheropticaltransducersorelectronicchannels,andsensitivitytoorientationin
theEarth'smagneticfield,whichisparticularlylikelywithphotomultipliertubes.

6.8 TEMPORAL RESPONSE

The temporal response of a spectrometer may be examined by introducing a step function of near full-

scale flux to the system using an electrically operated shutter and measuring the system's transient response
at 0.1 s, or shorter, intervals. The response should be stable within one digitizing step, or 0.1%, whichever
is greater, of the steady state value in one second or less.

6.9 TEMPERATURE CHARACTERIZATION

Two major types of temperature-induced variation may be seen in an optical radiometric instrument:
1) offset or dark changes, and 2) scale responsivity changes. Each underwater instrument must be

individually characterized over the range of -2 °C to 40 °C. In the case of deck cells, the temperature

range for testing should be extended to 10 °C to 45 °C. Sensors exhibiting temperature coefficients

greater than 0.01% per °C over this temperature range, should be fully characterized over their respective

ranges to establish the means and precision with which post-acquisition processing can be used to correct

for temperature dependency. Although knowledge of the zero, or dark current, drift is essential for working
at the lowest radiances or irradiances, it should be emphasized that more significant near-surface errors
may be induced by temperature variations in responsivity.

These possible responsivity changes must be individually determined across the spectrum. In the

above discussion, the temperatures cited are environmental temperatures, but it should be emphasized that
any correction must use the temperature of the affected element, which is normally in the interior of the
instrument. This is best accomplished by routinely using temperature sensors placed at critical locations

within the instrument. For highest precision, dynamic temperature testing involving temporal transients, as
well as possible temperature gradients within an instrument, may be appropriate.

6.10 PRESSURE EFFECTS

Pressure can cause radiometric measurement errors by deforming irradiance collectors. Pressure
coefficients associated with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) based irradiance diffusers are known to exist,

but they are not uniform and there may be hysteresis effects. It is recommended that each type of
irradiance detector be examined for variations in responsivity with pressure. If a significant effect is

observed, then pressure-dependent responsivity coefficients should be determined separately for each
instrument and collector. The pressure characterization should also test for, and quantify, hysteresis and

temporal transients in responsivity under a time varying pressure load. The characterization of pressure
effects has not previously been common practice, and the requisite procedures are therefore poorly defined;
new protocols must be developed.
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6.11 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER CAL RATION

The radiometer's pressure transducer, which is used to measure instrument depth during profiles,
should be tested and calibrated before and after each major cruise (Chapter 4, Sect. 4.10).

6.12 POLARIZATION SENSITIVITY

Polarization sensitivity is more critical in above-water radiometry than underwater radiometry. If a
radiometer measures polarization components of radiance, then its responsivity and rejection of cross-
polarization radiance must be characterized for each component channel. For above-water scalar radiance

instruments, as with the SeaWiFS and other ocean color radiometers, sensitivity to linear polarization must
be less than 2 %, and the actual degree of polarization sensitivity must be characterized for each channel. A

protocol for characterizing the polarization sensitivity of a radiometer is described in Chapter 7 (Sect. 7.3).
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7.1 INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric sensors are designed to measure direct solar signals and sky radiances in order to retrieve

the radiative properties of the atmosphere. There are two major types of instruments in use to perform

these measurements: sun photometers and sky radiance scanning systems including fast rotating shadow-
band radiometers.

Sun photometers capture photometric intensity of the direct solar beam. Their fields of view are small,

typically between I ° and 3°, in order to minimize contamination of the transmitted solar signal by

scattered skylight. Some photometers are manually aimed at the sun using sun-sighting optics, while other
types of photometers are fixed in place and are equipped with automatic sun-tracking mechanisms.

MicroTops II (Morys et al. 1998; Porter et al 1999) and SIMBAD (Deschamps et al. 2000; Fougnie et
al. 1999a, 1999b) are two examples of hand-held sun photometers. The fields of view (FOV) of hand-held

sun photometers are typically between 2° and 3°, which is generally larger than the FOVs of the

automatic sun-tracking photometers (Table 7.I). The wider FOV allows the user to manually aim the

instrument at the sun from the rolling deck of a ship. The even wider field of view of SIMBAD (Table 7.1)
is intended to measure marine reflectance as well as the solar signal. An improved version, called
SIMBADA, has been recently developed and is available since 2001. SIMBADA new features are an
integrated GPS and 11 channels.

Examples of fixed, automated tracking sun photometers include the CIMEL (Holben et al., 1998) and
the PREDE (Nakajima et al., 1996). The design of a particular sun tracking mechanism is dependent on

whether it is to be used on a moving platform (e.g., PREDE POM-01 Mark II), or on a stable station (e.g.,

CIMEL, PREDE POM-01L). CIMEL and PREDE instruments perform both sun photometric and sky
radiance measurements. In sky radiance mode, these instruments measure sky radiances within 3° of the

sun in the aureole, and also scan the sky radiance distribution in the principal solar plane. The FOV of the
CIMEL and PREDE instruments are less than 1.5 ° and the instruments are equipped with collimators for

stray light rejection (O'Neill et al., 1984; Holben et al. 1998; Nakajima et al. 1996).

Fast rotating shadow-band radiometers measure solar intensity values indirectly from diffuse and

global upper hemispheric irradiance. They have a 2re FOV and are equipped with a solar occulting
apparatus. Finally, electronic camera systems equipped with "fisheye" lenses may be used to measure the
full sky radiance distribution (Voss et aI. 1989).

Sun photometers and sky radiometers commonly have several channels from 300 nm to 1020 nm and

narrow bandwidths (approximately 10 nm). Their characteristics are summarized in Table 7.1. This chapter
will describe calibration techniques, and uncertainties of the sun photometers and sky radiometers.
Measurement and data analysis protocols and procedures are discussed in Chapter 14.
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7.2 CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES FOR SUN PHOTOMETERS

To calibrate sun photometers, it is necessary to take into account degradation of detectors and
interference filters. The absolute calibration using lamp standards is generally not recommended for the

retrieval of aerosol optical thickness (AOT). However, in case of a strong loss of sensitivity over time,
Schmid et al. (1998) advised combining lamp calibration with solar calibration and discussed the

applicability and accuracy of the method. The following subsections will present techniques commonly
used with sun photometers and their validities.

Langley - Bouguer Technique

The signal measured by a sun photometer, assuming that the instrument is aimed directly into the sun
and its spectral channels are not affected by gaseous absorption, may be expressed as

V (A,) = Vo (_,) e-M(°°)[_'(a)*_°'(a)+'°(a)], (7.1)

where Vo (_) is the signal representing the instrument response to solar flux at the top of the atmosphere

(TOA) as derived from the Langley-Bouguer calibration procedure, is th_ earth-sun distance

correction obtained according to Iqbal (1983), go is the solar zenith angle, air mass M (0o) is a function of

the solar zenith angle computed according to Kasten and Young (1989), x R (_.) is the Rayleigh optical

thickness calculated according to Penndorf (1957), xo, ()_) is the ozone optical thickness calculated from

the ozone amount retrieved from a satellite ozone sensor, such as Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer

(TOMS), and x, (_.) is the aerosol optical thickness.

The purpose of the Langley-Bouguer technique is to obtain the unknown instrument response to the

solar flux at the top of the atmosphere, I/o (_.). This is achieved by plotting the logarithm of the signal

V (_.) against the air mass M (00), and extrapolating the signal to M = 0. The slope of the logarithmic

signal is the total optical depth (Rayleigh, ozone and aerosol). The protocol is detailed below:

1. As M (Co) varies from 1 to 6 over the course of the day, take five successive measurements

each time the air mass changes by 0.25.

2. Measure the dark current frequently to avoid temperature effects.

3. Record the sky condition in case of clouds or thin cirrus occurrences (includes cloud coverage
and cloud positions in the sky).

4. Stop when M reaches 7, or the sky condition changes.

The main constraint in the Langley-Bouguer technique is the stability of the atmospheric optical
extinction. Hence, the uncertainty greatly depends on the geographical location of the calibration

experiment. The calibration is generally performed in conditions where the stability of the atmosphere and
a low aerosol contribution enable high accuracy of the method (Holben eta/. 1998; Schmid et al. 1998).

The site of Mauna Loa Observatory (MLO), Hawaii, is particularly well suited for calibrating optical
instruments. The facilities and research activities at the observatory are reported on its web site
httn://mloserv,mlo.hawaii.govL The altitude of the Mauna Loa site (3397 m) reduces the uncertainties due

to variability in aerosols and water vapor, both of which commonly affect measurements in the lower
atmospheric layers.

Variations in the atmosphere dramatically affect V000 retrievals. Several improvements to the
Langley-Bouguer technique have been proposed, such as using a calibrated reference channel (Soufflet et
al. 1992) and the circumsolar radiation (Tanaka et al. 1986). A review of different methods and their
uncertainties are discussed in Forgan, 1994.
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Uncertainty of the Langley - Bouguer Technique

The Langley-Bouguer technique has been commonly used, although it is not an absolute calibration

method and has large uncertainties. Combining several Langley-Bouguer sessions in high altitude

conditions minimizes of the uncertainties. AERONET reference instruments are typically recalibrated at
MLO every 2-3 months using the Langley-Bouguer technique. According to Holben et aL (1998), the
uncertainties in TOA voltages are estimated to be as low as 0.2 % to 0.5 % for the MLO calibrated

instruments. Therefore, the uncertainty in AOT due to the ambiguities in TOA voltages for the reference
instruments is better than 0.002 to 0.005 in absolute values.

Figure 7.1 presents typical Langley-Bouguer plot for CIMEL #101 at MLO (circles) and at GSFC
(squares). The total optical thickness at MLO is nearly half that of GSFC. The maximum difference in

AOTs derived from GSFC and MLO sites is 0.05 for the air mass of I. Therefore, MLO is an attractive
calibration site for this technique.
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Figure 7.1: The Langley-Bouguer technique applied to CIMEL # 10 sun

photometer measurements at 440nm. (o) - Mauna Loa Observatory,

September 11, 1999, and ( ) - GSFC, October 15, 1999.

In addition to the uncertainty in the retrieval of Vo(Z), there are other sources of uncertainty in the
Langley-Bouguer technique, including computations of the solar zenith angle, air mass, earth-sun distance
and Rayleigh and ozone corrections:

1. Solar zenith angle computation: The solar position is retrieved using a Simple algorithm
based on codes from Michalsky (1988) and Spencer (1989), and The Astronomical Almanac.

The uncertainty of the solar position calculated using this algorithm is 0.01 ° until the year
2050.

 oo   n isoococoo   ooI l
\--/

ratio of the average to the actual earth-sun distance. It can be computed according to Iqbal
(1983) as

where J is the sequential day of the year. This factor is sometimes computed using an
alternative approximation due to Platridge (1977). Differences between the two algorithms
vary between 0 and 3%.

3. Air mass computation. The precise Langley-Bouguer technique requires taking into account

the structure of atmospheric constituents that attenuate sunlight (Schotland et al. 1986; Forgan
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.

1988). M (0o) can be computed according to Kasten (1966), or Kasten and Young (1989)

[used here as Equation (14.3) in Chapter 14]. For solar zenith angles 0o <75 °, the

differences between these two formulations are lower than 0.1%. For larger zenith angles,
the air mass changes differently for different atmospheric attenuation components. This

problem is avoided by limiting the range of 0o in the Langley-Bouguer technique. Various

authors use different computations of the air mass for determining attenuation by ozone.
Holben et al. (1988) used the ozone air mass calculation proposed by Komhyr et al. (1989),

while Schmid et al. (1998) used the formulation introduced by St_elin et al. (1995).

Ozone and Rayleigh correction: The ozone optical depth is determined from TOMS

measurements of ozone mounts in Dobson units. Ozone absorption coefficients are derived
from Nicolet et al. (1981). The Rayleigh optical depth is computed using values from

Penndorf (1957), corrected for the site elevation, but Deschamps et al. (1983) use a different

algorithm. Differences between the results are less than 2.5 % in the spectral range from
300 nm to 1020 nm. The principal uncertainty in the Rayleigh optical thickness is associated

with variability in atmospheric pressure. Eck et al. (1989) computed the combined
uncertainties associated with calibration, ozone optical thickness, and Rayleigh optical

thickness. The total combined uncertainty in AOT was estimated to range between 0.010 to

0.021 for field instruments, and 0.002 to 0.009 for the reference instruments calibrated using
the Langley-Bouguer technique.

Cross-Calibration Technique

The cross-calibration technique is a cost-effective and efficient method for calibrating sun photometers
relative to instruments that have been calibrated using the demanding Langley-Bouguer method at ideal
locations like MLO. The cross-calibration technique is based on simultaneous measurements taken from

both calibrated and non-calibrated sun photometers. Observations with minimal time differences between

measurements and an air mass less than 3 are required. TOA voltages are computed as

where V_ (_) is the TOA signal of a reference CIMEL sun photometer calibrated at Mauna Loa by the

Langley-Bouguer technique and V 0 _) and V 'a (_.) are the signals measured by the non-calibrated and

reference sun photometers, respectively, for channels at the same wavelength _..

Some sun photometers have channels k_ that are slightly different from the wavelengths of any of the
channels of the reference sun photometer. In this situation, the channel of the reference sun photometer

with the wavelength _.j that is nearest to _.i is used. To calculate TOA voltages as

, ,, V, a (_,) , (7.4)

where the exponential term is the ratio of transmittances expressed as differences in Rayleigh, ozone and

aerosol optical depths for wavelengths _., and _._,which in this instance are expressed in _"n. The

variables c_ and x,(1 I.tm) are, respectively, the Angstrrm coefficient and the aerosol optical thickness at

L = I I_m, determined from the reference CIMEL measurements using the AngstrOm law, is conveniently

expressed in the form

•, (z)= (1 -°. (7.5)
The reference sun photometer is one of a selected set of CIMEL sun photometers managed by the

AERONET group and calibrated every three months, using the Langley-Bouguer technique at MLO. As
shown in Table 7.2, most of the sun photometers have common channels with the CIMEL reference sun

photometer, allowing for the application of the cross-calibration technique. The stability of the aerosol
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extinctionisnotverycriticalwiththismethod.However,standarddeviationsofTOAvoltagesovertime
stillneedtobedetermined.Theprotocolissummarizedbelow:

1. Set the GMT time on both calibrated and non-calibrated sun photometers.

2. Initiate measurements as soon as the calibrated sun photometer starts working.

3. Take measurements concurrently with the calibrated sun photometer.

4. Take all the measurements between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. local time to have suitable air mass.

5. Measure the dark current in order to avoid temperature effects.

6. Record the sky condition in case of clouds or thin cirrus occurrences (cloud coverage and
cloud positions in the sky).

7. Stop when M reaches 3 or the sky condition changes.

Accuracy and Limitations of the Cross Calibration Technique

SIMBIOS sun photometers are routinely cross-calibrated at least every three months, or before each

campaign. Calibrations are performed during days with clear and stable atmospheric conditions (AOT at
440 nm typically lower than 0.15). The uncertainties of the cross-calibration are composed of uncertainties
in the calibrated reference sun photometer and the non-calibrated sun photometer. The calibration of the

reference sun photometers is performed by the AERONET group. The calibration transfer from the MLO

reference sun photometers to non-calibrated instruments at least doubles the Vo (_.) uncertainty for

instruments of the same design. According to Holben et aI. (1998), the uncertainty in AOTs obtained for

cross-calibrated CIMEL instruments are estimated to be 0.01 to 0.02. The uncertainties are higher when
the cross-calibrated sun photometer is not of the same design as the reference sun photometer.

For cross-calibrated MicroTops, SIMBAD and PREDE the TOA voltages are determined with

uncertainties lower than 1% (i.e. 0.02 in terms of AOT). Figure 7.2 shows the time series of TOA voltages
obtained at GSFC since 1998 (in 2001 for the PREDE). Channels 440 nm and 870 nm are presented. Four
reference CIMELs were (S/N 94, 37, 27 and I01) calibrated at MLO were used. TOA voltages retrieved in

all bands are reported in Table 7.2. The decay of calibration over time is generally less than 5% per year for
SIMBAD and MicroTops. A cross calibration every 3 months allows accounting for the decay over time.

However, a larger decay (10%/yr) is observed in some of the channels of MicroTops. The decay is
significant and requires a change of the corresponding filter and eventually the photodiode of the

instrument. The main source of error in retrieving AOT using sun photometry is the TOA voltages. Since
Voltz (1959), several papers have discussed different methods to improve the solar calibration. Schmid et

al. (1998) used lamp and solar calibrations in conjunction with each other. O'Neill et al. (1984) combined

solar aureole and solar beam extinction. Soufflet et al. (1992) and Holben et al. (1998) used a well-
calibrated sun photometer as a reference.
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Figure 7.2: Time series of cross calibration since 1998 for SIMBAD and MicroTops, in 2001 for PREDE

The degradation of interference filters is the most important source of the long-term variability in the

cross calibration. Although major improvements have been made on the filter design (e.g., ion-assisted

deposition interference filters), degradation over time in filter spectral transmittances remains as the main

factor limiting the performance of sun photometers. Degradation of filters necessitates frequent calibration
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of sun photometers, and measurements of the filter transmission or the relative system response (Schmid et

al., 1998). The degradation of the filters mounted on the CIMEL sun photometers has been monitored
since 1993. Degradation reported by Holben et aI. (1998) was between I and 5% during the first 2 years of
CIMEL operation by the AERONET Project.

7.3 CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES FOR SKY RADIOMETERS

Sky radiance scanning systems are automated instruments dedicated to measure sky radiances in the

aureole and in the principle plane of the sun. Radiative properties of aerosols are retrieved using an
inversion algorithm of the sky radiances (Dubovik et al. 2000; Nakajima et al. 1996) and of the polarized

component of the sky radiances (Vermeulen et al. 2000). This section is dedicated to the description of
calibration techniques for accurate retrievals of sky radiances.

Calibration of Unpolarized Sky Radiometers

Unpolarized radiometers, such as CIMEL and PREDE, are calibrated using an integrating sphere

(Chapter 6, Sect. 6.2). The radiometer is aligned in front of the sphere (Figure 7.3, top) and I0

measurements are taken for each channel. Radiances of the integrating sphere are then integrated through
the domains of each channel of the radiometer. As a result, ratios of raw radiometer voltages to the
integrated sphere radiances are obtained. These ratios constitute radiometer calibration parameters Ci:

Vii (7.6)C i -

_L(_,)Rin(Z)d,_

where _ is the voltages measured in the considered channel i, R_ (k) is the normalized spectral response

function of the radiometer channel, and L(L) is the spectral radiance scale of the integrating sphere.

Uncertainty of the Calibration of Unpotarized Sky Radiometers

The accuracy of the radiometer calibration is dependent on the calibration of the integrating sphere,
sphere's size, clarity of the calibration protocols and precision of the calibration process. A two-meter

integrating sphere is available and managed by NASA GSFC Calibration Facility
(http:llspectral.gsfc.nasa.govl). The uncertainty of the radiances provided by this integrating sphere is
estimated to be less than 5%.

Calibration of Polarized Sky Radiometers

The technology to calibrate polarized sun photometers is now available to the SIMBIOS Project. The
method was initially designed by the Laboratoire d'Optique Atmosph_rique (LOA), Lille, France, for the

calibration of POLDER sensor (POLarization and Directionality of the Earth's Reflectances), its airborne
(Deuze et al. 1992) and space version (Bret-Dibat T. et al. 1995; Hagolle et al., 1999).

The polarization box named "POLBOX" is a passive system including neither optical source nor
electrical power supply. POLBOX transforms natural light to polarized light. The user's guide for the

device (Balois 1999) is available at LOA and GSFC. A Lambertian source is necessary to provide the input

light to the box, therefore, an integrating sphere is usually used. POLBOX is composed of two adjustable
glass blades that have a high refractive index. The blades are placed in a black anodized aluminum alloy
box. The box can turn around the optical axis. The degree of polarization and the direction of the linear
polarization plane are tunable by the user by adjusting the position of the box and the blades. The

alignment of the blades, relative to the optical axis, is performed by auto-collimation using a basic laser and

a mirror. Alignment is required each time the blades are cleaned and replaced in the POLBOX. The
required equipment consists of:

I. Polarization device POLBOX.

2. Calibrated light source (integrating sphere).
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3. Lambertian light source (integrating sphere or lamp with scattering opaline diffuser).

4. Sun photometer.

The calibration process for polarized radiometers is composed of the following steps:

1. Perform the absolute calibration using the calibrated sphere (Figure 7.3, top) for all radiometer
channels, including the polarized ones.

2. Place POLBOX between an integrating sphere and the sun photometer (Figure 7.3, bottom). The
integrating sphere is highly recommended for the stability, but its calibration is not essential for
determining the relative polarized responses of the instrument.

3. Perform one measurement for each tilt of both blades in POLBOX. A combined tilt is defined and

measured by the rotating unit. The tilt of each blade is identical in absolute degrees but shifted in
opposite directions.

4. The degree polarization of the light transmitted through the POLBOX to the sensor is given by:

a(n)cos 2 (20i)+ B(n)cos(Oi)+C(n)

P_ (0i) = D(n)cos2 2 , (7.7)(Oi)+E(n)cos(Oi)+F(n)

where A, B, C, D, E, and F are functions of the refractive index n of the blades, and 0 i is the

tilt angle of the blades (the same but opposite).

5. Plot the computed degree of polarization against the measured polarization and obtain the

intercept of 0° polarization and the slope.

Due to the mechanical limitations of the POLBOX system the maximum degree of polarization that
can be reached is 60 %. A 100 % polarization can be obtained using an analyzing polarizing sheet. If
needed, the orientation of the polarization can also be determined using POLBOX. Indeed, the orientation

of the polarized light is marked on the POLBOX device and a rotating system allows turning POLBOX
around the optical axis in order to change the orientation.

The polarized version of CIMEL sun photometers has three polarized channels, each with identical

spectral characteristics centered at 870 rim. The polarization axes of the three channels are positioned at

intervals exactly 120 ° apart. The rotating filter wheel of the CIMEL photometer has 9 filter positions,

including one opaque filter to measure the dark current. Polarizing covers attached to the filter wheel allow

measurement of the three components of the polarized light.

The CIMEL calibration process measures non-polarized signals from the calibrated integrating sphere.

The signals are noted Vs° , Vs_°* , and Vs_s°' . The use of an unpolarized source implies that each polarized

channel measures the same signal. A normalization of the measured signals is then required in order to
define the coefficients K1 and K2 as

V,°
K,- s Vs°-,-'7_-, and K 2 = _.

Vs vs_O. (7.8)

Next, the sun photometer is placed in front of the POLBOX device and an integrating sphere is used as
a light source (Figure 7.3, bottom). Polarized signals are measured in the three polarized channels and
noted Vo, V.ao, V+6o. The degree of polarization of the light is consequently derived as

2 ,. ,, +KmV_o K, V6oVo_K2V_oVo_K, K2V._oV_opo= K, + : " -
K,V_ + Vo+/.¢:v_ (7.9)

The calibration is accomplished by plotting the computed degree of polarization against the measured

polarization to obtain the 0° of polarization, Po, and the slope b. Figure 7.4 presents the calibration of the

CIMEL #191 performed at GSFC in May 1999. The angle of the polarized light (ud) may also be retrieved
as
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tan(2_')- _(v.,0-v_,0)
2V° _V_0 _ V._,0• (7.10)

Uncertainty of the Calibration of Polarized Sky RadiometersThe uncertainty of the calibration of

polarized radiometers depends on the uniformity of the "Lambertian" light source, and on the optical

characteristics of the polarization device, which must be kept in good condition. Dirty glass blades may
introduce a polarization by the device itself. Greasy prints on blade surfaces need to be avoided when

manipulating the device during cleaning and maintenance.

The degree of polarization obtained at the output of the device is 60% at maximum due to the

mechanical design of POLBOX. 100% of degree of polarization can be obtained using polarizing sheets
placed in front of the radiometer. However, it is highly recommended to use the same polarizing sheets as
those mounted on the radiometer. Then, adjustment of the polarizing sheets to obtain the extinction of the

signal can be performed accurately.

Calibrated Sphere

Sunphotometer

POLBOX
Sunphotometer

Un-calibrated Sphere

Light

Polarized Light

Figure 7.3: Absolute calibration of the CIMEL sun photometer (top); and calibration of the polarized
channels of the CIMEL sun photometer (bottom).
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Figure 7.4: Degree of computed polarization versus measured polarization by the CIMEL #191 in May
1999 at GSFC Calibration Facilities.

Calibration and Characterization of Sky Radiance Distribution Cameras

Camera systems for sky radiance distribution measurements, and their uses, are described in Chapter
14 of these protocols. Absolute and spectral response calibrations should be performed on the radiance
distribution camera before and after each cruise. A full characterization of the instrument should be

performed initially, including camera lens roll-off characteristics for each camera (Voss and Zibordi 1989),
in addition to the characterization protocols specified in Chapter 6. If attenuation devices are used to

prevent solar saturation, these should be calibrated frequently to track drift. Linearity calibrations should
also be performed with the same frequency as the absolute and spectral response calibrations. Procedures

for characterizing this class of instruments are essentially the same as for other radiance detector systems
(Chapter 6). Each individual detector element in the detector array is essentially regarded as an
independent radiometer.
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7.4 CALIBRATION OF SHADOW-BAND IRRADIANCE

RADIOMETER

Calibration is the most essential element of the shadow-band radiation measurement program. A
thorough and on-going calibration process is required before the fast rotating shadow-band radiometer
(FRSR) can make accurate radiometfic measurements at sea. To insure accurate measurements, there are

two important elements for FRSR measurement protocol: calibration of the instrument circuitry, which
includes temperature stabilization of the detector during measurements, and determination of the extra-

terrestrial constants. The following two subsections discuss these elements and establish protocols.

Calibration of Instrument Circuitry and Temperature Stabilization of the Detector

Laboratory calibration is done in two parts: the optical detector and the electronics attached to the

detector. The electronic gains are combined with the direct-normal detector irradiance gains coefficients to
make a single calibration equation relating direct-normal irradiance to the electronic measurement in mV.

Initial values for the detector calibration, band-pass response, and zenith angle correction are supplied

by the vendor. In addition, the instrument should be periodically recalibrated using the protocols of
Chapter 6. Each of the narrow-band filters has a bandwidth of approximately 10 rtm and the vendor

calibration provides gains at 1 nm spacing. The zenith angle correction is measured on two planes, one on

a south-to-north plane and one on a west-to-east plane. The zenith angle corrections are determined by
holding the head in a tilting fixture under a collimated beam and tilting the head through 180 ° in one-degree
steps from horizon to horizon in each plane (see also Chapter 6, Section 6.6)

The end-to-end electronic gains are calibrated using the data collection software and a precision
reference voltage source in place of each radiometer channel. One-minute averages and standard

deviations of voltages for each channel are logged for a full range of input voltages. Electronic calibrations
are repeated at regular intervals and for a variety of ambient temperatures. Calibration of the electronics is
performed before and after each deployment.

A silicone cell photodiode has a small leakage current which is called a "dark current". After

amplification in the electronics a "dark voltage" results, and if the dark voltage is not negligible, it must be

measured and removed. In some instruments, such as the MICROTOPS II hand-held sun photometer, the
operator covers the detector before taking a solar measurement. For an autonomous instrument an

electronic design eliminates the dark voltage. For the FRSR, the largest deviation from a straight-line fit is
less than 0.1% of full scale and no "dark voltage" adjustment is required.

Calibration drift in the multi-frequency head has caused a great deal of concern in the sun photometer

community. Calibration shift is detectable as a permanent change in the apparent extraterrestrial irradiance
Eo as computed by the Langley-Bouguer technique. Calibration shift is erratic and quite variable; it can
occur suddenly, over a few weeks, or can degrade slowly over months. The 610 nm and 660 nm channels

are most prone to drift, though all narrow-band channels are suspect due to gain drift and shifting bandpass

response functions. In earlier heads, the filter material, a stack of laminated films, apparently became
delaminated as a result of temperature cycling and humidity. A different filter material became available

after approximately December 1998 and many researchers are in the process of retrofitting their heads with
the new material.

Determination of the Extra-terrestrial Constants

The Langley-Bouguer technique works whenever the skies are perfectly clear, no cirrus or other layers

are present, and if the atmospheric optical depth r is constant over the time duration of the observations. In

practice, a Langley-Bouguer calibration can be produced from about one hour of clear sky in the early

morning just after sunrise, or late evening just before sunset when 2 < M (0o) < 6 (i.e. 60 ° < 0o < 80°). All

measurements of Er_, the normal-beam solar irradiance (see section 14.4), are plotted on a log-linear plot
and a best estimate straight line is fitted to the data. For sites other than ideal calibration locations, such as

the MLO described below, a median-fitting algorithm provides the best objective fit to the data. Over the
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ocean,therearealmostalwayscloudsonthehorizon.Inthetropicstheseareusuallyhighcumulusclouds
orcirrus.As aresult,Langley-Bouguermeasurementsfromshipsareraregemsthatmustbecollected
whenevertheyoccur.

As a protocol,Eo's used in final data products should be computed using the Langley-Bouguer

technique at Mauna Loa. The Langley-Bouguer technique should also be used at sea as often as possible as

a quality assurance tool, because it provides an excellent means of detecting calibration changes. The top-

of-the-atmosphere irradiance, Fo (_.), depends on the sun-earth separation, but its mean value, should not

change significantly over time. The absolute calibration of the instrument can be compared to the mean

reference solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere, fro (_,) (Neckel and Labs, 1984) by integrating the

reference solar spectrum over the bandpass of each channel to obtain

Po f°R°(_)P°(Z)d_= , (7.1i)

where is the normalized spectral response function of the channel under consideration. For a well-

calibrated absolute instrument, Eo ---F°. However, as long as the calibration constant, Eo, is constant, as

determined from multiple applications of the Langley-Bouguer technique, accurate AOT estimates are

possible. While many investigators use raw voltages to calibrate their instruments, the extra step of

computing Eo is important, since it defines the radiative impact of the aerosol at the surface.

Uncertainty of the Calibration of Shadow-Band lrradiance Radiometers

The filter material in shadow-band radiometers is sensitive to temperature. If the head temperature
varies from 20 °C to 30 °C, the 500 nm filter will drift by less than 1 nm (Mark Beaubean, Yankee

Environmental Systems, personal communication, 1999). Keeping the temperature of the optical detector
relatively stable over the range of conditions encountered on a ship can be a challenge. The internal heater

in the optical detector is occasionally insufficient for the observed conditions. Providing adequate
insulation is the best deterrent, although this issue remains problematic in some conditions and is the
subject of current engineering efforts.

The calibration of the shadow-band radiometer is realized using the Langley-Bouguer technique. The
technique is subject to the same accuracy constraints and limitations as the Langley-Bouguer calibrated sun
photometers described earlier in the chapter.
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Table 7.1" Characteristics of sun photometers.
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Table 7.2:

respect to reference CIMELs.

MicroTops
03773

Top-of-atmosphere (TOA) voltages since 1998 for three sun photometers cross-calibrated with

Cimel# 440 nm 500 nm 675 nm 870 nm

812111998 37 1244 988 1218 824
6/9/1999 101 1238 987 1198 827
9/20/2000 37 1242 984 I 194 817
7/6/2001 101 1224 980 1202 831
12/6/2001 101 1202 984 1208 825

SIMBAD 440 nm 490 nm 560 nm 675 nm 870nm
932706

8/21/1998 37 388591 479121' 406870 421086 300820

12/14/1998 94 388269 473101 394874 410455 311944
912311999 94 376205 464224 391526 416182 300000
10/28/1999 101 376820 462637 387034 410887 302475
3/6/2000 37 382815 382168 408538 301005465574

500 nm440 nm 675 nmLand Prede

PSIO00111
870 nm 1020nm

7/6/2001 10I 1.480E-04 2.866E-04 3.643E-04 2.743E-04 1.530E-04
8/2/2001 ............ 101 1.446E-04 2.874E-00 3.668E-04 2.767E-04 1.530E-04
9/6/2001 94 1.451E-04 2.873E-00 3.646E-04 2.796E-00 1.552E-00
9/712001 94 1.460E-00 2.907E-00 3.635E-00 2.77TE-04 1.542E-04

10/28/2001 94 1.817E-04 2.820E-00 3.557E-04 2.721E-04 1.533E-04
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Chapter 8

Stability Monitoring of Field Radiometers Using
Portable Sources

Stanford B. Hooker

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Mueller and Austin (1995) included a discussion on tracking instrument performance in between
calibration activities with stable lamp sources in rugged, fixed geometric configurations. The

recommended specifications of the device included the stability of the lamp output and the repeatability of
measurement must be sufficient to detect 2 % variations in an instrument's performance. In terms of the

protocols for using the source, it was recommended that an instrument should be connected to the portable

standard and its response recorded daily, keeping a record of instrument responsivity throughout an
experiment. Furthermore, these sources would provide an essential warning of problems if they appear.

One of the more important requirements in the use of the portable source was it must be available
when the complete radiometric calibrations are performed, so a baseline may be established and maintained

for each sensor channel, but recognizing that the source cannot be a substitute for complete calibrations.

The temporal record they provide will, however, be invaluable in cases where the pre-and post-cruise
calibrations disagree or if the instrument is disturbed, e.g., opened between calibrations, subjected to harsh

treatment during deployment or transport, or if the data quality are otherwise suspect. These portable
standards are an important part of the recommended instrument package.

8.2 The SQM

Although Mueller and Austin (1995) specified the need for, and described some of the requirements of,

a portable source, no such device was then commercially available. In response to the need for a portable
source, NASA and NIST developed the SQM. The engineering design and characteristics of the SQM are
described by Johnson et al. (1998), so only a brief description is given here. A separate rack of electronic

equipment, composed principally of two computer controlled power supplies and a multiplexed, digital
voltmeter (DVM), are an essential part of producing the stable light field. All of the external components
are controlled by a computer program over a general purpose interface bus (GPIB).

The SQM has two sets of halogen lamps with eight lamps in each set; both lamp sets are arranged

symmetrically on a ring and operate in series, so if one lamp fails, the entire set goes off. The lamps in one
set are rated for 1.05 A (4.2 V') and are operated at 0.95 A, and the lamps in the other set are rated for

3.45 A (5.0 V) and are operated at 3.1 A; the lamp sets are hereafter referred to as the 1 A and 3 A lamps,
respectively. The lamps are operated at approximately 95 % of their full amperage rating to maximize the
lifetime of the lamps.

A low, medium, and high intensity flux level is provided when the 1 A, 3 A, and both lamp sets are
used, respectively. Each lamp set was aged for approximately 50 hours before deploying the SQM to the

field. The interior light chamber has bead-blasted aluminum walls, so the diffuse component of the
reflectance is significant. The lamps illuminate a circular plastic diffuser protected by safety glass and

sealed from the environment by o-rings. The diffuser is resilient to ultraviolet yellowing, but can age
nonetheless. The exit aperture is 20 cm in diameter and has a spatial uniformity of 98 % or more over the

interior 15 cm circle. The SQM does not have, nor does it require, an absolute calibration, but it has design
objectives of better than 2 % stability during field deployments.

A faceplate or shadow collar provides a mounting assembly, so the device under test (DUT), usually a
radiance or irradiance sensor, can be positioned in the shadow collar. The DUT has a D-shaped collar
fitted to it at a set distance, 3.81 cm (1.5 inch), from the front of the DUT. This distance was chosen based

on the most restrictive clearance requirement of the radiometers used in the different deployment rigs. The
D-shaped collar ensures the DUT can be mounted to the SQM at a reproducible location and orientation
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with respect to the exit aperture each time the DUT is used. The former minimizes uncertainties

(principally with irradiance sensors) due to distance differences between measurement sessions, while the

latter minimizes uncertainties (principally with radiance sensors) due to inhomegeneities in the exit
aperture light field. In either case, the D-shaped collar keeps these sources of uncertainties below the 1%

level. A schematic of the original SQM is given in Fig.8.1. The SQM faceplate can be changed to accept a

variety of instruments from different manufacturers. Radiometers above a certain size, approximately
15 cm, would be difficult to accommodate, but the entire mounting assembly can be changed to allow for

reasonable viewing by seemingly difficult to handle radiometers. To date, three radiometer designs have
been used with the SQM, and there were no problems in producing the needed faceplates, D-shaped collars,
or support hardware to accommodate these units.

Handle
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Figure 8.1: A schematic of the SQM showing a DUT kinematically

Lock-

mounted to the shadow collar.

The SQM light field can change because of a variety of effects; for example, the presence of the DUT,

the aging of the lamps, a deterioration in the plastic diffuser, a change in the transmittance of the glass
cover, a drift in the control electronics, a repositioning of a mechanical alignment, etc. To account for

these changes, three photodiodes, whose temperatures are kept constant with a precision thermoelectric

cooler (+ 0.01 K), measure the exit aperture light level: the first has a responsivity in the blue part of the
spectrum, the second in the red part of the spectrum, and the third has a broadband or white response. All

three internal monitors view the center portion of the exit aperture. A fan cools the back of the SQM to
prevent a build up in temperature beyond that which the thermoelectric cooler can accommodate. The

SQM has an internal heater to help maintain temperature stability in colder climates and to shorten the time
needed for warming up the SQM.

Another SQM quality control procedure is provided by three special DUTs called fiducials: a white
one, a black one, and a black one with a glass face (the glass is the same as that used with the field

radiometers). A fiducial has the same size and shape of a radiometer, but is non operational. The reflective

surface of a fiducial is carefully maintained, both during its use and when it is not being used.
Consequently, the reflective surface degrades very slowly, so over the time period of a field expedition, it

remains basically constant. A field radiometer, by comparison, has a reflective surface that is changing
episodically from the wear and tear of daily use. This change in reflectivity alters the loading of the

radiometer on the SQM and is a source of variance for the monitors inside the SQM that are viewing the
exit aperture, or the radiometer itself when it is viewing the exit aperture. The time series of a fiducial, as

measured by the internal monitors, gives an independent measure of the temporal stability of the light field.

The SQM has been used to track changes in instruments between calibrations and on multiple cruises
lasting approximately 5--6 weeks each (Hooker and Maritorena 2000). Although there was some
controversy at the design stage about operating the lamps below their rated current (approximately 95 % of

rating), there has been no observable degradation in the performance of the lamps as a result of this--

indeed, they have survived long shipment routes (US to UK to Falkland Islands and back) on repeated
occasions, as well as, the high vibration environment of a ship. The SQM is clearly a robust instrument
well suited to the task of calibration monitoring in the field at the 1% level (Hooker and Aiken 1998).

There are two commercialized versions of the SQM: the OCS-5002 built by Yankee Environmental
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Systems (YES), Inc. (Turners Falls, Massachusetts), and the SQM-II built by Satlantic, Inc. (Halifax,

Canada). Although both companies based their designs on the SQM, the OCS-5002 is most like the

original.

8.3 OCS-5002

The OCS-5002 is composed of the lamp housing, with shadow collar and kinematic mounting system,

plus a power supply, both of which are operated and monitored via a serial port interface to a computer.
All system operations, including powering on and off the lamps, controlling the cooling fan and preheater,

as well as monitoring system performance during warm up and operation are controlled by the external
software. The power supply and control system were specially designed to enhance performance and are

enclosed in a waterproof enclosure. A picture of the lamp housing with shadow collar attached is shown in

Fig. 8.2.

An internal thermally stabilized current regulation circuit ensures precise current regulation to the two

independent lamp sets (with low- and high-power lamps). The lamps in the original design were potted
into aluminum mounts that held the bulbs in their correct orientations. The mounts were soldered to a

circular circuit board and were difficult to replace. In the OCS-5002, porcelain sockets are used for each

lamp, which are held in place with epoxy in aluminum mounting rings. This design allows for rapid
individual bulb replacement.

Shunt temperatures as well as the lamp housing temperatures are monitored during operation. A two-

channel filter-detector and a third unfiltered detector are positioned within the lamp housing to permit
direct optical monitoring of the lamp rings and the integrating cavity itself. These three detectors axe
thermally stabilized via a thermoelectrically cooled housing to approximately 35°C, and their outputs are

continuously monitored during system operation.

Figure 8.2: A picture of the OCS-5002 without a DUT mounted to the shadow collar
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8.4 SQM-II

The main difference between the SQM-II (Fig. 8.3) and the original unit is the high degree of
integration in the former. The entire system consists of two components, a deck box that provides DC

power to the SQM-II, and the SQM-II itself (McLean et al. 1998). The latter contains the lamp tings
(which use the same lamps as the original SQM), heating and cooling subsystems, control circuitry, the

system computer, plus display and data storage. The SQM-II system is designed to be self contained and
does not require a computer to operate. Only two cables are required to complete system assembly (an AC

power cord for the deck box and a DC power cord to link the deck box to the SQM-1T). Although this
integration reduces system complexity, it comes with increased vulnerability: a failure in any one of the

subsystems can render the entire system inoperable with no opportunity for simply swapping in a new
(external) subassembly, like a power supply or DVM. As was done with the original SQM, Satlantic

recommends running the SQM-H on an uninterruptible power supply (UPS).

User input to start and monitor the system is via a simple 4-button keypad and a 4 x 20 fluorescent

display at the rear of the device. Commands can be entered using the menus on the display or remotely

from a computer. A computer can also be connected to the system to log data during a measurement
session, or the data can be stored internally in a flash card and downloaded later.

The differences between the two SQM units are not restricted to their control architecture. The SQM-

H has many improvements that use of the original unit has shown to be desirable under different
circumstances:

1. The bulbs are mounted at the front, facing away from the exit aperture, which increases the

average path length of the light emitted by each bulb, and it makes it easier to service the
lamps (individually and as a subassembly); _ = -:

2. The light chamber is lined with Spectralon, so the emitted flux is higher, and the aperture
uniformity is greater; and

3. At 490 nm, the SQM-II is about seven times more intense than the SQM (the apparent

blackbody temperature of the SQM-II is 3,100 K, whereas, the SQM is about 2,400 K).

Although the greater flux of the SQM-II is a desirable attribute for the blue part of the spectrum, the

high output in the red saturates many in-water field radiometers. This was subsequently corrected by
adding a blue filter to the exit aperture.

Figure 8.3: A picture of the SQM-II with a DUT mounted to the shadow collar.

8.5 METHODOLOGY

To check the stability of radiometers in the field, and to monitor the performance of the SQM, a
calibration evaluation and radiometric testing (CERT) session and a data acquisition sequence (DAS) needs
to be defined. In its simplest form, a CERT session is a sequence of DAS events, which are executed

following a prescribed methodology. Each DAS represents enough data to statistically establish the
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characteristics of the instrument involved within a reasonable amount of time. In most cases, 3 minutes is

sufficient. A typical sequence of procedures for each CERT session is as follows:

1. The electronics equipment (the tamp power supplies and the digital multimeter, the SQM fan

and internal heater power supplies, the lamp timers, etc.) is turned on I-2 hours before the

CERT session begins. The total numbers of hours on each lamp set are tracked by recording
the starting and ending number of hours on each lamp set.

2. The SQM is preheated using the internal electrical heater for 30--60 minutes, depending on
the environmental conditions at the time. This is done to achieve a time efficient thermal

equilibrium of the instrument from the power dissipation of the lamps.

3. If the mixture of radiometers used in the CERT sessions change over time, at least one

radiometer (preferably two of different types, i.e., radiance and irradiance) should be
recurrently used in all sessions. The first data collected during the CERT session should be

the dark voltages for this radiometer (usually achieved by putting an opaque cap on the
radiometer) and the SQM internal dark voltages (usually acquired by blocking the SQM exit
aperture with a fiducial).

4. Once the SQM is powered up at the selected lamp level, it should be allowed to warm up for
at least 1 hour (and frequently for as long as 2 hours in highly variable environments). The

warm-up period can be considered completed when the internal SQM monitor data are
constant to within 0.1%. The radiometric stability usually coincides with a thermal
equilibrium as denoted by the internal thermistors.

5. Upon the completion of the warm-up period, the individual radiometers are tested
sequentially. First, the previous DUT is removed and replaced with a fiducial. Second, dark

voltages for the radiometer to be tested and SQM monitor data for glass fiducial are

simultaneously collected. Third, the fiducial is removed from the SQM and replaced with the
radiometer. Finally, data from the SQM and the radiometer are recorded. Each time a DUT

is mounted to the SQM, the lamp voltages and internal temperatures of the SQM are recorded.

6. If multiple flux levels are to be measured, and the current lamp set is not to be used, it is

powered down. The needed lamp set is powered on and allowed to warm up for 1-2 hours.

The individual radiometers are tested sequentially with fiducial measurements taken during
dark voltage measurements (step 5).

7. Before the SQM is finally shut down, any remaining fiducials are measured. These

measurements, plus the fiducial data acquired in between the radiometer dark and light
(SQM) measurements, are the primary sources for tracking the stability of the SQM flux.
After the lamps are powered down, the ending number of hours on each lamp set is recorded.

It is important to note the warm-up process only involves the SQM and it is done only once before the
individual DUTs are measured; the DUTs are not warmed up per se, although, they are usually kept in the
same room as the SQM, so they are at room temperature.

The point for radiometric stability of the internal SQM monitors (0.1%) is usually achieved within 30-

90 minutes of powering up the lamps, depending on the amount of preheating. In general, the warm-up
period is extended another 30 minutes past this point to ensure that stability can be maintained. The

radiometric stability of the SQM immediately after powering on the lamps (i.e., within 1 minute) is usually
less than 0.2 % with preheating, and as much as 2 % without preheating depending on the environmental

conditions. If a radiometer is subjected to some kind of trauma and needs to be checked as quickly as
possible for an impending deployment, it is usually possible to check it to within reasonable limits using a
rapid start of the SQM, particularly if the SQM is kept in the preheated mode.

If CERT sessions are conducted outside, the SQM should be shaded from direct sunlight and ambient

wind conditions to prevent rapid changes in heating and cooling. A major source of noise in the stability of
the lamps is vibration, particularly if the SQM is used at sea. Vibration damping is recommended under

such conditions and 0.5 in. high density felt has been demonstrated to be a good damping material.
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8.6 DATA ANALYSIS

The approach for presenting the data analysis procedures is assumed to involve more than one

radiometer, since most deployment systems involve a solar reference and one or more above- or in-water

instruments. In the most general terms, the quantity of interest is a voltage or digital count level associated

with a radiometer (or DUT), V c (_,i, ti ), where V is the voltage of the radiometer under illumination at the

time of the measurement, C is the instrument code of the DUT, _ is an individual wavelength or channel of

the instrument, and tj is a particular time for the data record. The instrument code is just a simple
mnemonic for keeping track of which DUT was measured when. A suitable coding scheme is to assign a
letter for a particular type of radiometer (e.g., R for radiance, I for irradiance, etc.) and then to add on the
serial number).

An SQM has two lamp sets, so multiple flux levels are possible. Under most circumstances the lamp
sets are different, so three basic voltage levels for the SQM monitors and for the radiometers while they are
mounted to the SQM are possible: L, M, and H, which correspond to low, medium, and high lamp levels,
respectively. (In situations where the two lamp sets are identical, it is customary to denote the two levels as
L and M.) In addition, dark voltages are measured for the radiometers (D c) and the SQM internal monitors

(Ds), For the latter, the S code denotes the internal monitor channel (B for blue, R for red, and W for white

or broadband.) Note the SQM-II has a single internal monitor in the blue part of the spectrum. All of the
data for a particular CERT session are acquired at a single lamp level.

The process of determining a parameter for monitoring the radiometric stability of a radiometer during
a field deployment begins by first defining the average signal level acquired with the radiometer during a
DAS:

_'c (_,,,_) = V c , (8.1)
"s

where gc (Xi, ti ) denotes a time average of the total number of samples, n, collected during a DAS, and _

is the average time over DAS time period k. Following (8.1), the average dark voltage for a DAS is
defined as

_c (_.i,Tk) = 1 _. DC (_.i,t _ ). (8.2)
n j=l

In (8.2), the temporal assignment for the average dark voltage is associated with the average signal level

even though the dark values are taken a few minutes before the signal data (this is a simplification in the
process that is purely cosmetic).

The average internal monitor signal level acquired during a DAS while the DUT was mounted to the
SQM is

1 n

Vs(_)=-_EVs(t./),
*" )=I

where, again, S is used to denote the internal SQM monitor used for normalization: B, R, or W. The
average dark voltage for an internal monitor is defined as

(8.3)

Ds (&)= n ./,_,tDs (tj), (8.4)

The internal monitor dark data is collected before the lamps are warmed up, so the temporal information is
not important and has been omitted.

While the dark readings for a radiometer were being collected, a fiducial was placed inside the SQM
and the signals from the internal SQM monitors were recorded. The voltages from the monitors, are

denoted by X c where X can be either L, M, or H depending on the selected SQM lamp level, C is the

instrument code for the DUT in the SQM, and S indicates the internal monitor under consideration: B for
the blue monitor, R for the red monitor, and W for the broad-band or white monitor.
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Changesinaradiometricsignalcanarisefromchangesinthelightsource,thedigitizationelectronics,
orthedetectorelectronics.Trackingtheperformanceofaradiometeroverextendedtimeperiodsmusttake
intoaccountthesethreeinfluenceson thesignal.Thebasicparameterfor trackingtheradiometersis
constructedby takingtheaveragevoltagefromtheradiometerwhenit wasmountedto the SQM,
subtractingtheaveragedarkvoltage,andthennormalizingthedifferencebyoneof theaverageinternal
SQMmonitorvoltagesyields

)
, (8.5)

where l?f denotes a normalized result for a DAS. Within the uncertainties of the measurements, Vsc (Z,)

should be a constant from one CERT session to the next, since an increase (decrease) in SQM intensity
should coincide with an increase (decrease) in the radiometer signal.

If N is the total number of CERT sessions at a particular lamp level, the average normalized signal for
a particular radiometer at that lamp level is given by

VsC_ '- N z_, s (_.,,t,), (8.6)
j=t

where::(:)denotestheaverageofthenormalizedsignals.

The temporalperformanceof a radiometerisdeterminedby calculatingthe percentdeviationof the

radiometer(duringa particularDAS time,t,)from theaverageofallofthenormalizedsignals(8.4)as

1,7f(_,,, _ )= 100 -17close(_,k)()_i,_ ). 1], (8.7)

where _c denotes the percent deflation of the normalized signals with respect to the average for a

particular lamp level, the average being determined from the time series of data collected during a field

-x21 (421) is the percent deviation of the radiances for the 412 nm channel ofdeployment. Thus, M w

radiometer OCR-200 serial number 21 (instrument code R21) at the medium lamp level normalized with
the white SQM internal monitor.

The time series of corresponding fiducial measurements are formed in a similar fashion. The only data
available for a fiducial is the internal SQM monitor data, so the equivalent of (8.5) for a fiducial is simply
the average signal level for the monitor minus the average dark level, i.e.

(z,)= (:)- (8.8)
where C is the DUT code for a glass, black, or white fiducial (usually G, B, and W, respectively, although
when many fiducials are available, the serial numbers of the fiducials are included in the coding scheme).

The average signal over all CERT sessions is calculated using (8.6) and the individual percent deviations
using (8.7).

The time series of fiducial measurements within a CERT gives the performance of the SQM during the
CERT, and the time series of all fiducial measurements across the CERT sessions gives the long-term

performance of the SQM. Because one fiducial is being used repeatedly, and two others are being used
only once per CERT session, the ability to discern short- and long-term changes in the SQM is available,
with the longer-term changes being measured by more than one fiducial.

8.7 FUTURE APPLICATIONS
Figure 8.4 presents a summary of SQM performance during three at-sea deployments. The data is

from Atlantic Meridional Transect (AMT) cruises (Aiken et al. 2000) AMT-5 through AMT-7 plus
laboratory experiments, and covers a time period of approximately 460 days. It shows the internal blue

monitor signal as measured with the glass fiducial as a function of time, but presented as the percent
difference with respect to the mean value for the entire time period (i.e., across all CERT sessions). A
confirmation of the signal is given by the R035 radiometer for the 443 nm channel (which is very similar to
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theblueinternalmonitorfor theSQM),andit verynearlymirrorstheinternalmonitorsignal.Thetwo
detectorsyieldsimilardecayratesofapproximately0.007%perday,orapproximately0.25%fora35day
cruise.Thisisanunderestimate,however,becausethedegradationisduemostlytolampusage,andthisis
obviouslymostsignificantduringuse,andnotduringshippingandstorage.Thisisbestseenbyperusing
thedatafromindividualcruises,andcomparingthemtoresultsoflaboratoryworkdonefollowingAMT-7.

ThestabilityandbehavioroftheSQMduringA_MT-5 was very similar to its performance on A.MT-3

when it was first commissioned for field use (Hooker and Aiken 1998): the data indicate a stepwise change
in the SQM flux level halfway through the cruise.

All three detectors show the change, and if the three detector signals are averaged together, the emitted

flux of the SQM decreased by approximately 0.87 %. The change in flux was due to a partial short in one

of the bulbs, which resulted in a 1.2 % decrease in the operating voltage of the lamp. The stability of the
SQM during the periods before and after the change in light output, as estimated by one standard deviation

(lt_) in the average of the three internal monitor signals, was to within 0.60 % and 0.53 %, respectively.

During AMT-6, the ltr values of the red, blue, and white detectors while measuring the glass fiducial
were 0.36 %, 0.46 %, and 0.39 %, respectively. The performance of the SQM during AMT-6 was the best
out of all the cruises; no lamp anomalies were experienced and the standard deviation in the emitted flux

was the lowest ever recorded in the field. The AMT-7 data show a stepwise change halfway through the
cruise, as was seen during AMT-3 and AMT-5. Although the stability for the entire cruise was very good,

to within + 0.43 % as measured by the blue detector, the stability improves to + 0.38 % and + 0.28 % if the
cruise is split into a first and second half, respectively.

Lamp performance after AMT-7 in the laboratory was very similar to that seen during AMT-6: the
changes are all within 1%. The long- and short-term stability of the SQM raises the possibility that this

device can be used for absolute calibrations in the laboratory and in the field. Although a definitive
analysis of using the SQM in this fashion has not been completed, one of the objectives of SIRREX-7 was

to evaluate several SQMs for this purpose (Hooker et aL 2000). The preliminary results indicate this may
be possible, but a well-prescribed protocol is contingent upon completion of the SIRREX-7 data analysis
and on acceptance through a rigorous independent review.
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Figure 8.4: The long-term stability of the original SQM as measured, using its internal blue monitor and
one radiometer (R035) at 433 nm, on a series of AMT cruises and laboratory exercises.
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Chapter 9

Overview of Measurement and Data Analysis Protocols

James L. Mueller

Center for Hydro-Optics and Remote Sensing, San Diego State University, California

9.1 INTRODUCTION

Variables to be measured at each validation station are summarized in Table 3.1 (Chapter 3). This

present chapter covers, in varying detail, the methods of measurement and data analysis associated with

each of the variables listed in Table 3.1. The level of detail presented for each topic area falls into one of

three categories:

1. Complete protocol descriptions that are not covered elsewhere in individual chapters;

2. Brief abstracts of protocols covered in other chapters of this document; and

3. Abstracted reviews of validation measurement and analysis methods for which comprehensive,

up-to-date protocol descriptions are not yet available to be included in this document.

Clearly, the Category 3 topics are prime candidates for workshops, and supporting research, to develop

protocols for future revisions to the Ocean Optics Protocols. The following outline is presented as a guide

to the contents of this chapter. "Category 1" entries (material covered only here) are highlighted in bold

text, "Category 2" entries (material covered in other chapters) are listed in normal text, and "Category 3"

entries (material covered only here, but inadequately) are underlined.

9.2 VALIDATION SAMPLING STRATEGIES

Initialization and Validation

Case.1 Water: Sampling Strategies

Case 2 Waters: Sampling Strategies

9.3 RADIOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS PROTOCOLS

In-Water Radiometric Profiles (Chapter 10) MOBY, A Radiometric Buoy for Performance Monitoring and Vicarious

Calibration of Satellite Ocean Color Sensors: Measurement and Data Analysis Protocols (Chapter ! 1).
Above-Water Remote-Sensing Reflectance (Chapter 12)

Normalized Water-Leaving Radiance and Remote-Sensing Reflectance: Bidirectional Reflectance and Other Factors
(Chapter 13)

Sun and Sky Radiance Measurements (Chapter 14)

9.4 INHERENT OPTICAL PROPERTY MEASUREMENT S AND ANALYSIS PRQTQCQI-q

In situ Reflective-Tube Absorption and Beam Attenuation Meters

Absorption Lrs'inlz Gershun's Eouation

Absorption Spectrophotometry of Filtered Particles and Dissolved Materials (Chapter 15)

Comparative Analyses of Absorption Coefficients

Single-Wavelength Transmlssometers

Vt?lume Scattering Function and Back_eatterinR Meters

Laboratory Measurements 9f $c,.attering in Water Samples

9.5 BIOGEOCHEMICAL AND BIO-OPTICAL PROTOCOLS

High Performance Liquid Chromatography ffIPLC) Measurements and Analysis (Chapter 16)

Fluorometfic Measurement of Chlorophyll a Concentration (Chapter 17)
Phvcoervthfin and other Ph¥¢gl_iliproteins

Suspended Particulate Matter

Particle Size Distributions

9.6 ANCILLARY MEASUREMENTS AND METADATA

Logbooks

Wind Speed and Direction
Barometric Pressure

Cloud Conditions

Wave Height

Secchi Depth
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Conductivity, Temperature and Depth (CTD) Profiles
Metadata

9,7 RADIOMETRIC AND BIO-OPTICAL MEASI,JREMENTS I_OM MQQRED AND _SRIFTINGBIJO=YS;

9._ AIRBQRNEMEASUREMENTS

9.2 VALIDATION SAMPLING STRATEGIES

The following discussion of bio-optical sampling protocols is organized into three subtopics: sampling
for the initial and ongoing validation of a satellite radiometric system's performance, algorithm

development and validation in Case-1 waters, and algorithm development and validation in Case-2 waters.

The distinction between the first subtopic and the second two is clear-cut, but what precisely is meant by
Case-land Case-2 water masses ?

In its literature and reports, the ocean color research community has formally adopted definitions
originally due to Morel and Prieur (1977), who stated:

"Case- 1 is that of a concentration of phytoplankton [which is] high compared to that of other particles.
The pigments (chlorophyll, [and] carotenoids) play a major role in actual absorption. In contrast, the

inorganic particles are dominant in Case-2, and pigment absorption is of comparatively minor importance.
In both cases, [the] dissolved yellow substance is present in variable amounts and also contributes to total
absorption."

In practice, however, only those water masses where the CZCS-type blue-green ratio algorithms for

phytoplankton pigment concentration (chlorophyll a plus pheopigment a) work reasonably well have been
treated as Case-1. All other water masses have often been loosely lumped into the Case-2 definition, albeit

with considerable confusion over how to categorize coccolithophorid blooms, and waters in which strong
concentrations of Gelbstoff vary independently from pigment concentration. By a strict interpretation of
the original definition, both of these latter cases would be classified as Case-i.

In the present discussion of sampling protocols, Case-1 will be considered to refer to what might be
called ordinary open ocean Case-1 waters, wherein scattering and absorption are dominated by
phytoplankton, pigments, and Gelbstoff concentrations, and where global blue-green color ratio algorithms

for chlorophyll a concentration and K(490) work well. Most areas in the deep ocean belong to this case.
Water masses that do not satisfy these criteria will be grouped under the heading Case-2. Within Case-2,

by this definition, water masses with a wide diversity of bio-optical characteristics will be found. Prominent
subcategories include:

1. Coccolithophorid blooms, wherein the detached coccoliths dominate light scattering and
remote sensing reflectance independently from pigment concentration;

2. Coastal areas, wherein DOM of terrestrial origin contributes a strong absorption component
which does not co-vary with pigment concentration;

3. Phytoplankton blooms with unusual accessory pigment concentrations, e.g., red tides, which

require the use of special regional or local ocean color algorithms; and

4. Classical extreme Morel and Prieur (1977) Case-2 waters where optical properties are

dominated by inorganic particles, with many possible variations in chemical and geometric
characteristics.

It is important to recognize that some aspects of the water mass distinctions given above are dependent
on the spectral regions in which measurements are to be made. Strong absorption at UV, red, and near-IR

wavelengths requires the use of radiometric techniques similar to those required for Case-2 waters.

In addition to determining the bio-optical category and characteristics of a particular water mass, the

validation sampling strategy must be concerned with spatial and temporal variability. Spatial and temporal
variability in bio-optical properties will profoundly affect the validity of comparisons between satellite and

in-water optical measurements. A single SeaWiFS instantaneous FOV measurement, for example, will

integrate Lw(_) over approximately a square kilometer, or a larger area at viewing angles away from nadir.
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Furthermore,thelocationuncertaintyfor asinglepixelmaybeseveralkilometers,exceptin near-shore
areaswhereimagenavigationcanbeimprovedbyusingland-navigatedanchorpoints.

Bio-opticalprofilesmeasuredatasinglestationarerepresentativeofaspatialscalethatisonlyasmall
fractionofakilometer.Datafromagridofseveralstationlocationsmayberequiredtoestimatethespatial
averagesof opticalpropertiesrepresentedby a satellitepixel,or a blockof pixels.Becausetheship
measurementsoverthegridarenotinstantaneous,temporalvariabilityinbio-opticalpropertiescanadd
additionaluncertaintyto thecomparisons.Aircraftradiometricobservationscan,conceptually,beused
bothtolocatecomparisonsitesawayfromareasofstrongspatialvariabilityandtodocumentchangesin the
patternofspatialvariabilityovertheperiodrequiredforashiptooccupyallstationsinacomparisongrid.

Verticalstratificationof watertemperature,salinity,anddensityoftenaffecttheverticalstructureof
variabilityin bio-opticalproperties.Thisvariability,in turn,affectstheremotesensingreflectance.
Verticalslratificationof thewatercolumnbecomesespeciallyimportantinmanyCase-2waters,wherethe
topattenuationdepthmaybeasshallowas1mto2mandtheentireeuphoriczonemaybeconfinedto less
than10mdepth.It is important,therefore,tominimizeship-induceddisruptionofverticalstratificationin
thewatercolumn.Wheneverpossible,theshipshouldbemaneuveredaslittleaspossiblewith its
propellersandbowthruster,andthepracticeof backingdownhardtostopquicklywhenonstationshould
bestronglydiscouraged.If windandseaconditionspermit,thepreferredmethodofapproachingastation
istotakeenoughspeedofftheshiptocoasttoastopoverapproximatelythelast0.5Km of approach to the

station. The approach should be planned to allow the ship to be turned, preferably using only the rudder, to

place the sun abaft the beam, or off the stern, depending on where the radiometers will be deployed. It
must be realized, however, that depending on wind and sea conditions, and a particular ship's hull and
superstructure configuration, it may not be possible to maintain an acceptable orientation, with respect to

the sun, while the ship is adrift. In these situations, some use of the engines to maintain an acceptable ship's
heading may be unavoidable.

The chief scientist should also consult with the ship's captain and chief engineer to avoid, or at least

minimize, overboard discharges while the ship is on station. Material from a ship's bilge or sewage

treatment system can significantly change near-surface chemical and optical properties if discharged near
the immediate site of a bio-optical profile, or water sample.

In some coastal areas, where a relatively transparent water mass overlies a highly reflective bottom,

Lw(_,) includes light reflected from the sea floor. These cases require special treatment of bottom
reflectance effects, whether the local water mass regime is Case-I, Case-2, or a combination of both.

Methods of measurement, experiment design, and sampling strategies to study bottom reflectance effects

are beyond the scope of this revision to the ocean optics protocols. There is a significant current research
effort focused in this area (Carder et al. 1993, Hamilton et al. 1993, and Lee et al. 1998, 1999), and new
protocols in this topic area may be included in a future revision of this document.

The bottom reflection of areas with a water depth exceeding 30 m normally does not contribute to the

water leaving radiance, Lw(_). Areas with a depth shallower than 30 m are flagged in the SeaWiFS level

two data product. Pixels covering very turbid waters may, however, even be usable even in shallower

areas. As a general rule, the water depth should be deeper than 2.5 attenuation lengths, I/K(490), at all
ocean color algorithm development and validation stations. The prime exception to this rule is in
developing local ocean color algorithms where bottom reflectance contributions must be taken into account
(Lee et al. 1998, 1999).

Initialization and Validation

Data intended for direct comparisons between exact normalized water-leaving radiances (Chapter 13)

E_m (_.) determined from in situ measurements and from satellite data should usually be acquired in areas

where bio-optical variability is known to be very small. This will ordinarily dictate that such data be

acquired from optically clear and persistently oligotrophic Case-I water masses. Potentially suitable sites
include the northeastern Pacific central gyre off Baja, California (to the southwest), and the central

Sargasso Sea. When planning validation cruise locations and timing, seasonal and regional cloud cover
statistics should also be considered in order to maximize the likelihood of simultaneous satellite and

shipboard observations. A Moored Optical BuoY (MOBY) is maintained and operated in a semi-
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oligotrophicsitein theNortheastPacific,nearHawaii, to provide continuous time-series radiometric

comparisons with SeaWiFS, MODIS and other satellite L_ (_,) estimates (Chapter 11; Clark et al. 1997).

A series of radiometfic comparison stations should be made over a wide range of latitude in both the

Northern and Southern Hemispheres, to look for evidence of cyclicthermal sensitivity affecting a satellite

ocean color sensor. The spacecraft and instrument will be heated by sunlight throughout the descending
(daylight) data acquisition segment of each orbit and will be cooled by thermal radiation while in the
Earth's shadow throughout the remainder of the orbit. This cycling is likely to induce transient thermal

gradients in the instrument, as well as a time varying cycle in the temperatures of its detectors and other

components; these thermal variations could affect the spectral bandpass or responsivity of one or more of
its channels. Unfortunately, a set of stations covering the full range of latitudes cannot all be sited in

regions where mesoscale variability in ocean optical properties can be neglected.

As when acquiring data for developing and validating Case-1 bio-optical algorithms (see below), a

significant effort must be exerted to quantify spatial variability in normalized water-leaving radiance.
When possible, airborne radiometer data, in combination with careful characterization of atmospheric
aerosol and cloud conditions, should be employed to augment shipboard radiometry at the stations selected

for this aspect of the validation. If aircraft support is not available, semi-synoptic shipboard transects

covering a 20 x 20 Km 2 grid should be used to characterize spatial bio-optical variability near a sampling
station (Clark et al. 1997).

The minimum set of variables to be measured for "match-up" validation analyses are those identified
as "Required" in Table 3.1. Measurements used to calculate normalized water-leaving radiance for direct
comparison to satellite sensor radiances must be made under cloud-free conditions and within five minutes
of the satellite overpass.

Case-1 Water: Sampling Strategies

In open-ocean oligotrophic water, it is usually practical to assume that a station is in a Case-I water

mass, although some caution must be taken to detect coccolithophorid blooms and suspended coccoliths.
In more turbid coastal transition regimes, however, the classification of the local water mass as Case-i or

Case-2 may be less obvious. In this environment, moreover, Case-1 and Case-2 water masses may both be
present in the domain sampled by a ship. One example of this situation would be Case-1 water within an

eddy-like intrusion from offshore into coastal areas normally occupied by Case-2 water masses. Another

would be Case-2 waters in a major river plume intruding into an ambient Case-1 water mass regime. In
general, a water mass may be categorized as Case-1 if:

1. Gelbstoff [Colored Dissolved Organic Matter (CDOM)] absorption at 380 nm, ag (380), is less
than 0.1 m-_;

2. Total Suspended Particulate Matter (TSM) concentration is less than 0.5 mg L -! (dry weight);

3. measured Lwr_(_.) values, used in the ocean color Case-I algorithm, predict measured
fluorometric chlorophyll a concentration within 35 %; and

4. measured Lw_(7_), used in the ocean color algorithm, predicts measured remote sensing
K(490) within 20 %.

The determination of criterion 2 above (Doerffer pers. comm.) will ordinarily require retrospective
analysis. On the other hand, in situ as(z, 380) profiles (e.g. using an AC9 - see below), radiometric
profiles, and fluoromelric pigment samples can ordinarily be analyzed on board to allow determination of

criteria 1, 3 and 4 shortly after the samples are acquired.

Ocean color Case-1 algorithm development and validation requires measurements from Case-I water

masses spanning a wide range of optical properties and phytoplankton pigment concentrations. In optically
transparent low-chlorophyll oligotrophic water masses, spatial variability is usually small and a station

location and sampling strategy like that discussed above under Initialization and Validation is appropriate.

In high-chlorophyll mesotrophic Case-1 water masses with increased turbidity, mesoscale and smaller

scale variability is often significant. In very productive Case-I water masses, station placement and many
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otheraspectsof samplingschemesaresimilartothosediscussedbelowunderCase-2 Waters: Sampling
Strategy. At algorithm development stations, where measurements need neither be coincident with, nor

matched to, satellite observations, it will be necessary to characterize spatial and temporal variability only

over the relatively short scales distinguishing the separate in-water radiometric, optical, and pigment
measurements. Airborne ocean color, or LIDAR, characterizations of spatial variability in the vicinity of

these stations will not usually be essential, although such additional information may be very helpful.

At stations where data are acquired for algorithm validation, and where a match to concurrent satellite

ocean color measurements is required, it will be necessary to determine the patterns of spatial variability

over a domain extending approximately 20 x 20 Km 2 centered at the station, and to place the ship in a

2 x 2 Km 2 domain over which K(490) and chlorophyll concentrations vary less than 35 % about the mean.

Within a few hours before and after a satellite overpass, in-water measurements should be made at several

random locations to characterize variability within the 2 x 2 Km 2 validation comparison site. In some

cases, it may be possible to determine spatial variability adequately from ship station data and alongtrack

measurements alone. One approach is to measure the alonglrack profile of in situ chlorophyll a
fluorescence at a depth of approximately 3 m, calibrated by filtered samples to determine chlorophyll a

concentration at 15 min intervals (Section 9.5 and Chapter 17). The model of Gordon et al. (1988) may

then be used to estimate LwN(Tt) from the alongtrack chlorophyll profile (Clark et al. 1997). In regions of
strong mesoscale variability, concurrent aircraft ocean color, or LIDAR, measurements are also valuable as

a guide for selecting the ship's location, and as a basis for spatially extrapolating the in-water measurements
to match the much coarser resolution of the satellite ocean color measurements.

Case 2 Waters: Sampling Strategies

Although coastal and continental shelf areas comprise only I0 % of the total ocean area, they provide
roughly half of the oceanic new production and most of the sequesterable DOC (Walsh et al. 1981). These

areas are typically higher in phytoplankton pigment concentration, and may include colored terrigenous
constituents such as CDOM and suspended sediments. In these Case-2 waters, the global color ratio
algorithms break down because twoor more substances with different optical properties are present which
do not co-vary with chlorophyll a concentration. These might be waters with exceptional plankton blooms
(such as red tides), areas discolored by dust transported by the wind from deserts into the sea, or coastal

areas influenced by river discharge of mineral and organic suspended materials, and Colored Dissolved
Organic Materials (CDOM, i.e. gelbstoffe) such as humic acids.

It is not always easy to decide to which case a water mass belongs. As a starting point, the water
belongs to Case-2 if any of the four Case-1 criteria set forth above, are not satisfied. For Case-2 waters

defined by any one of these criteria, it remains a further problem to determine the specific bio-optical
characteristics that distinguish it from Case-1. Case-2 sampling must usually include both the "Required"

and "Highly Desired" variables, as identified in Table 3.1, plus TSM. For example, it may be necessary to
determine complete pigment composition and other optically important characteristics of exceptional
phytoplankton blooms for such planktonic groups as Coccolithophorids, Trichodesmium, diatoms,
cyanobacteria, or dinoflagellates.

To achieve valid comparisons between the ship and satellite data, sharp horizontal gradients and sub-

pixel patchiness must be avoided, and accurate image navigation requires land anchor points near the study
site. Suitable landmarks are usually available in near-shore coastal waters. The other conditions are

difficult to meet in Case-2 water masses, where mesoscale and sub-mesoscale variability is typically very

strong. Sub-pixel variations of no more than + 35 % of the mean pixel chlorophyll will be tolerated, but
variability must be measured and taken into account statistically in the analysis (see below).

From the above generalities, it is clear that significant problems are encountered in near-shore coastal

waters characterized by small-scale patchiness and dynamic variability due to tidal currents. A particular

problem occurs in the shallow areas that are influenced by strong tidal currents - areas that are normally
well mixed during part of the tidal cycle. In the slack water tidal phase, however, a vertical gradient of the
suspended matter concentration may form, which may cause problems in relating water-leaving radiance to
the concentration of suspended matter. During calm periods with strong insolation, even water that is

normally well mixed can become stratified. In these cases, the formation of very dense phytoplankton
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blooms,such as red tides, can be observed. Such blooms will occur in coastal seas when nutrient

concentrations are elevated by the influx of river water. In these circumstances, it is especially critical to
avoid disturbing the vertical stratification of the water column with the ship's propellers.

One approach to sampling in this environment has been suggested by R. Doerffer (pers. comm.). In
order to get a good statistical base, water samples are first taken in a random order within the area under

research. The concentrations derived from the satellite image data are then compared with the ground truth
data by statistical parameters, such as the mean, median, standard deviation, and the shapes of histograms

(frequency distribution). For this type of statistical comparison, only sections of satellite images that match
the area covered by the ship should be analyzed. Water samples and satellite data should also be

temporally concurrent within the same tidal phase to avoid biases due to temporal variability. In these
regimes, analyses to validate algorithms cannot be based on satellite ocean color data directly, but must
instead be based on water-leaving radiance spectra measured in situ (Chapter 10) or from above the water

surface (Chapter 12). This approach has the advantage that water samples and radiance spectra are taken
nearly simultaneously.

Using either flow-through pumping systems, or systems towed outside the ship's wake, fluorometry

can be used to assess chlorophyll patchiness if frequent, i.e. every 10rain to 15 rain, chlorophyll

fluorescence-yield calibration measurements are performed. Towed absorption, scattering, reflectance, and
beam transmission meters can also be used to characterize spatial variability. Within a few hours of the

overpass, the ship should occupy several stations at random locations within a 2 x 2 Km 2 area central to the

area selected for comparison with satellite data. Sampling stations placed across a tidal front during a
satellite overpass may help to identify two different water masses, even when the front has moved.

Comparisons between in situ and satellite data in patchy coastal areas may be enhanced by using horizontal
radiance profiles measured from an aircraft flying at low altitude (Section 9.9). Subsets of such airborne

profiles allow direct comparisons with shipboard data. A corresponding profile may then be extracted from
the satellite image data for a direct comparison to the aircraft trackline profiles. In Case-2 situations, such

direct radiometric comparisons are valuable for validating and tuning local algorithms, but are not
appropriate for satellite ocean color sensor system validation per se.

To validate ocean color atmospheric corrections, water-leaving radiances measured in situ from the

ship should be compared with those derived from the satellite data. Sample matching problems aside,

Case-2 waters are often characterized by strongly varying patchiness in optical properties, pigment
concentrations, and remote sensing reflectance at spatial scales smaller than a single pixel resolution of any

of the current generation of ocean color sensors. Because of the nonlinear relationship between absorption

by pigments, through bb(_,)la(7_), and exact normalized remote-sensing reflectance L_(_,)/ffo(_,)

(Chapters 2, 12 and 13), the pigment concentration derived from spatially averaged satellite radiance data
will systematically underestimate the true spatial average concentration by as much as a factor of 2 when

sub-pixel variability is significant. It is, therefore, essential to describe sub-pixel scale variability in Case-2
waters both statistically and in terms of organized structure. Such a description may be accomplished
through rapid sampling at closely spaced ship stations in combination with airborne ocean color or LIDAR

measurements -- for this purpose, trackline data from low altitudes and high-resolution imagery from high
altitudes are both acceptable (Section 9.9).

Absorption coefficients are large enough in all Case-2 waters to require instrument self-shading

corrections to Lu(0, _,), even though the correction model (Gordon and Ding 1992) has been experimentally

verified only for the case where a(L)r is less than 0.1 (Section 10.4). In extreme Case-2 waters, large
values of spectral absorption may confine the first optical attenuation depth to the top 1 m to 2 m, where it

is difficult to measure remote sensing reflectance in situ. Such short absorption scale lengths lead to

instrument self-shading effects in Lu(0",7_) that are correctable within -5 % only for instruments with
diameters no larger than approximately 1 cm (Gordon and Ding 1992). Radiometers with such a small

shadow cross section are conceptually feasible, and a few prototype instruments exist which may be

suitable, but they are not commercially available, and self-shading sensitivities have not yet been
experimentally verified for these extreme conditions. In these extreme cases, direct in situ measurements

of a(X), c(_,) and _(_,) (Sections 4.6 and 9.4), together with LwN(L), or RRs(X), determined from above-

water radiometric measurements (Chapter 12), may provide the only practical means of developing and
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validatingsemi-analyticCase-2algorithms.Thistopicremainsanimportantareafor near-term research
and development.

9.3 RADIOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS & ANALYSIS PROTOCOLS

In-Water Radiometric Profiles (Chapter 10)

Methods for measuring radiometric profiles of spectral upwelled radiance Lu(z,_,), downward

irradiance Ea(z,J_), upward irradiance Eu(z,k) and surface incident irradiance Es[t(z),_] (above-water) are

presented in Chapter 10. The notation t(z) indicates that Es[t(z),_] is measured simultaneously with the
underwater measurements at depth z. The content of this chapter is largely derived from Mueller and

Austin (1995), but the presentation was reorganized in Revision 2 of the protocols to treat the topic in a
more unified way (Fargion and Mueller 2000, where it appeared as Chapter 9). The measurement methods

protocols address ship shadow avoidance, depth resolution in profiles, acquisition of instrument dark
readings, and instrument attitude alignment. The protocols identify ancillary measurement and metadata to

be acquired and recorded in a log during each radiometric profile measurement. Data analysis
recommendations include methods for determining of the respective diffuse attenuation coefficients

KL(z, _.), Ka(z, _,) and Ku(z, 7_) profiles, extrapolating _(z, 3.) to the surface to determine _(0", Z,) and its

transmission through the interface to estimate water-leaving radiance Lw(7_) and remote sensing reflectance

RRs(_,). The omission of directional notation in these quantities (cf. below) indicates they are oriented

normal to the sea surface, e.g. Lw(L) is emitted from the surface in the zenith direction 0 = 0. The analysis
protocols also address application of instrument calibration factors, dark corrections and depth offsets, as

well as a recommended method for instrument self-shading corrections of Lu(0,_,). The effects that finite

bandwidths and Raman scattering have on the radiometric quantities are briefly reviewed, but the present
version of the protocols does not include a recommended method for corrections related to either

phenomenon. Methods for including Raman scattering corrections in the computation of exact water-

leaving radiance L_ (_) from Lw(_,) are described in Chapter 13.

MOBY, A Radiometric Buoy for Performance Monitoring and Vicarious Calibration of Satellite Ocean
Color Sensors: Measurement and Data Analysis Protocols. (Chapter 11)

The Moored Optical Buoy (MOBY) is a unique ocean color observatory that provides the primary in
situ radiomelric measurements for vicarious calibration of satellite ocean color sensors. MOBY and its

radiometric and optical sensors are maintained and operated at a location just west of the island of Lanai,
Hawaii. The mooring site meets the criteria for validation and initialization measurements, as described in

Section 9.2 above. The radiometers and other sensors on MOBY meet, or exceed, the specifications of
Chapter 5, and the methods used for instrument characterization and calibration, measurements and data

analysis are consistent with the protocols given elsewhere throughout this document. However, the central

role of the MOBY observatory in vicarious calibration of satellite ocean color sensors demands, and

justifies, extraordinary efforts to assure the highest possible compliance with the protocols in every area.

As background for investigators using the MOBY time-series of /_,_ (_,) for vicarious calibration of

satellite ocean color sensors, the MOBY system design, instrument characteristics, and protocols used by
the MOBY Operations Team for sensor characterization and calibration, quality assurance, measurements,
and data analysis are documented in Chapter I 1.

Above-Water Remote-Sensing Reflectance (Chapter 12)

Proposed protocols are reviewed in Chapter 12 for deriving water-leaving radiance

L_(_.,0,_f2rov;0o) and remote-sensing reflectance RRs(_,0,_b_I)rov;0o) from above-water

measurements of radiance emitted from the sea surface and sky at zenith and azimuth angles (0,_) and

(0sky,_ay), respectively, with the sun at zenith angle 0o. In the convention adopted for these protocols,

azimuth angles _bare measured relative to the sun's azimuth. The explicit directional notation used in this
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context arises, because of the directional nature of skylight reflection (Chapter 12) and the bidirectional

nature of ocean's remote sensing reflectance (Chapter 13). Both L,(X,0,¢_Fov;0o) and

RRs (X,0,¢_ flrov;0o) are AOP, which for any combination oflOP in a water mass, are dependent on the

incident radiance distribution at the sea surface. For clear sky conditions, variations in surface radiance

distribution are governed primarily by variations in solar zenith angle 0o and aerosol types and amounts.

For a given radiance distribution, the radiance measurements are sensitive to the observation angles (0,¢)
relative to the sun's principal plane and the unit vector normal to the sea surface, and to a lesser extent, to

the magnitude of the radiometer's solid angle field of view I)_o v sr.

Chapter 12 is organized around 3 alternative proposed RRs (_,, 0,_ _ _Fov;0o ) measurement concepts:

1. Calibrated radiance and irradiance measurements;

2. Uncalibrated radiance and reflectance plaque measurements; and

3. Calibrated polarized surface radiance measurements with modeled irradiance and sky
radiance.

The discussion of provisional protocols for measurement and analysis methods distinguish between special

considerations applicable to methods 1, 2 and 3. Required ancillary measurements include sun photometer
measurements of aerosol optical depth, wind speed and direction, and cloud conditions - variables of

special significance for removing reflected sky radiance from the measured surface radiance. The sky

radiance reflectance of the sea surface, its sensitivity to (0,_) and 0o, and proposed methods for estimating
it under clear and cloudy sky conditions, are reviewed in Section 12.4.

This chapter has not changed significantly from Revision 2 to these protocols (Fargion and Mueller

2000), where it appeared as Chapter 10. The Mueller and Austin (I995) provisional protocols for above-
water radiometric measurements are seriously flawed and should not be used under any circumstances.

Currently, there is no firm basis for recommending any of the three proposed measurement concepts,
and the protocols remain provisional in many respects. For any of the three methods, recommended

viewing angles are (0, _) = (40 °, 135°). Specific recommendations are also made regarding preferred
methods for estimating skylight reflectance under clear and overcast sky conditions; corrections for

skylight reflectance under partially cloudy skies are problematic.

The specific recommendations for viewing angles and skylight correction methods are not

unanimously endorsed by the co-authors of Chapter 12. Z.P. Lee (personal comm.), for example, takes
• • o . . -]

strong exception to the superiority of the 0 = 40 wewmg angle, especially at wind speeds > 5 m s using a

radiometer with a 20 ° FOV (full-angle). In this context, he points out correctly, that the angular and wind-

speed dependencies of the reflectance of the sea surface are both much stronger in the range 30 ° < 0 < 40 °

than they are in the range 20°< 0 < 40 ° . The angular and wind speed W dependencies of surface

reflectance p(0,0",W) closely resemble the inverse of the function 9_(0",0,W) (Chapter 13, Figure 13.4),

as these attributes of that function are dominated by the factor [1-p(0',0,W)] and

p(O,O',W)=p(O',e,w). It is apparent that viewing angle and wind-speed related uncertainties of both

skylight reflection from, and upward radiance transmission through, the interface are much larger at the

larger viewing angles. As a partial exception to this criticism, a 20 ° FOV is probably too large for either

pointing angle, but the point is otherwise well taken.

There are other comments and criticisms in this vein, both from co-authors of Chapter 12 and others in
the community, that should be addressed to update and revise the protocols for above-water radiometric
measurements and analyses in the next revision to this protocol document.
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Normalized Water-Leaving Radiance and Remote-Sensing Reflectance: Bidirectional Reflectance and
Other Factors (Chapter 13)

The water-leaving radiances and remote-sensing reflectances defined in Chapters 9 and 10 are apparent

optical properties which vary as functions of the solar zenith angle 0o, the radiance viewing azimuth and

zenith angles (0, _), the earth-sun distance d on a particular day of the year, the Iransmission of the sun

through the earth's atmosphere, and the ocean's Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF)
('Morel and Gentili 1990, 1993, 1996; Morel et al. 1995). The ocean's BRDF is a function of the sea state

and seawater IOP: a(_,), b(_.), bb(L) and scattering phase function 13(L,W)/b(_.). Chapter 13 reviews the
physical process at the interface and in water that act, in concert with the vector radiance field transmitted

across the interface, to create the ocean BRDF. These process lead, in turn to the bidirectional properties of

water-leaving radiance L w (_., 0,_), normalized water-leaving radiance Lws (_.) (Gordon and Clark 1981),

and remote-sensing reflectance RRs (L,O,_;0o) (Chapter 12). A general method is presented, by which

radiative transfer solutions for particular boundary conditions (the downward radiance field above the

surface and the wind speed dependent surface reflectance) and IOP profiles, may be used to transform

LwN (L) to exact normalized water-leaving radiance ff_ (L), which no longer has bidirectional

properties. For vertically homogeneous Case-1 waters with Chl < 3 mg m "3, Chapter 13 also presents and

describes in detail the characteristics of a simplified, approximate solution for transforming LwN (_.) to

ff_ (_.) ; the IOP are parameterized as functions of Chl, and lookup tables are available on-line over the

Internet (Morel and Maritorena 2001).

Sun and Sky Radiance Measurements (Chapter 14)

Protocols for atmospheric radiometric measurements were addressed only superficially in Mueller and

Austin (1995). A new chapter on this subject firsi appeared as Chapter 11 in Revision 2 to these protocols
(Fargion and Mueller 2000), and is included in the present publication, with only modest editorial
revisions, as Chapter 14. Chapter 14 provides detailed protocols for two types of radiomewic

measurements essential to verify atmospheric correction algorithms and to calibrate vicariously satellite
ocean color sensors. The first type is a photometric measurement of the direct solar beam to determine the

optical thickness of the atmosphere. The intensity of the solar beam can be measured directly, or obtained

indirectly from shadow-band radiometer measurements of diffuse global upper hemispheric irradiance.
The second type is a measurement of the solar aureole and sky radiance distribution using a radiance

distribution camera, or a scanning radiometer viewing in and perpendicular to the solar principal plane.
From the two types of measurements, the optical properties and concentration of aerosols can be derived.

Chapter 14 presents measurement protocols for radiometers commonly used to measure direct

atmospheric transmittance and sky radiance, namely standard sun photometers, fast-rotating shadow-band
radiometers, automating sky scanning systems, and CCD cameras. Discussed are methods and procedures

to analyze and maintain quality control over the data, as well as proper measurement strategies for
evaluating atmospheric correction algorithms and satellite-derived ocean color products.
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9.4 INHERENT OPTICAL PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS AND

ANALYSIS PROTOCOLS

The present version of the protocols does not include a comprehensive, up-to-date set of protocols for
measuring inherent optical properties (IOP). Refer to Chapter 2 the brief discussion in Section 4.6 for more

background on this topic. It is planned to remedy this situation and add IOP protocol chapters to a future

revision of Ocean Optics Protocols, but for the present IOP protocols are presented here only as brief
abstracts of the current state-of-the-art. The main exception to this situation is that detailed protocols for

spectrophotometric measurements of absorption by particles on filters, and by CDOM in filtrate, are

presented in Chapter 15.

In Situ Reflective-Tube Absorption and Beam Attenuation Meters

For the development of bio-optical algorithms describing the inherent and apparent optical properties
of the water, and for algorithms estimating primary productivity, more stringent requirements are

recommended for transmissometer calibration and characteristics. Spectral measurements of beam
transmittance should be made with absolute uncertainties of 0.1% transmittance per meter, or 0.001 m -_

beam attenuation coefficient c(k). It is always best to determine optical properties in situ, if possible.
Sampling variability, changes of light intensities, filtration procedures, and sample degradation over time

all affect the particulate matter and distort its true optical properties as they existed in the ocean, and as
they determine the remote sensing reflectance viewed by a satellite ocean color sensor.

The reflecting tube method has been used to measure spectral absorption in the laboratory for many

decades (James and Birge 1938). In recent years, this method has been adapted for use in the ocean
(Zaneveld et al. 1992). Suitable instruments are now commercially available and are coming into general

use within the oceanographic community. Detailed protocols for using these instruments are not included
in this revision of the Ocean Optics Protocols. This is also the situation regarding their calibration (Section
4.6). As with calibrations, protocols for using the instruments and analyzing the measurements are

provided by the instrument manufacturer. The best known example of this type of instrument is, perhaps

the AC9 manufactured by WETLABS Inc.; protocols and methods for using this instrument and analyzing
its measurements are available at (www.wetlabs.com). As with the AC9 calibration protocols (Section
4.6), extensions to the manufacturer's measurement and analysis protocols are described by Twardowski et

al. (1999) and on the web site maintained by the Oregon State University Optical Oceanography Group at

(http://photon.oce.orst.edu) (S. Pegau, Pers. Comm.). Perhaps the most critical of the protocols and

protocol extensions is the absolute necessity of calibrating the instrument daily with optically pure water if
high quality measurements are to be made at sea (Twardowski et aI. 1999; Pegau, Pers. Comm.).

The reflecting tube does not perfectly gather all scattered light and transmit it to the detector, and as a
result, there is a scattering error on the order of 13 % of the scattering coefficient. This error can be largely

corrected if the beam attenuation coefficient is measured simultaneously. In that case, the scattering

coefficient is obtained as b(_,) = c(_,) - a(_). By assuming that the measured absorption is due to water and

scattering error at a wavelength in the infrared, and by subsequent correction at other wavelengths using a

provisional b(7_), it is possible to correct the spectral absorption to within a few percent of the scattering
coefficient. Only in waters with very high scattering and very low absorption would this error pose a
serious absorption uncertainty (Zaneveld et al. 1994).

Corrections for ambient temperature and salinity (Pegau and Zaneveld 1993; Pegau et al. 1995) require
that a CTD profile (Section 9.6) be acquired in conjunction with a profile made using an AC9 or similar

instrument. It is strongly recommended that a CTD and the absorption and attenuation meter be attached
together on the same profiling package. This ambient temperature correction is in addition to the correction

for the instrument's internal temperature, as determined by the manufacturer's calibration (Section 4.6).

If the intake port of an AC9, or similar in situ reflecting tube meter, is fitted with a large area 0.2 • m

filter, the spectral absorption of the dissolved component can be measured (Twardowski et al. 1999). A
pair of reflecting tube absorption meters can be used thus to determine the separate constituents of

absorption due to particulate and dissolved substances - a distinction of fundamental importance in relating

absorption to remote sensing reflectance. More traditionally, the filtration and spectrophotometry
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techniquesdevelopedoverthelastdecadealsolendthemselveswell to thistask.Usingthemethods
describedinChapter12,thespectralabsorptioncoefficientispartitionedintocomponentsassociatedwith
gelbstoff, pigments, and non-pigmented particles (the latter sometimes referred to misleadingly as detritus).

Absorption Using Gershun's Equation

In situ spectral absorption coefficient profiles can also be measured with spectral radiometers
conforming to the performance specifications listed in Chapter 5, if the radiometric package is extended to

0 0

measure Ed(z,_,) and Eu(z,X), as well as scalar irradiances E d (z,_,) and E u (z,X). This combination may

be approached either using hemispherical collectors to measure upwelling and downwelling hemispherical

irradiances (Hojerslev 1975), or by using cosine collectors on one radiometer in tandem with spherical
collectors on another radiometer. Given these irradiance components, spectral absorption is then computed
using Gershun's equation (Gershun 1939) as

a( z,,q,)=/_ (z,&)_ (z,_,), (9.10)

e(z,Z)
where /_(z,_,) = E d(z,_,)-E u (z,_,) is vector irradiance, _'(z,_,) is the vertical attenuation coefficient for

U 0 O

vector irradiance, and scalar u-radiance E(z,L) = Ea (z,_)+ E u (z,_,) (see also Chapter 2).

Comparisons between absorption profiles measured using Gershun's equation with /_(z,_) and
0

E (z, _,) (scalar irradiance) data, and absorption profiles measured with a reflecting tube instrument, agreed

within 8% (Pegau et aI. 1994). This level of agreement iS well within the calibration uncertainties of the

particular prototype instruments used for that experiment, which were approximately 10% uncertainties in
both the scalar irradiance radiometer and in the reflecting tube instrument. Less than 5% uncertainties in

absorption are expected in future experiments, assuming the data are properly averaged to remove near-

surface irradiance fluctuations caused by surface waves (Zaneveld et al. 2001). In very clear oligotrophic
water, moreover, uncertainty in water absorption values may make it impossible to realize this level of
relative agreement.

Radiometers equipped with hemispherical irradiance collectors, a prerequisite to application of this

method, have only recently become commercially available (HOBILABS Inc; www.hobilabs.com). To
date, there is insufficient community experience, in the form of published results based on measurements

with this instrument, to include more detailed protocols and uncertainty estimates for this approach.
Expanded protocols for Gershun measurements of absorption may appear in a future revision to this
document.

Absorption Spectrophotometry of Filtered Particles and Dissolved Materials (Chapter 15)

Protocols in Chapter 15, by Mitchell et aI., describe methods for filtering seawater to capture
suspended particles on GF/F filters, and for measuring the absorption spectra of the particle-laden filters

with a laboratory spectrophotometer. Methods are also described for extracting phytoplankton pigments
from the filters, and measuring the residual spectrum of particulate materials other than phytoplankton.
Finally, laboratory methods are also described for measuring the absorption spectrum of CDOM in filtered

seawater samples. The material in this chapter derives from the results of recent experimental

intercomparison workshops in which the authors participated, as well as from the published literature.

Comparative Analyses of Absorption Coefficients

Data from a reflective tube absorption and beam attenuation meter may be analyzed to obtain vertical

profiles of a(z,k), ag(z,_.), and c(z,7_), and by difference b(z,_.) = c(z,_) - a(z,_.) and ap(z,_) = a(z,_,) - ag(z,_.).
Optical density spectra for filtrate and filtered water samples (Chapter 15) may be analyzed to obtain

independent measures of ag(z,_.), ap(z,_,), and ad(z,_.), and by difference a_(z,_.)= ap(z,_,)- ad(z,L).
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Methodsfor mergingandcomparingthetwoindependenttypesof absorptionmeasurements,andfor
interpretingtheresultsintermsofremotesensingreflectance,arethesubjectofcurrentlyactiveresearchby
severalinvestigators.Futurerevisionsthisdocumentmaybeexpectedtocontainextensivemodifications
andextensionsoftheseprotocols.

Single-Wavelength Transmissometers

Single wavelength transmissometers based on Light Emitting Diode (LED) sources have been in
widespread use for more than 20 years. The initial LED transmissometers all measured beam transmission

in the red, at wavelengths near 660 rim. Based on recent improvements in LED technology,
transmissometers of this type are now also available at blue and green wavelengths. The discussion in

Section 4.6 related to the calibration of this type of transmissometer is also relevant to the present
subsection.

The windows on the beam transmissometer must be cleaned with lens cleaner, or a mild detergent
solution, and a soft cloth, or tissue, rinsed with distilled water, then rinsed with isopropyl alcohol and wiped
dry. An approximate air calibration reading should be made before every cast to verify that the windows
are clean. A transmissometer dark voltage should also be measured at this time. These on-deck air

calibrations should be logged and compared to the more careful air calibrations done under dry laboratory
conditions before and after each cruise (Section 4.6). If pre- and post-cruise air calibrations are

significantly different, the time history should indicate whether the change occurred suddenly (e.g. a
scratch in the window), or as a drift over time.

Raw beam transmissometer voltage profiles, ]7(z), are ftrst corrected for any range-dependent bias of

the A/D data acquisition system [Equation (4.1)]. The corrected voltages, ]?(z), are then further adjusted

for instrument drift (occurring subsequent to the factory calibration) with the equation

V(z)= V(z)--Vd_ , (9.11)

where V_ is the instrument's current dark response with the light path blocked, and V_, and V,,r are,

respectively, the current air calibration voltage (Section 4.6) and the air calibration voltage recorded when

the instrument was calibrated at the factory. V(z) is then converted to transmittance, T, (z,)_) over the

transmissometer's path length, r [m']], following the manufacturer's instructions for the particular

instrument. The beam attenuation coefficient c(z,Z,) is then computed as

c(z,Jl,) =--lr In [T _(z,,q.)], m". (9.12)

The apparent values of c(z,3.) should be further corrected, again following the manufacturer's instructions,

for the finite acceptance angle of the instrument's receiver; this is usually a small, but significant,
correction. Finally, the beam attenuation coefficient due to particles is computed as

Cp(z,/1.)= c(z,/1.)-c,, (;I.), (9.13)

where c,, (X) is the beam attenuation coefficient, i.e., c,, (_.) = a,, (Z.)+b,, (Z.) for pure water. The

recommended values of a,, (_,) are Pope and Fry (1997), and of b,, (_.) are Morel (1974) over the spectral

range of interest here (Section 4.6 and Chapter 2).

Scattering Coefficient Determinations

Given measurements of absorption and beam attenuation coefficients, corrected as outlined above, the
volume scattering coefficient may computed simply as

b(z,_.) = c(z,_)-a(z,_), m "t. (9.14)
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Volume Scattering Function and Backscattering Meters

The relationships between the volume scattering function 13(L, tF), the integral moment measurements

(A-,CF;c) made by scattering sensors, and the backscattering coefficient bb (_.) are explained in Chapter 2

and Section 4.6. That information will not be repeated here. Maffione and Dana (1996) describe the

methods for estimating bb (Z,) from scattering measurements at a single angle in the backward direction,

e.g. using a HOBILABS HydroScat instrument and following protocols provided by the manufacturer

(www,hobilabs.com). WETLABS provides protocols for estimating bb(_.) from scattering measurements at
3 angles using their ECO-VSF instrument (www.wetlabs.com). Boss and Pegau (2001) modified these

algorithms by partitioning i_(_,,tF) into components associated with particles and pure water to obtain

more accurate estimates of bb (2,), especially in clear, oligotrophic waters (see the discussion in Section

4.6).

Stramska et al. (2000) combined measured IOP and AOP in a radiative transfer model, and calculated

backscattering coefficients agreeing with measurements using a HydroScat sensor within reasonable

uncertainty. As emphasized in Section 4.6, while discussing the methods for calibrating scattering sensors,

additional research and evaluation are needed to address several key questions before the community will
converge on a consensus supporting detailed protocols for backscattering measurements.

Laboratory Measurements of Scattering in Water Samples

Tassan and Ferrari (1995) proposed a method for measuring backscattering and total scattering using a
standard dual-beam spectrophotometer and integrating sphere. Balch et aL (I999) describe methods for

estimating backscattering coefficients using a commercial benchtop laser device. A comprehensive review
and development of protocols for methods of this type are deferred to a later revision to this document.

9.5 BIOGEOCHEMICAL AND BIO-OPTICAL PROTOCOLS

High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) Measurements and Analysis (Chapter 16)

Mueller and Austin (1995) simply adopted the JGOFS HPLC protocols for measuring phytoplankton
pigment concentrations by reference (UNESCO 1994), and supplemented them with some brief instructions

on sampling and sample handling procedures. Although this approach embraced protocol documentation

describing a complete methodology, and represented a community consensus, the lack of a comprehensive
end-to-end protocol statement has proved to be a source of confusion and debate within the ocean color

community. Furthermore, the JGOFS protocols (UNESCO 1994) specified that pigment concentrations

should be reported in units of pigment mass per mass of seawater (ng Kg-1), rather than in units of pigment
mass per volume of seawater (either gtg L "1, or mg m3). The use of volumetric concentrations is critical

because radiative transfer in the ocean, and absorption by pigments, are volumetric processes. One could
use the mass concentration values preferred by JGOFS, but it would be essential to supplement them with
densities computed from CTD data, and make the conversion to volumetric concentrations. Therefore, a
complete set of protocols for HPLC measurement of phytoplankton pigment concentrations was added as

Chapter 13 of Revision 2.0 to the Ocean Optics Protocols (Fargion and Mueller 2000), and an updated

version of that chapter appears in the present document as Chapter 16. Chapter 16 provides complete
protocols for obtaining water samples, filtering them, freezing the filtered samples in liquid nitrogen,
sample handling and storage, extraction, HPLC calibrations and measurements, data analysis and quality
control.

Ftuorometric Measurement of Chlorophyll a Concentration (Chapter 17)

For reasons similar to those described above for HPLC pigment measurements, it was decided that the

protocols for fluorometric measurement of chlorophyll a and phaeopigments were too briefly abstracted in

Mueller and Austin (1995). Therefore, new detailed protocols for this measurement were added as Chapter
14 to Revision 2 (Fargion and Mueller 2000), and an updated version of those protocols appears in the
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presentdocumentasChapter17. Chapter17providescompleteprotocolsfor obtainingwatersamples,
filteringthem,freezingthefilteredsamplesin liquidnitrogen,samplehandlingandstorage,extraction,
fluorometercalibrationsandmeasurements,dataanalysisandqualitycontrol.

In addition,Chapter17discussesgeographicandtemporalvariabilityin therelationshipbetween
fluorometricchlorophyllconcentrationsandcombinedconcentrationsof totalchlorophyllpigments
determinedby theHPLCmethods(Chapter16). It is botheasierandlessexpensiveto measure
chlorophylla and pheopigment concentrations using the fluorometric method, which has the added
advantage of allowing shipboard analyses at sea during lengthy cruises. When these data are used for
remote sensing algorithm development or validation, however, regional and temporal (i. e. cruise-to-cruise)

dispersions and/or biases may be introduced unless the fluorometric data are first statistically adjusted (on a

local basis) to agree with HPLC determinations of the concentration of total chlorophylls. A cost-effective
strategy is to acquire, on each cruise, a majority of filtered pigment samples for fluorometric chlorophyll a

and pheopigment analysis, supplemented by a smaller number of replicate samples for HPLC pigment

analysis. The HPLC replicates should provide a representative distribution over geographic location, depth
and time during a cruise, and will be used to determine a local regression relationship between the two

measurements. This approach is now required for pigment data submitted for SeaBASS archival and
SIMBIOS validation analysis.

Finally, Chapter 17 includes protocols for measuring and analyzing profiles of in situ fluorescence by
chlorophyll a, F(z) (Table 3.1). Together with c(z,660) profiles (Section 9.4), the structure of F(z) provides

valuable guidance for selecting depths of water samples, analyses of structure in K(z,_,) derived from

radiometric profiles, and various aspects of quality control analysis. It is often useful to also digitally
record one-minute averages of F(z, lat, lon) in water pumped from a near-surface depth (z- 3 m) to

measure horizontal variability while underway steaming between stations, especially in water masses where
mesoscale and sub-mesoscale variability is strong (Section 9.2). If supplemented by frequent fluorometric

chlorophyll a samples filtered from the flow-through system, the alongtrack profile of F(z, lat, lon) can be

calibrated in units of chlorophyll a concentration (mg m- ).

Phycoerythrin and other Phycobiliproteins

R_(_) may be enhanced by fluorescence by phycoerythrin (PE) in a band near 565 nm (e.g. Hoge et

al. 1998; Wood et al. 1999). The detection from aircraft of laser-induced phycoerythrin fluorescence is
already well established (Hoge et al. 1998). It is more difficult to detect and quantify solar induced

phycoerythrin fluorescence, but some work has been done in that area as well (Morel et al. 1993; Morel
1997; Hoge et al. 1999; Subramaniam et al. 1999).

Various phycoerythrins differ from one another in chromophore composition. All phycoerythrins

contain phycoerythrobilin cttromophores [PEB; maximum a(_,) near k - 550 nm]; many others also contain

phycourobilin chromophores [PUB; maximum a(7_) near _-500nm], which extends the range of

wavelengths absorbed by the pigment molecule into the blue regions of the spectrum. The ratio of
PUB:PEB chromophores in the PE pigments synthesized by different Synechococcus strains greatly affects

the absorption spectrum of the whole ceils (Wood et aI. 1985). Clearly, the dependence of a(_,) on the

PUB:PEB ratio of phycoerythrin will affect also Rm(k) in water masses dominated by cyanobacteria. The

PUB:PEB ratio for the PE in a given water mass may be characterized using scanning fluorescence
spectroscopy (Wood et al., 1999; Wyman, 1992).

The measurement of phycoerythrin is not yet as routine, nor as accurate, as the measurements of
chlorophylls and carotenoids. The techniques introduced by Stewart and Farmer (1984) work well for

measuring biliproteins in freshwater and estuarine species, but are less successful for natural populations of
marine species. Wyman (1992) reported a linear relationship between the in vivo fluorescence emission
intensity of PE measured in the presence of glycerol and the PE content of Synechococcus strain WH7803.

Scanning spectral fluorescence measurements have been used to estimate PE concentration of extracted

bulk samples (Vernet et al., 1990). Nevertheless, there are few direct measurements of separated PE
proteins from natural samples. High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis (HPCE) is a powerful
analytical tool currently used in clinical, biochemical, pharmaceutical, forensic, and environmental

research. In HPCE, high voltages (typically 10-30 KV) are used to separate molecules rapidly in narrow-
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bore(25-100g.m),fused-silicacapillariesbasedondifferencesin thecharge-to-massratioof theanalytes.
HPCEisanautomatedanalyticalseparationsystemwithreducedanalysistimesandon-linequantification
of compounds,ideallysuitedto the separationandquantificationof water-solubleproteins(like
phycobilins)fromseawater.HPCEmethodsforseparationanalysesofphycoerythrinfromcyanobacterial
culturesandnaturalsamplesarecurrentlyunderdevelopmentandmaybeincludedinafuturerevisionto
theoceanopticsprotocols(C.Kinkade,Pers.Comm.).

Suspended Particulate Matter

All total suspended particulate material (TSM) dry weight (mg L q) will be determined gravimetrically
as outlined in Strickland and Parsons (1972) 5. In general, samples are filtered through preweighed 0.4 • m

polycarbonate filters. The filters are washed with three 2.5 -5.0 mL aliquots of DIW and immediately
dried, either in an oven at 75 ° C, or in a dessicator. The filters are then reweighed in a laboratory, back on
shore, using an electrobalance with at least seven digits of precision.

Particle Size Distributions

Particle size distributions can potentially provide important information about the shape of the volume

scattering function, which strongly influences the bidirectional aspects of remote-sensing reflectance

(Chapter 13 and, e.g., Morel and Gentili 1996). Particle size distributions have been measured for many

years using Coulter Counters and related to IOP, including c(_) (e.g. Kitchen et al. 1982). More recently,
several investigators have used the Spectrix Particle Size Analyzer to measure particle size distributions.

Again, specific manufacturers and equipment items ate mentioned here as examples only and no
recommendations are to be implied. Protocols for measurements and analyses of particle size distributions
(e.g., Chapter 11) are not included in this version of the ocean optics protocols, but should be written and
added to a future revision.

9.6 ANCILLARY MEASUREMENTS AND METADATA

The "Required" and "Highly Desired" ancillary measurements and metadata are listed in Table 3.1.

Ancillary observations are often of key importance in flagging and interpreting apparently aberrant data. In

addtion, some of ancillary measurements are essential for corrections to optical measurements, for example
the Temperature and Salinity dependence of spectral absorption by pure water must be used in the

processing and analysis of AC9 data (Pegau and Zaneveld 1993; Pegau et aL 1997). Metadata peculiar to a
particular type of measurement, such as instrument calibration information, serial numbers, etc., are

specificied in the protocols for making those measurements. The present section identifies recommended

methods for acquiring and recording the information and data of more general applicability.

Logbooks

The person, or group, making a particular set of measurements normally maintains a separate logbook
to record complete metadata unique to a particular instrument, including names of measurement and dark

reference data files. It is the chief scientist's responsibility to also maintain a master logbook in which
essential metadata (event, time, location) and general environmental conditions are recorded to link all

measurements and samples acquired at each station. At the end of each cruise, the chief scientist should

also obtain a photocopy of the ship's bridge log from the vessel's master.

Wind Speed and Direction

If possible, anemometer measurements of wind speed and direction should be recorded continuously
throughout each station, and underway between stations if alongtrack data are recorded. As a precaution,
the wind speed and direction should be read and recorded manually in the master and individual instrument

s In previous versions of the Ocean Optics Protocols (Mueller and Austin 1992, 1995; Fargion and Mueller

2000), it was incorrectly stated that suitable protocols were part of the JGOFS core measurements protocols
(UNESCO 1994). The JGOFS protocols do not include TSM measurements of the type specified here.
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logentriesfor eachmeasurementmadeduringastation.If theonlyavailableanemometerisnotdigitally
recorded,thesemanuallogentrieswillobviouslybetheonlyrecordavailable.

Barometric Pressure

Surface barometric pressure should be read from both the ship's barometer, and from any barometer

that is part of an automatically recorded meteorological system, and recorded in the chief scientist's master
logbook. This information should be manually logged at the beginning, end, and hourly during sampling at

each station. If possible, it is also desirable to digitally record barometric pressure, along with wind speed
and direction, throughout each station and while steaming between stations, if other alongtrack
meteorological data are recorded.

Cloud Conditions

The percent of the sky covered by clouds should be logged at the time of each measurement event.
Identification of cloud types, including such comments as "thin cirrus", is "Highly Desired", but not

"Required" (Table 3.1). It is also very useful, for broken and partial overcast conditions, to comment on

the relationship between locations of clouds and the zenith and azimuth angles of the sun and satellite, and
whether the sun is occluded. For validation cruises, predictions of approximate satellite and solar zenith
and azimuth angles for given locations and days are available on request from the SIMBIOS Project Office.

All-sky photographs, using a digital camera equipped with a fisheye lens are useful documentation of

sky conditions. Digital photographs of segments of the sky, using a camera with a smaller field-of-view
lens, are also useful if annotated with zenith and azimuth pointing angles.

Wave Height

The overall wave height, peak to trough in m, estimated visually by a trained and experienced observer

is adequate for purposes of these protocols. As is explained in any introductory textbook on general
oceanography, this type of height estimate closely corresponds to Significant Wave Height, defined as the
average of the highest one-third waves in a 20 min record of measured wave _nplitudes. More

sophisticated measurements of ocean surface wave characteristics are beyond the scope of these protocols.

Where the protocols for a particular measurement require it, e.g. above-water remote-sensing reflectance

protocols (Chapter 12) or computation of/__ (_,), the wave slope spectrum is calculated from wind speed.

Estimates of the percent of the surface covered by whitecaps are also useful as comments, but this may

usually be adequately estimated from wind speed as well. Digital photographs of the sea surface conditions
are useful documentation of sea state and whitecap conditions at the time of radiometric measurements.

Secchi Depth

A Secchi Disk is a white circular disk, approximately 25 cm in diameter, attached to a line marked with

a stripe at 25 cm intervals and a broader stripe (or double stripe) at each full meter. A lead weight (-5 Kg)
is attached to the bottom of the rig to maintain the disk in a horizontal orientation as it is lowered and raised
through the water. The disk should be lowered through the ship's shadow on the side away from the sun to

reduce surface glint. The observer pays out the line, lowering the disk until it just disappears from his view

and then raises it until just the depth where it again becomes discernable. The depth indicated by the line
markings at the water surface when the disk disappears from the observer's view is recorded as Secchi
depth in m.

At depths shallower than Secchi depth, the high reflectance of the white disk (~90 %) produces a target
with strong visual contrast to the lower reflectance (-2 %) of the ambient water column. As the disk is
lowered deeper in the water, irradiance illuminating the disk is reduced and the light reflected from it is

also attenuated during its transmittance to the sea surface. Therefore, the apparent contrast between the

target and surrounding water is reduced with increasing depth, until at Secchi depth, the contrast disappears
between the target and water column. The reader interested in a more quantitative analysis and
interpretation of Secchi depth should begin with the treatment by Preisendorfer (1986).
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Secchidepthshouldbetakenatleastonceateachstationandrecordedinthechiefscientist'smaster
log,andin theseparatelogbooksmaintainedforradiometric,IOPandCTD-Rosetteprofiles.It is the
author'sexperiencethatin opticallydeepwatermasses,Secchidepths,in m,displaya stronglinear
correlationwithK(490) -1, also in m. K(490) is the diffuse attenuation coefficient Ka(z,490) averaged over

the top diffuse attenuation length, and its inverse corresponds to the depth at which measured Ed(z,490) is

37 % of Eel(0, 490). A useful quality control procedure is to plot Secchi depth against K(490) for every

station on a cruise. Departures from a strong linear trend between these variables are indicative of either

suspect data, or of anomalous conditions. For instance, if bottom reflectance is significant at a station, then
the Secchi depth from that station will be significantly less than that predicted by its deep water correlation
with K(490) 1. This occurs because the ambient background brightness is enhanced by light reflected by

the bottom, and the disk's contrast disappears at a shallower depth that would have occurred in deeper
water with the same K(490).

Conduct&ity, Temperature and Depth ( CTD) Profiles

Although Temperature T(z) and Salinity S(z) profiles measured with a CTD are listed as only "Highly
Desired" in Table 3.1, these measurements are essential for corrections to in situ absorption measurements

(see above). Moreover, the availability of a combined CTD and Rosette-sampling system strongly affects
the quality of discrete water samples acquired to measure phytoplankton pigment concentrations, which are

important "Required" measurements. This is particularly true if the CTD+Rosette system is also equipped
with a single-wavelength beam transmissometer to measure, e.g., c(z,660) (Section 9.4), and a fluorometer

to measure in situ chlorophyll a fluorescence intensity F(z) (Section 9.5). The recommended sampling

protocol is to measure, and display in real time on a computer monitor during the downcast, profiles of
T(z), S(z), the sea water density anomaly ct(z), c(z,660), and F(z). The profile of ct(z) provides the best

indicator of the depth of the mixed layer and strength of the underlying pycnocline. Structure in the T(z)

and S(z) profiles may be used to indicate the presence of interleaving water masses with possibly different
bit-optical origins and characteristics. The F(z) profiles will identify depths of subsurface maxima and

strong gradient features in the chlorophyll profile. The cp (z,660)=c(z,660)-c,, (z,660) profile will

reveal depths of gradients, maxima, and minima in the concentration of suspended particulates. This

graphical information can be used to quickly select appropriate depths at which water samples will best
represent the bit-optical structure of the water column. Finally, during the upcast, the CTD+Rosette

package is stopped at each selected depth, a selected bottle is closed, and its identification number and
digitally displayed depth from the CTD unit are recorded in the water sample log.

The combined CTD, transmissometer and fluorescence profiles should be measured in conjunction
with, preferably immediately before and after, the irradiance and radiance profile measurements. This is
feasible, because more than one cast is typically required to obtain enough water samples for all

measurements on each station. The cp(z,660) and F(z) profiles are very useful as guides for, and constraints

on, the determinations of attenuation coefficients K(z,7_) from the radiometric profiles (Chapter 10). These
data are also useful information for analyses to develop and validate pigment and primary productivity
algorithms. Vertical profiles of CTD should be measured to at least the depth of the deepest bit-optical

profile. If the station schedule will permit it, sections of CTD casts extending to 500 m, or deeper, will be
useful for computing relative quasi-geostrophic currents and shear that may affect the advection and mixing

of bit-optical properties during a cruise.

If possible, a few deep (1,500 m depth or greater) CTD and bottle sample profiles should be made

during each cruise to obtain data for calibrating the L-_fD's conductivity probe. During these CTD
calibration casts, water samples should be taken at depths where the vertical gradient of salinity is very

small. This practice will minimize errors in the conductivity calibration resulting from the spatial

separation of the water bottle and CTD profile. The bottled salinity samples may be stored for post-cruise
analyses ashore at a laboratory equipped with an accurate salinometer and IAPSO Standard Seawater, if
suitable equipment and standard water are not available aboard the ship (Section 4.9).

Each CTD profile should be prefiltered to remove any depth reversal segments resulting from violent

ship or hydrowire motions. This will remove many instances of salinity spiking, an artifact which occurs
when water temperature changes at a faster rate than the conductivity probe can follow. The CTD data
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shouldthenbeprocessedtoprofilesof potential temperature (°C), salinity (Practical Salinity Units [PSU]
based on the Practical Salinity Scale of 1978, PSS78), and density (kg m"s) using the algorithms that have

been endorsed by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization

(UNESCO)/SCOR/International Council of Exploration of the Seas (ICES)/IAPSO Joint Panel on
Oceanographic Tables and Standards, and also by SCOR Working Group 51 (Fofonoff and Millard 1983).

At this stage, each set of CTD profiles should be carefully examined to detect any significant static

instability artifacts resulting from salinity spiking. After any such major artifacts are removed by editing,

the data should be further smoothed by averaging temperature and conductivity data into 2 m depth bins,
and the final profiles of salinity, density, and other derived parameters should be recomputed using the
smoothed CTD profile.

For any hydrographic station, descriptive hydrographic analyses should include T-S profile

characterizations of water masses. Features in the density profile that appear to be related to physical
mixing and stability should be compared with features in the corresponding bio-optical profiles. CTD

profiles from horizontal transects (i.e., two-dimensional grids) should be used in the computation of two-
dimensional sections, or three-dimensional gridded arrays, for such variables as geostrophic currents,

temperature, salinity, and the density anomaly t_t. These analysis products, together with corresponding
two- or three-dimensional representations of bio-optical variability, can be used to estimate the relative

importance of advection and isopycnal mixing in redistributing or modifying upper ocean optical properties
during a cruise.

Metadata

For each water sample and measured variable (of all categories) listed in Table 3.1, it is critical to

record the date, time (UTC), and geographic position (latitude and longitude in decimal degrees to the

nearest 0.001 °) of its acquisition or measurement. Position and time metadata should be obtained using a

Global Positioning System receiver, if possible.

Depths of measurements made with profiling instruments are usually recorded electronically in the
profile data records and files. If measurements are made at depths determined by means other than a
pressure transducer integrated with the data acquisition system, then the source of that information must be

logged (e.g. reference to another file containing time synchronized depth records from an independent

instrument on the same package). In the case of a visually read depth scale (e.g. line markings, or a rigid

scale attached above an instrument), as is sometimes done to obtain depths with uncertainty < 1 em in very
turbid Case-2 waters under calm conditions, each individual depth must be identified with the measurement
and entered in a logbook.

The depth from which each water sample is acquired must be recorded in a log, together with all other

information required for each measurement to be made from that sample, including pigments (Chapters 16
and 17) and spectrophotometric absorption measurements (Chapter 15). This depth is ordinarily read from

the CTD system attached to a rosette sampler. If a CTD, or other instrument equipped with a pressure
transducer, and rosette sampler are not used (e.g. as with bottles hung directly on the hydro-wire), then the

method used to determine bottle depth on closing must be fully described, together with an estimate of the
uncertainty in each depth, in comments accompanying the data.

Wire angles should be logged at different depths during each instrument and bottle sampling cast.
These entries are critically important for radiometric casts, and for bottle casts when a CTD+Rosette
system is not used.

The depth of the water column should be read from the vessel's fathometer and recorded in the log. If

the water depth exceeds the range of the fathometer, the recorded depth should be taken from a navigation
chart. The distance off the ship of a profiling radiometer, and its direction, and that of the sun, relative to

the ship's heading provides an important indication of the likelihood that ship shadow effects may be

present in the data. Similarly, the ship's heading relative to the sun may help identify possible shading (or

reflection) artifacts in Es(3.) if the shipboard reference radiometer cannot be mounted higher than all masts,

antennas, and superstructure elements. It is usually adequate to simply enter a sketch in the log showing

the sun and package positions relative to the ship. Of course if the ship's compass heading (in degrees -
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MagneticorTrue)arerecorded,thesolarazimuthandzenithmaybeeasilycomputedfromthetimeand
positionmetadata.

9.7 RADIOMETRIC AND OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS FROM
MOORED AM DRIFTING BUOYS

Radiometric and bio-optical measurements from buoys are becoming increasingly common within the

ocean color and bio-optical research community. The Moored Optical Buoy (MOBY), a sophisticated
radiometric array sited in the lee of Lanai, Hawaii, has proved a key source of water-leaving radiance data
for radiometric validation and vicarious calibration of OCTS, SeaWiFS and MODIS ocean color systems
(Chapter 11; Clark et al. 1997; Fargion et al. 1999). The protocols used to acquire time series data at the
highly specialized MOBY observatory, as a primary reference for vicarious calibration of satellite ocean

color sensors, are documented here in Chapter 11. Other examples of long-term moored arrays

incorporating commercially available radiometers of the same type used for underwater profiles (Chapters
5, 6 and 10) include the bio-optical sensors on the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean mooring array (Chavez et
al. 1998), the Bermuda Test-bed Mooring (Dickey 1995) and a mooring in Bedford Basin (Cullen et al.

1997). Examples of radiometers mounted on drifting buoys, and applications to ocean color science, are
described in Abbott et al. (1995) and Cullen et aL (1997).

The applications of moored radiometric arrays within a satellite ocean color validation sampling
strategy axe briefly described in Section 9.3. There is a powerful potential for combining satellite ocean
color imagery with data from moored and drifting radiometers and bio-optical sensors for cost-effective

long term monitoring of the ocean. A prime example of this potential was the description of the biological
and chemical response of the Equatorial Pacific Ocean to the 1997-98 E1 Nino observed by combining time

series of SeaWiFS and AVHRR imagery with bio-optical and chemical data from the TAO array (Chavez
et al. 1999). Cullen et at. (1997) and Schofield et al. (1999) discuss the combined roles of optical buoys

and satellite ocean color image data in proposed systems for monitoring harmful algal blooms. Although
the present scope of the Ocean Optics Protocols does not embrace a monitoring sampling strategy, it may
be appropriate and beneficial to do so in a future revision.

It is planned to add a new chapter to future revision of these protocols that will further address the

specialized aspects of radiometric, IOP and fluorometric measurements from buoys. These special
considerations include the need to extrapolate radiometric measurements made at fixed near-surface depths
to the surface, and bio-fouling of windows and other optical surfaces during extended, unattended

deployments. In the present version of the protocols (Revision 3), some of these topics are covered in
Chapter 11, as they apply to the MOBY radiometric observatory. The new chapter will address more

general applications and methods associated with long-term deployments of moored and drifting bio-
optical buoys that cannot be tended to as frequently and closely as is MOBY.

9.9 AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS

Many references are made in the protocols, for example in Section 9.2, to potential applications of

airborne measurements in validation of satellite ocean color systems and data products. Unfortunately,
protocols comparable to those in Chapters 5, 6 and 10- 12, describing accepted instruments and methods

for in situ ocean radiometry, have not yet been distilled and articulated for airborne remote sensing. An
effort will be made to enlist the input of such protocols from key members of the aircraft ocean remote

sensing community as an addition to a future protocol revision. For the present, some of the discussion of
this topic in Mueller and Austin (1995) is abstracted below.

Airborne measurements of fluorescence by chlorophyll, CDOM, and phycoerythrin, both by LASER

and solar excitation, are useful to evaluate spatial and temporal variability near ship and mooring stations
and to provide independent assessments ofbio-optical algorithms (e.g. Hoge et al. 1998, 1999).

Airborne ocean color data may also be used to determine spatial variability in ocean optical properties
during shipboard algorithm development and validation experiments. Ocean color may be measured from

aircraft using either imaging radiometers (usually flown at high altitude), or single FOV spectral
radiometers (usually flown at low altitude to measure profiles of ocean color beneath an aircraft's
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trackline).Aircraftmeasurementsobservethehorizontalvariabilityin oceancolorradiancespectraon
spatialscalesthataremuchsmallerthanindividualpixelsinsatelliteoceancolorimages;therefore,these
dataaremorecomparabletoshipboardmeasurements.Ataqualitativelevel,thisinformationcanindicate
howwellshipboardradiometricandbio-opticalmeasurementscanbecomparedto satelliteoceancolor
dataat typically1Km pixelresolution.In thiscontext,airborneoceancolormeasurementswill be
especiallyvaluableinproductiveCase-1andCase-2waters,wherevariabilityin oceanopticalproperties
canbelargeovermesoscaleandsmallerdistances.Synopticmapsof oceancolordistributionscanbe
advantageouslyutilizedtoguidesamplingbyships.Theycanalsobeusedtoplacein-waterdatafroman
individualstationin contextwithrespectto nearbyvariability,andthusprovidea basisfor spatial
interpolationandaveragingwhencomparingin-waterbio-opticalmeasurementswith,e.g., SeaWiFS image
data. This application can be accomplished using aircraft radiometers meeting somewhat less stringent

performance specifications than is demanded for direct validation comparison between satellite and aircraft
radiance measurements.

For more quantitative work, an airborne radiometer's characteristics must be comparable to radiometric

specifications of Chapter 5. Moreover, accurate corrections must be applied for atmospheric and surface
reflection (sun and sky glitter) effects. Methods for atmospheric correction and estimation of normalized
water-leaving radiances from high altitude airborne ocean color imagery are nearly identical to, and as

challenging as, those methods which must be applied to satellite ocean color sensor data itself (Carder et al.
1993 and Hamilton et al. 1993). These problems and their solutions lie beyond the scope of the ocean

optical protocols per se, at least in this revision.
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Chapter 10

In-Water Radiometric Profile Measurements and Data

Analysis Protocols.

James L. Mueller

Center for Hydro-Optics and Remote Sensing, San Diego State University, California

10.1 INTRODUCTION

Determinations of in-water spectral downwelling irradiance E d (z, _.), upwelling irradiance E. (z, _.)

and upwelling irradiance L. (z,_.), both near the surface and as vertical profiles, are required for

calibration and validation of the water-leaving radiance as retrieved from the SeaWiFS and other satellite

ocean color sensors. Near-surface measurements should profile through at least the top three optical depths

to reliably extrapolate to z = 0; it is essential to obtain a profile through at least the top optical depth. To
better characterize the water column for remote sensing applications, e.g., primary productivity estimation,

deeper vertical profiles should be made to 200 m, or seven diffuse attenuation depths whenever possible.

Sea bed reflection influences on L. (z,_.) and E. (z,_.) should be avoided for satellite ocean color sensor

validation and algorithm development by collecting data only from water deeper than six diffuse

attenuation depths for E d (490) ; remote sensing applications for optically shallow situations where bottom

reflectance is present are not within the scope of these protocols.

At the present state of the art, the most reliable in situ method of determining water-leaving radiance

Lw (L) is to extrapolate an in-water profile measurement of L. (z,_.) to the sea surface to estimate

L. (0-,9_). Then, Lw(_)=t L, (0-,_.)n -2, where t is the upward Fresnel transmittance of the air-sea

interface (-0.975) and n is the refractive index of seawater. It is also necessary to measure incident spectral

irradiance E s (_.) above the sea surface to determine remote sensing reflectance RRs (_)= L w (Z,)/E s (3.).

Recent intercomparisons have demonstrated the uncertainty in L w (_.) and Ru (_.) determined by this

approach to be < 5 % under varied cloud and sea state conditions and for Case 1 waters, at least in the sense
of internal consistency of the measurements (Hooker and Maritorena 2000). To date, the best demonstrated

uncertainties are >10 % in RRs (_.) determined from above-water measurements of water and sky radiances

and E s (_.) (see Chapter 11), due primarily to difficulty in accurately removing the contribution of skylight

reflected from a wave-roughened sea surface (e.g. Toole et al. 2000).

10.2 MEASUREMENT METHODS

There are three primary sources of uncertainty in the determination of E_ (z,E), E. (z,_,), and

L, (z,_.) and their respective attenuation coefficients K d (z,Z.), K, (z,_.), and K L (z,_,): the perturbation

of the in-water radiant energy field by the ship (Gordon 1985, Smith and Baker 1986, Voss et al. 1986, and

Helliwell et al. 1990), shading of the measured water volume by the E, (z,_.), or L. (z,E), sensor itself

(Gordon and Ding 1992), and atmospherically induced variability in radiant energy incident on the sea

surface during in-water measurements (Smith and Baker 1984). The influence of ship shadow on the

vertical profiles of E d (z,_.), E, (z,)_), and L, (z,_.) is dependent upon the following variables: solar

zenith angle, the spectral attenuation properties of the water column, cloud cover, ship size (length, beam,
draft, and freeboard) and color, and the geometry of instrument deployment. Self-shading is dependent on
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solarzenithangle,thefractionalcontributions of direct sunlight and diffuse skylight to total incident

irradiance, and the diameter of the instrument relative to the absorption scale length a(_L)"z of the water in
which the measurement is made. Atmospheric variability is primarily dependent upon sun elevation and

variations in cloud cover. The near surface in-water data also show variability caused by wave focusing,
which can be minimized at a fixed depth by averaging over several wave periods, but which can pose

severe problems in vertical profiles during which the instrument descends at speeds of 0.5----1 m s"1
(Zaneveld et al. 2001). Raman scattering and fluorescence result in second-order errors near 490 nm

(CDOM fluorescence), and at longer wavelengths, contributions from phycoerythrin and fluorescence and
water Raman scattering are significant. Based on recent experimental measurements of the Raman

scattering cross section and its wavelength dependence (Bartlett et al. 1998, and references cited therein),
Gordon (1999) recently determined that Raman contributions to remote sensing reflectance are 50 % to

100 % larger than had been previously estimated and is significant at all wavelengths of interest to ocean
color remote sensing.

Ship Shadow Avoidance

The complete avoidance of ship shadow, or reflectance, perturbations is a mandatory requirement for
all radiometric measurements to be incorporated into the SIMBIOS validation and algorithm database. The

influence of ship shadow is best characterized in terms of attenuation length 1/K d (_,) (Gordon 1985).

Because L w (L) is required with an uncertainty of 5 % or better, the protocol requires that vertical profiles

be measured outside the effects of ship perturbation to the radiant energy field. To accomplish this, the
instrument must be deployed from the stern, with the sun's relative bearing aft of the beam. Yet a better

approach is to deploy a free falling, profiling radiometer well away from the ship on an umbilical tether.

Estimates of the minimum distance away from the ship, under conditions of clear sunny skies, are

given below. The distances are expressed in attenuation lengths to minimize error. For E d (z,_L)

measurements, the general equation for distance away, _ in meters, is given as

sin (48.4 °)

- Ka (_.) (10.1)

The distance from the ship is required to be 3IK, (_.) m for E, (z,_,) and 1.5/K L (_,) m for L, (z,_,)

measurements. These distances should be increased if the instrument is deployed off the beam of a large
vessel. A variety of methods have been used to deploy optical instruments beyond the influence of the

ship. During CZCS algorithm development, floating plastic frames were equipped with small winches and
instruments to obtain near surface optical profiles at some distance away from the ship. An umbilical cable

provided power and data transfer. These platforms, while being somewhat difficult to deploy, worked well

at avoiding ship shadow. Alternatively, extended booms can be used to deploy the instrument away from
the ship and have the advantages of allowing relatively rapid deployment and simultaneous rosette bottle
sampling. As a point of caution, however, very long booms may accentuate unwanted vertical motions due
to ship pitch and roll.

Waters et al. (1990) used an optical free-fall instrument (OFFI) that allows optical data to be obtained
outside the influence of ship perturbation. In addition, the OFFI approach allows optical data to be
obtained independently from violent ship motion, which may be transmitted to the instrument via the

hydrowire, especially on a long boom. Over the past few years, OFFI-like radiometer systems have

become commercially available from several manufacturers and have found widespread use in the ocean
color community. In comparisons between several deployment configurations (Hooker and Maritorena

2000), free-fall radiometer systems, in combination with shipboard surface irradiance sensors, yielded
water-leaving radiances with the lowest uncertainties. Yet another method for the deployment of optical
sensors is via an ROV. Some groups, e.g., Smith (pers. comm.), have deployed a spectrometer on an ROV
and obtained data completely free of ship influences.

The above criteria for ship shadow avoidance are admittedly very conservative. Unfortunately, the
above cited models and observations provide only approximate guidance on minimum distances at which

ship reflectance and shadow effects become insignificant under all circumstances. Therefore, the
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SIMBIOSocean optics protocols embrace relatively extreme distance criteria, recognizing that in many

specific combinations of lighting conditions, ships and optical properties, ship shadow, and reflection
effects may become unimportant much closer to the ship. The essential requirement is that each

investigator establishes that any measurements of Ed(z,X ), E u (z,_,), and L u (z,_.) submitted for

SIMBIOS validation and algorithm development are free from ship-induced errors. The simplest way to do

this is to adhere to the above distance criterion, which is not difficult when using either a tethered free-fall
system or instruments mounted on an ROV. In other cases, it is incumbent on the investigator to otherwise
demonstrate the absence of ship effects, e.g., through analysis of a series of profiles at increasing distance.

Depth Resolution in Profiles

The instrument sampling rate and the speed at which the instrument is lowered or raised through the
water column should yield at least two, and preferably six to eight, samples per meter.

Instrument Dark Readings

The dark current of optical sensors is frequently temperature dependent. As a consequence, accurate
radiometric measurements require that careful attention be given to dark current variability. It is
recommended that each optical measurement be accompanied by a measurement of the instrument dark

current. When there is a large temperature difference between the instrument on the deck and the water

temperature, the instrument should be allowed to equilibrate with ambient water temperature at the
beginning of each cast.

Deep casts, e.g., 500 m, may permit the determination of the dark current in each optical channel at the

bottom of each cast. Many instruments are not designed to be lowered safely to 500 m, however, and this
approach is usually not feasible. Furthermore, there is some intrinsic uncertainty over possible

contamination by bioluminescence when dark readings are obtained in this way. If the instrument is

equipped with a shutter, dark currents can be measured at any depth in the cast. If the dark current is not
determined during the cast, it should be determined as soon as possible after the instrument is returned to
the deck.

Temperature effects on sensor responsivity can be significant and should not be ignored. Therefore,
sensors should be equipped with thermistors on detector mounting surfaces to monitor temperatures for

data correction. Otherwise, deck storage should be under thermally protected conditions prior to
deployment and on-deck determination of dark voltages.

e

Surface Incident Irradiance

Atmospheric variability, especially under cloud cover, leads directly to variability of the in-water light
field and must be corrected to obtain accurate estimations of optical properties from irradiance or radiance

profiles. First order corrections for this variability can be made using above water (on deck) measurements

of downwelling spectral irradiance, E s (_.) = E d (0*,_,). Smith and Baker (1984) and Baker and Smith

(1990) theoretically computed the irradiance just below the air-water interface, E, (0-,_.), from deck

measurements to correct in-water profile data.

The deck sensor must be properly gimbaled to avoid large errors in E s (L) due to ship motion in a

seaway. Improper gimballing can actually accentuate sensor motion under some circumstances, however,

and this aspect of a shipboard radiometer system must be engineered with some care.

In early versions of the ocean optics protocols (Mueller and Austin 1992, 1995), it was suggested that

an improved, more direct determination of E d (0-,_.) might be obtained by deploying a floating instrument

to obtain continuous downwelling irradiance data just below the air-water interface (Waters et al. 1990).

Over the past several years, instruments implementing this concept have become commercially available
and the ocean color community has used them extensively. Unfortunately, experience has demonstrated

that downwelling irradiance fluctuations associated with focusing and defocusing of sunlight by surface
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wavesrenderssuchmeasurementsfarnoisierthanmeasurements of E s (_,) made above the sea surface. A

variant on this approach, wherein the sensor is floated away from the ship but is elevated a meter or so

above the water surface, has proved to be a viable alternative, especially in circumstances when it is
impossible to install and/or gimbal a deck cell properly.

Instrument Attitude

An instrument's attitude with respect to the vertical is a critical factor in measurements of E d (z,L)

and E u (z,_,), and is only slightly less critical for L u (z,_,). Roll and pitch sensors must, therefore, be

installed in the underwater radiometers used for acquiring SIMBIOS validation data. The data from these
attitude sensors are to be recorded concurrently with the data from the radiometric channels and are to be

used as a data quality indicator. It is not deemed necessary to determine or control attitude determination

errors resulting from surface wave-induced accelerations at very shallow depths.

10.3 ANCILLARY MEASUREMENTS AND LOGS

The following ancillary data and information must be recorded in header files and/or logs for each

radiometric profile cast:

1. date and time (UTC) of the station and cast;

2. geographic location (latitude and longitude in decimal degrees to the nearest 0.001);

3. the distance between the profiling sensor and the ship, and its direction relative to the ship's

heading;

4. the direction of the sun relative to the ship's heading;

5. Secchi depth;

6. cloud cover and sky conditions;

7. wind speed and direction;

8. barometric pressure;

9. dark (zero-offset) data file, to be recorded at the time of the cast and the dark filename logged with
the profile entry;

I0. times, locations and file identification of associated CTD, in situ fluorescence, and inherent optical
property profiles, if any;

I 1. depths and times of associated water samples, if any;

12. names of files with data from comparisons with a portable irradiance and radiance reference

standard made in the field and used to track the instrument's stability during a deployment
(Chapter 7);

13. instrument identification;

14. calibration date and file identification (constant throughout a cruise, usually); and

15. depth offsets (to nearest cm) between the pressure transducer and all sensor probes, including

Lu (z,%) window, E a (z,_.) and E u (z,L) collectors, and all ancillary probes on a package.

10.4 DATA ANALYSIS METHODS

This section provides descriptions and discussion of the methods and procedures required to process

profile measurements of E d (z,_.), E_ (z,_.), and Lu (z,L) from raw counts to radiometric units and

attenuation coefficient profiles K d (z,_.), K u (z,%), and g t (z,%), and for extrapolating the data to the
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seasurfacetodetermineE d (z,_,), E u (0-,_,), and L_ (z,_,). Water-leaving radiance is then determined

as

/_ (_.)= _/_ (0-,_.), (10.2)

where 9 _=_0.025 is the Fresnel reflectance of the air sea interface and n = 1.34 is the refractive index of

1- 9 = 0.543 is the upward radiance transmittance of the sea surface for normal
seawater. The term --_-

incidence from below, and is not sensitive to wind speed (Austin 1974; see also Chapter 13).
|

Remote sensing reflectance is then calculated as

R.s(Z)=z (z)
Es (lO.3)

where E s (L) is downwelling incident irradiance measured above the sea surface, and is equivalent to

E d (0",;_). It is not recommended to estimate E d (0÷,X) from in-water determinations of E d (0-,_,),

because wave:focusing effects yield uncertainties approaching 10 % under even ideal circumstances

(Siegel et al. 1995; Zaneveld et al. 2001). The lack of directional notation in (10.2) and (10.3) signifies

that the quantities represent nadir viewing values of L w (_,) and RRs (_). Directional (off-nadir at a given

azimuth angle from the sun) above-water measurements of surface radiance and remote-sensing reflectance

are discussed in Chapters 12 and 13.

Normalized water-leaving radiance, as defined by Gordon and Clark (1981) may be calculated from

Lw(X, ) and Es(_, ) as

(L)= Lw(_') Fo (_,), (10.4)
Es(Z)

where Fo (_,) is the mean solar flux immediately above the earth's atmosphere (N'eckel and Labs 1984).

The intended effect of (10.4) is to scale each measured L w (_,) to a value consistent with surface

illumination by the sun at zenith with no atmosphere, and at the mean earth-sun distance (see also the

discussion in Chapter 13). If E s (_,) measurements of acceptable uncertainty are not available, the ratio

Fo(Z)

Es (_,) may be calculated as in Chapters 11 and 13. The Gordon and Clark (1981) normalization

embodied in (10.4) takes account only of the intensity of surface illumination, and neglects the dependence

of Lu (0-,Z,) on solar zenith angle 0o and the bidirectional nature of the ocean's reflectance (Morel and

Gentili 1996; Chapter 13 and other references cited therein). A further transformation to remove the

bidirectional effect and determine a quantity called exact normalized water-leaving radiance, _ (_,), is

necessary to compare Lw_ (k) based on nadir-viewing field measurements with each other (for differing

0o and inherent optical properties), or with Lw_ (_) derived from radiances measured above water from a

satellite, aircraft, or ship (Chapter I3).

Dark Corrections

The instrument's dark responses in each channel, which should recorded either during or immediately
after each profile, must be subtracted from the raw data prior to further processing.
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Instrument Calibration Analysis

Instrument data from pre- and post-deployment calibrations should be compared with: (1) each other;
(2) the long-term history of an instrument's calibrations; and (3) the record of comparisons with a portable
field irradiance and radiance standard, to be made frequently during a cruise (Chapter 8).

Based on this analysis of the instrument's history, a calibration file will be generated and applieci to
transform the dark-corrected data from raw counts to radiance and irradiance units. This analysis, and the

rationale for adopting a particular set of calibration coefficients, both for responsivity and wavelength,
should be fully described in the documentation accompanying the data set, preferably in an ASCII file to be
retained on line with each data set.

I

Depth Offset Adjustments

The distance of each irradiance collector and radiance window above, or below, the instrument's

pressure transducer port must be subtracted, or added, to the nominal recorded depth so that E d (z,_,),

Eu (z,_,), and L u(z,_,) are associated with the depths where they were actually measured. These depth

adjustments may be applied either before, or during, attenuation profile analysis, but in either case must be
applied before extrapolating values to the sea surface.

Profile Normalization by Surface lrradiance

The dominant uncertainties in measured K(z,7_) profiles result from changes in cloud cover during a

cast. Cloud cover variability causes strong variations in incident surface irradiance, E s [t (z), _] measured

at time t(z), over the duration of a radiometric cast. In present usage, Es[t(z),_] refers to incident

spectral irradiance measured with a deck cell aboard a ship. It is strongly recommended that all incident
irradiance measurements be made above the sea surface. Smith and Baker (1984 and 1986) discuss a

method for propagating E s (_,) through the sea surface to estimate E d (0-,_,), and they also present a

model for adjusting E d (0-,X) to compensate for solar zenith angle (see also Chapter 13, Sections 13.1 and

13.2). An alternative scheme for estimating E d (0-,_) by measuring Ed (z,_) with a radiometer floated

away from the ship and held at a shallow depth z_ during a east (Waters et al. 1990) was also recommended
in Mueller and Austin (1995). However, community experience has since demonstrated in-water estimates

of Ed(0-,X ) to be far noiser than those based on measurements of Es[t(z),_ ] made above the sea

surface (Siegel et aL 1995; Hooker and Maritorena 2000; Zaneveld et aI. 21301).

The record of Es[t(z),k _ is recorded simultaneously and together with profiles of Ed(z,_),

Eu (z,_,), and Lu (z,7_). Assuming that transmission of Es[t(z),X ] through the surface does not vary

with time, then a simple and effective normalization of the profiles is obtained as

Ed (Z,_,)= Ed (Z,;t)E s (t(O-),X)
Es(t(z),_, ) , (10.4)

where E s It (z), _,] is the deck cell irradiance measured at the time t(z) when the radiometer was at depth z

and E s It (z), k] is the measurement at time t(0) when the radiometer was at the surface.

Some investigators have used 3 at a single reference wavelength, e.g., 550 nm, to

normalize profiles, and have thus ignored the usually small spectral variations in incident irradiance. For

SIMBIOS validation and algorithm development, however, the recommended protocol is to use

multispectral Es[t(z),Z ] measurements. Under no circumstances should a PAR, or other broad-band

(e.g. photopic response), sensor ever be used for this purpose.
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Becauseof spatialseparationbetweenthe surfaceandunderwaterradiometers,cloudshadow
variationsareneithermeasuredidentically,norinphase,bythetwoinstruments.TheE s It (z),_,] profiles

should, therefore, be smoothed to remove high frequency fluctuations while retaining variations with

periods of 15 seconds or greater. The smoothed Es[t(O-),X]/EsEt(z),Z] profiles should then be

applied as a normalizing function to adjust the measured h'radiance and radiance profiles to correct for
variations in incident irradiance during a cast.

Some investigators (e.g. Sorensen et al. 1995), who are faced with the need to process hundreds of

radiometric profiles, have implemented automated, semi-autonomous processing and analysis systems
which do not include a profile normalization like that embodied in (10.5). In this approach, radiometric

profiles are simply rejected and not analyzed if overall variability in Es[t(z),_ ] exceeds a minimum

acceptance threshold. For all accepted profiles, it is implicitly assumed that Esrt(z)'LfLJ -1.0 and is

constant throughout the measurement. The only drawback to this approach is that many otherwise usable
profiles are not analyzed.

K-Analysis

Normalized profiles of E_(z,_.), Eu(z,_.), and

depth offset relative to each sensor) should be fit to the equations

z

-Sx_(z'),)_"
(o-,x),• ,

z

-Sx, (z'.X)az"
Eu(z,_.)=Eu(O-,_.)e ° ,

and

respectively.

L, (z,_,) (with z corrected for pressure transducer

(10.6)

(10.7)

z

-Srt (z'.X)az"
(Z,_,) = _ (0-,_.)e ° , (10.S)

The vertical profiles of attenuation coefficients Kd (z,_.), Ku (z, _.), and KL (z, _.), together

with the respective values of E, (0-,_.), E, (0-,_,), and L_(z,)_) atthe surface, provide the needed

specifications for the smoothed irradiance and radiance profiles.

If the natural logarithm of (10.6), (10.7), or (10.8) is taken, an equation of the following form is
obtained:

-I ( )]-,n[ )],
0

so that

K(z)= d In [_z (z)] (I0.I0)
z'

The traditional method of K-analysis, e.g., Smith and Baker (1984 and 1986), is to estimate K(z) as the

local slope of ln[E(z)] measured within a depth interval spanning a few meters, and centered at depth

zm. It is assumed that K(z) is constant over the depth interval centered at zm, so that

InFE(z)]---In[E(Zm)]-(Z-Zm)K(z_). (10.11)
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The unknowns In[J_(z m)] and K(z.) are determined as the intercept and (negative) slope of a least-

regression fit to measured ln[_(zm) 1 data within the depth intervalsquares (Zm-aZ)-<z<(Zm "t-AZ).

The half-interval Az is somewhat arbitrary. Smith and Baker (1984 and 1986) suggest a Az of
approximately 4 m, but for noisy profiles, a Az as large as 10 m may be needed to smooth over incident
irradiance fluctuations left as residuals by the deck cell normalization.

When this method is used, the shallowest possible values in the smoothed ln[E(zm)] and K(zm)

profiles are at depth Az m and the deepest values are Az m above the deepest measurements in the profile.
If obvious ship shadow effects are present in the data, the shallowest valid smoothed data point will be at

depth (z_ + Az) where zs is the depth to which the data are regarded as contaminated and are excluded from

the analysis. It is often convenient, although not necessary, to pre-average radiometric data into, e.g., 1 m,
bins prior to performing the least-squares analysis. If this is done, the data should be pre-filtered to remove
any noise spikes and then averaged before it is log-transformed.

Each step in the analysis yields increasingly refined information, which requires various amounts of

intervention from the analyst. After appropriate editing to remove artifacts, such as the effects of ship
shadow, vertical profiles of K(z,L) are computed from the logarithmic decrement with depth of the

radiometric profiles. Direct derivative method calculations of K(z,g) profiles using computer techniques
(see above) may require the use of a depth interval as large as 20 m, with the result that information about

the slope, and hence, about K(z,L) near the top and bottom of the profile, is lost. Averaging over such a

large interval also causes the slopes in sharply defined layers, e.g., regions of high gradients, to be poorly
represented. Attempts to reduce these effects by using a significantly smaller depth interval often results in
unacceptably noisy K(z,2,) profiles.

An alternative method of determining K-profiles OVlueller 1995) is to keep (10.9) in integral form,

expressed in terms of diffuse attenuation depth (optical depth) x(z,L) as

Fe(0-)q

The K-profile is represented analytically by Hermitian cubic polynomials with unknown coefficients,

consisting of K(z_) and its derivative dK(zn)/dz, at each of several discrete depths dividing the profile into

finite depth elements. [Hermitian cubic polynomials are defined in any text on finite element modeling,
e.g., Pinder and Gray (1977).] The measured set of equations (10.12), corresponding to each measured
value E(z) in the profile and depth z in the prof'fle, are assembled into matrix form and the unknown set of

coefficients K(zn) and dK(z_)/dz are determined using classical least-squares minimization. E(0") must be

specified externally, and in the current implementation is estimated from the profile itself and adjusted

iteratively to yield a minimum least-squares solution to the overall profile. The complete formulation of
the method is given in Mueller (1995). Compared to results of the derivative solution, the integral method

yields significantly more detailed representation of very sharp layers in bio-optical profiles (when
compared to concurrent beam attenuation and chlorophyll fluorescence profiles). The integral solution is

more robust in handling data gaps, e.g. due to extreme cloud shadows which are not corrected by deck-cell
normalization. The integral solution automatically extrapolates the profile to E(0-) based on a best fit to the

entire profile, and not simply to the noisy near-surface layer. On the other hand, the integral method of
solution is considerably more difficult to implement than the derivative approach. Moreover, the approach

requires an interactive analysis of each profile, and is more time consuming than an automated analysis
using the derivative method. For these reasons, the integral solution is not widely used within the ocean
color community.

Extrapolation to the Sea Surface

Because of surface waves, it is rarely possible to measure E d (z,)_), E u (z,)_), and Lu (z,_,) at depths

that closely approximate z -=0-. The shallowest reliable readings typically occur at depths ranging from

0.5--2 m. The data from this zone usually exhibit strong fluctuations associated with surface waves, and
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thusrequiresomeformofsmoothingoraveraging.It isalmostalwaysnecessarytoapplysomemeansof
extrapolatingthedataupwardtotheseasurface.Whatevermethodisusedshouldreconcileextrapolated
Ea (0-,7_) with deck measurements of E s (_).

If K(z) profiles are determined using the derivative method, the shallowest smoothed estimates will

occur at depth zo = _z, if there are no ship shadow effects. The usual procedure is to extrapolate values to

z=0- as

E d (0-,)_)= E a (zo,_,)e _r'(z''x)", (10.13)

Eu (0-, 9,)= E, (Zo,)_)e r'(''x)" , (10.14)

and

/_ (0-, _,)=/__ (zo,L)e rL(_*'x>". (10.15)

If ship shadow is present, zo may be 20 m or more, and the extrapolation becomes somewhat tenuous.

If K(z) profiles are determined by means of the integral method, then E d (0-,_.), E u (0-,_), and

Lo (0-, _,) are automatically determined as part of the fitting procedure. The surface values thus obtained

are not necessarily superior to those obtained by extrapolating the derivative method solutions, but they do

have the advantage of representing an internally consistent least-squares fit to the entire profile beneath the
surface boundary layer.

By either method, extrapolating measured E d(z,_,), Eu (z,7_), and L, (z,_,) to z = 0- becomes very

difficult at _, > 650 nm. At these wavelengths, the rapid decrease in daylight over an extremely shallow

first attenuation length may compete with an increase in flux with depth due to inelastic scattering. Indeed,

it is not unusual to find negative values of Ka (z,_) and KL(z,), ) in strong chlorophyll maxima.

Additional research is needed to address measurement and estimation of E d (0-,)_), E_ (0-,)_), and

L_ (0-, X) at these wavelengths, especially in chlorophyll-rich case 2 waters.

Instrument Self-Shading

Gordon and Ding (1992) modeled the errors introduced by an instrument's own shadow in direct

measurements used to determine E u (0-,)_) and L_ (0-,L). For this source of error to be less than 5 %,

without modeled corrections, the instrument radius r must satisfy r<[n0a(3,)J -1 for Eu (0-,_,) and

r<[100a(3,)] -I for Lo (0-,_,). They calculate for L=865 nm in pure water, as an example, that the

instrument radius must be approximately 0.3 cm to measure E, (0-, 9_) with a maximum of 5 % error; the

instrument radius must be significantly smaller for direct measurement error in L_ (0-,X) to be 5 % or

less.

Gordon and Ding (1992) also propose a simple model for correcting Eo (0-,)_) and L_ (0-,_,) for the

self-shadowing effect. They write

(o-,),)=Lo( )
1-8(L) ' (10.16)

and

l-e , (10.17)
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• y
where _ (0-,2-) is the true value, _ (0-,2-) is the measured value, _: = .'7"'_, (00 is the refracted solar

tan 0 o

zenith angle) and y is an empirical factor for which they give values determined by fitting their model

results (y = 2). A similar correction, with a different table of values for y applies to E u (0-, _,).

When the above geometric corrections are applied, Gordon and Ding (1992) estimate that errors less

than or equal to 5 % in L u (0-,2-) could be determined from measurements with instruments having

maximum diameters of 24 cm for 2-< 650 nm, and with instruments of maximum diameter 10 cm for

650 nm< 2- < 700 nm at solar zenith angles 0o _>20 ° , and maximum chlorophyll a concentrations of

10 mg m"3. To measure L u (0-,2-) correctable to less than 5 % error at 0o = 10 ° (with chlorophyll a

concentrations <10 mg m'3), maximum instrument diameters are 12 cm for2-<650 nm and 5 cm for

650 nm< 2- < 700 rim. Even with these corrections, however, instrument diameters of 1 cm or less must

be used to assure self-shading Lu (0-, 2-) errors are 5 % or less at 780 nm and 875 nm.

The Gordon and Ding (1992) model predictions were compared to experimental measurements of

L_ (0-,2-) just beneath the sea surface, using a fiber-optic radiometric probe (Zibordj and Ferrari 1995).

The experiment was performed in a lake, with solar zenith angles 25°< 0o _<55 ° , on several days with

cloud-free skies. Spectrophotometric methods (similar to those in Chapter 15) were used to measure
absorption by particles and Gelbstoff. At wavelengths of 500 am, 600 nm, and 640 nm, a series of discs

was employed to vary instrument self-shading geometry in several steps over the range

0.001 < a (2-)r < 0.1. The Gordon and Ding (1992) model predicted self-shading radiance and irradiance

effects that may be applied as corrections, and which agreed with measured values within 5 % and 3 %,
respectively. The model corrections were all biased high relative to the measured values. Zibordi and

Ferrari (1995) chose to compare their measurements to the Gordon and Ding (1992) point-sensor model,

and use of theirfinite-sensor model results may have further improved the comparisons.

This initial confirmation of the Gordon and Ding (1992) instrument self-shading model is confined to

clear-sky conditions, solar zenith angles greater than 25 °, near-surface Lu (0-,2-) and E. (0-,Z.), and

a(2-)r<0.1. Additional theoretical and experimental research will be necessary to generalize this

correction for cloudy sky conditions and for variations with depth in L. (z,2-) and E. (z,2-) profiles. The

above restrictions notwithstanding, the excellent agreement shown so far covers a very important range of
conditions for SeaWIFS and SIMBIOS algorithm development and validation.

A provisional protocol is given here for radiometer self-shading corrections to Lu (0-,2-) and

E_ (0-,2-) derived from in-water radiometric measurements. The protocol is based on the model of

Gordon and Ding (1992) and the limited experimental confirmation by Zibordi and Ferrari (1995).

Although additional research is necessary to extend and verify these correction algorithms, the results

published to date show clearly that even a provisional correction will significantly improve L_ (0-,2-) and

E_ (0-, 2-) estimated from underwater measurements.

It is first necessary to measure or estimate the spectral absorption coefficient a(2-), preferably using in
situ instruments (Chapters 4 and 9), or if necessary, using the laboratory methods of Chapter 15. It is also

possible to estimate a(2,) using other approximations suggested by Gordon and Ding (1992), based either on
measurements of phytoplankton pigment concentrations, or of irradiance attenuation coefficients.

It will also be necessary to measure, or estimate, the direct solar, Esu_ (2-) and skylight, Eay (2-)

components of incident spectral irradiance, E s (2-), where E s (2-)= E_, (2-)+Esky (2,). The preferred

method is to measure these components following the protocols of Chapter 14. Zibordi and Ferrari (1995)
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alsodescribeamethodofestimatingtheratio E_, (X)' and Gordon and Ding (1992) suggest yet other

alternatives.

Following Zibordi and Ferrari (1995), the coefficients, _', given in Table 2 of Gordon and Ding

(1992), are fit to linear regression models as functions of the solar zenith angle 0o in the range

30 ° < 0o < 70 ° . The results given for L u (0-, _,), with sun only, for a point sensor may be computed as

v,_u,otan0_ = 2.07 +5.6x10-30o, (10.18)

and for a finite sensor occupying the full diameter of the instrument,

r,_j tan0_ = 1.59+6.3x10-30o, (10.19)

where 0o and 0_ are the solar zenith angles [in degrees] in air and water, respectively. In practice, the

diameter of the radiance sensor aperture is usually a small fraction of the instrument diameter. In the

results reported by Zibordi and Ferrari (1995), the point sensor model always overestimated E, and use of

the finite sensor model (10.19) will always yield a lower estimate of e. Pending new insights from future
theoretical and experimental work, it is suggested to estimate

tan O" = (1- f)#_,_ tan Oo+ f _=a tan Oo, (10.20)

wherefis the ratio of sensor-to-instrument diameters. The coefficient, r_ for the self-shading effect on

L_ (0-,_L) caused by incident diffuse skylight is similarly estimated as

= 4.61-0.87f, (10.21)

where the coefficients are derived from values given in Table 3 of Gordon and Ding (1992). Self-shading

errors _(_.) and _(_,) for E_ (;L) and E_ (2.) components, respectively, are then computed as

_, (_.) = 1- e -¢ua(x)r, (10.22)

and

e_ (_,)= l-e -_a(_)', (10.23)

where r is the instrument radius in m, and the absorption coefficient a(X) is in units of m 1.

The self-shading error in L, (0-,_,) is then calculated as

l+h ' (10.24)

where

h= (x)
E_, (L)" (10.25)

Finally, the corrected radiance f_ (0-, _,) is estimated with Equation (I 0.16).

Similarly, for E u (0-,X), the values given in Tables 2 and 3 of Gordon and Ding (1992) determine

that for a point irradiance sensor,

_,,o = 3.41-1.55x10-20o . 00.26)

For an irradiance collector with a diameter equal to that of the instrument,

r_.,_ = 2.76-1.21x10-20o, (10.27)
so that
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r_ = (1- f)r_o + fK_ a, (10.28)

wherefis the ratio of the diameter of the irradiance collector to that of the instrument. For the sky

component, _z_ is defined as

r_ = 2.70-0.48f. (10.29)

Values of _:_ and _c,_ from (10.28) and (t0.29) are then substituted in equations (10.21) and (10.22) to

obtain _,m(2_) and eax(X) that are then used in (10.23) to solve for e(_). Finally, corrected upwelled

spectral irradiance Eu (0-,_,) is estimated as

( )
' (I0.3o)

where E, (0-,X) is determined from the upwelled spectral irradiance profile. It is recommended that this

correction algorithm be applied to all L, (0-,L) and E, (0-,X) measurements used for SeaWiFS and

SIMBIOS validation and algorithm development. Recognizing the provisional nature of the correction,
however, the uncorrected measured values must also be reported. Moreover, the method and data used to

estimate a(_,), E,_ (X) and E_ (X) must be documented and reported with all data sets corrected using

this protocol.

Finite Bandwidth Correction

In wavelength regions where the absorption coefficient of water varies rapidly (e.g. near 565 nm),
sensors having Full-Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM) bandwidths exceeding 5 nm interact with water

attenuation spectrum to shift the effective wavelength of attenuation coefficients computed from the data.
A protocol is not currently provided for correcting this effect.

Siegel et aL (1986) and Marshall and Smith (1990) discuss the effects of finite spectral FWHM
bandwidth, and the normalized spectral response function, on determination of the attenuation coefficient,

K(L),for a vertically homogeneous water column. Given a channel's nominal wavelength, _ and

normalized spectral response function, R, (_,), the apparent attenuation coefficient measured in a

homogeneous water column is approximately

i K (_.)R,, (_,) e-X(X)'d_.

/_(z,_) =° (10.31)

0

Marshall and Smith (1990) applied a correction for this effect to clear-water profiles of

E, (z, X) at X=589 nm.. In general, correction of /¢ (z, _') for finite bandwidth effects associated with K

for pure water is straightforward. Additional research will be needed to model, from the spectral irradiance

data itself, additional bandwidth effects associated with attenuation by phytoplankton and other particles,

and to correct/_ (z, _') accordingly.

Rarnan Corrections

Marshall and Smith (1990), and the references cited therein, show transpectral Raman scattering

contributes significantly to measured irradiance between 500 nm and 700 nm. At a particular wavelength,
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theRamancontributionisexcitedbyambientirradianceatawavenumbershiftof3,400cm"1.Forexample,
Ramanscatteringat a wavelengthof 500nm(20,000cm-1)is excitedb_,lightat wavelength427nm
(23,400cm-1),andat700nm(14,286cma) by light at 565 nm (17,686,cm). Marshall and Smith (1990)
give a transverse Raman scattering cross section (at 90 °) of 8.2x10 "3°cm'2molecule"sr l, a value within the

range of other published observations. By integration, they derive a total Raman scattering coefficient of:

b, (488)= 2.6x10 -4 m -t, (10.32)

a result recently confirmed by Bartlett et al. (1998), as well as by the in situ measurements of Hu and Voss
(1997a, 1997b).

The wavelength dependence of the Raman scattering cross section is theoretically about the same as
that for Rayleigh scattering

br (L) - b, (488) . (10.33)

Bartlett et al. (1998) recently measured the wavelength dependence of Raman scattering, however, and
found that for excitation wavelengths

/: ,_ "_-S.5±0.4

b,(X)=b,(488)[4-  8J , (10.34)

for radiance expressed in energy units [i.tW cm'_nm"sr"'].

A method for applying Raman corrections to measured profiles of irradiance and radiance is suggested
and applied to homogeneous clear-water profiles by Marshall and Smith (1990). Additional work is needed

to develop a robust Raman scattering correction model for general application in more turbid and vertically
stratified water masses. The relative magnitude, and thus importance, of the Raman signal at each

wavelength in the upper three attenuation lengths should also be investigated more thoroughly than has
been done to date. Gordon (1999) applied the recent results of Bartlett et al. (1998), i.e the confimation of

(10.32) and wavelength dependence of (10.34), together with recently improved absorption coefficients for
pure water (Sogandares and Fry 1997; Pope and Fry 1997), to model the relative contributions of Raman

scattering to water-leaving radiance at wavelengths of interest for ocean color remote sensing. He found
that Raman contributions ranged between 20 % and 30 % in clear, oligotrophic waters, and was -8 % near
chlorophyll concentrations of 1 mg m -3. Protocols given in Chapter 13 for determining exact normalized

water-leaving radiance, L_ (Z,), include the effects of Raman scattering.
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